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Abstract

Implicit Models: Theories and Applications

by

Fangda Gu

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Laurent El Ghaoui, Chair

Deep implicit models are very recent developments on deep learning. Traditionally, deep
learning methods rely on explicit forward feeding structures. Super deep structures are pro-
posed to give better performance in various domains. Such approaches have posed difficulty
in theoretical analysis and under perform shallower models in some domains. By introducing
a recursive structure involving solution to an equilibrium equation in the forward feeding,
implicit deep models capture the idea of infinitely deep neural networks while preserving
simplicity in model representation, allowing theoretical analysis and better connection to
previous efforts in math and control communities. Recent works on implicit models have
demonstrated state-of-the-art empirical performances.

Despite great ambition, implicit models are very new and see theoretical and empirical
challenges. From the theoretical aspect, efficient and effective training and evaluation of
implicit models are still open problems. The naive training methods for implicit models
are highly inefficient. Trivial initialization easily violates the validity conditions for implicit
models. Robustness of implicit models are not well studied. From the empirical aspect, there
are still a limited number of works on applying implicit models to solve real world problems.
Such works also have not demonstrated significant performance boost over deep learning in
general. Applications of implicit models in most areas are mostly unexplored even though
implicit models fit in the deep learning framework easily.

In the dissertation, we introduce our theoretical and empirical contributions on deep implicit
models. The presentation of the dissertation is split into two parts. The first part focuses on
theoretical foundations for deep implicit models where we research the evaluation, training,
and other topics for implicit deep learning and deep learning in general. The second part
then explores the applications of deep implicit models and corresponding theories on real
world machine learning applications. We show that implicit models can out-perform existing
deep learning techniques in a set of tasks, thanks to the implicit structure which resembles
infinitely deep neural networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advances in computation in both hardware and software have enabled the development
of deep learning. Starting from AlexNet [95], a deep learning algorithm on computer vision
classification, a completely different level of applications has emerged. Over the past few
years, we have seen advanced computer vision (CV) applications such as object detection,
segmentation, and image generation. In natural language processing (NLP), we also see
dramatic improvements in tasks like documentation comprehension, machine translation,
and knowledge graph learning. Apart from CV and NLP, most other computation areas
including robotics perception and planning, reinforcement learning, graph representation
learning, and biochemistry have seen unprecedented breakthroughs. All of these are made
possible because of the development of deep learning software on deep neural network models
and the computation hardware supporting efficient matrix algebra calculations.

Compared with the mind-blowing empirical glory of deep learning, we have seen limited
theoretical results in support for it. This is due to the complexity introduced by deep neural
networks where the model usually sees a huge number of layers, each of which contains
nonlinear operations. This flexibility has enabled the empirical development of deep learning
but also limited the theoretical analysis of it. Another observation on the field reveals the
conflicts between researcher’s intention on proposing deeper and deeper neural networks in
search for better empirical performance and the ever-existing limitation by the finite nature
of explicit deep models. In order to restore a simple mathematical representation for deep
learning and capture the unlimited depth researchers are heading to, we propose implicit deep
learning where the model prediction rule is as simple as a linear operation over the states
that are generated from solution to an equilibrium equation. With appropriate training and
inference, the model represents an infinitely deep neural network and covers most existing
deep learning structures.
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1.1 Design of Deep Learning Models

Although implicit models exceed the limitation of finite layers and bring mathematical sim-
plicity, the design is actually largely originated from the current deep learning models. The
designs for deep learning are highly diverse because the paradigm of feed forward evaluation
and gradient back propagation applies almost no limitation other than that the forward and
backward calculations are defined (not even need to be differentiable, e.g. ReLU). This
enables high flexibility. It will be impossible to cover all structures here. So, we will go
through two deep learning models which we find informative on the intuition of implicit
models, residual networks and graph neural networks.

Figure 1.1: A residual block in ResNet [79]. Usually,
the input and output share the same shape.

Figure 1.2: Part of ResNet-34 [79].
We see there are a lot of repetition of
residual blocks in purple and green.

Residual network, or ResNet [79] is a major milestone on the performance of deep learn-
ing. Before the invention of ResNet, representative deep learning models including AlexNet
[95], VGG [155], InceptionNet [162], have tens of layers and deeper models at the time that
are created using combinations of the original convolution structures suffer from performance
degradation and under performed these representative models. ResNet has introduced the
so-called residual connection between layers to provide a shortcut data passage to make the
layers learn the residual mapping instead of some desired underlying mapping. By applying
the residual connection, the models are deepened to include hundreds and even thousands of
layers. This has empirically improved the performance of deep CV models by a significant
amount such that ResNet becomes the new representative deep learning model in CV. The
ResNet is built from repetitive blocks of layers, where each block contains two convolution
layers and a shortcut connection from the input to the output, see Figure 1.1. The depth of
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ResNet comes from numerous repeating residual blocks, see Figure 1.2. To some extent, the
larger the number of repetition, the higher the performance (see performance of ResNet-34,
ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNet-152 in [79]). From such observation, it is natural to think
of models that repeats such structure indefinitely.

Figure 1.3: A graph convolution step aggre-
gates neighbour information through a neu-
ral network to obtain new representation for
the orange node.

Figure 1.4: An example graph with nodes
represented by circles and edges represented
by arrows. Successful graph methods will
capture contribution from the yellow node
in the green node representation.

Graph neural networks, or GNNs are models developed to operate on graph-structured
data, a more general and less structural type of data involving nodes and edges between
nodes, see Figure 1.4. This type of model relies on the key message passing step between
nodes, see Figure 1.3. The message passing step can be seen as a layer in deep learning
and popular models contain a finite number of such steps. This is different from traditional
graph algorithms like Pagerank [131] where some equilibrium state is sought and information
passage steps are iterated to convergence. Numerous efforts are proposed to increase the
number of layers for GNNs but, unlike ResNet, they have seen limited performance benefits
and sometimes even under perform shallower models. One of the notable differences between
GNNs and CV models is the fact that the forward iterations in GNNs can go in loops when
there are loops in the graph. This departure from the low performance of deep GNNs and
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the success of traditional graph algorithms signals the potential for infinitely deep GNNs
and the need for theories for it to ensure higher performance.

1.2 Implicit Architectures in Machine Learning

Implicit architectures have a long history. In the 80s, Almeida [2] and Pineda [139] introduced
perceptron networks with feedback or recurrent structures, which are the early forms of
implicit models. In the early works, the idea of having a feedback structure in the design
of neural networks is introduced and the gradient calculation via implicit function theorem
[94] is demonstrated. This is later referred to as recurrent back propagation in [111] and
implicit gradients in [55] and [15]. Despite the long history, these early implicit models have
not received too much attention mainly due to the lack of theoretical support for stability in
training and evaluation, and low empirical performance compared with explicit feed forward
models.

Recently, implicit models and frameworks have received new attention from the machine
learning community. Pioneered by [55] and [15] in 2019, the implicit models are reintroduced
to the context of deep learning. By introducing a notationally simple but highly expressive
form of implicit models, [55] answers the key question of when implicit models are well-posed
(i.e. admit unique prediction outputs), explores the generalization of implicit models to
cover modern deep learning models, and extends the robustness analysis as a demonstration
of mathematical analysis made possible by the simple notations. The notation by [55] has
great similarity to LTI systems and uncertain systems which are widely studied in the control
community. It also fits into the analysis framework for recent control advances like [187] and
[73].

Following the introduction of implicit models, [15, 72, 172, 17] have explored variants of
implicit models and tested their empirical performance in language modeling, graph neural
networks, object detection, and image classification settings. The empirical test perfor-
mance on-par or better than state-of-the-art deep learning models are demonstrated. In
these works, implicit models offer higher representation capability than explicit feed forward
models and/or use fewer parameters when the test performance is on-par with the baselines.
At the same time, [143, 177] study different well-posedness conditions under different as-
sumptions. Recently, we also see study on the training of implicit models with a focus on
efficient and stable implicit gradient calculation [25, 18, 135]. On the other side of the train-
ing, we also see Fenchel types of methods which solves convex sub-problems via introduced
Fenchel divergence instead of calculating gradients [71, 166, 167].

Prior to the implicit models, implicit methods are used in model design. These methods
focus on designing layers where the outputs cannot be given as a closed form solution of the
inputs and model parameters. Compared with the implicit models, the designs are limited to
specific domains and applications (e.g. logical structures [173], model predictive control [4],
physical engines [13]). The methods are mostly trained using stochastic gradient methods
with gradients obtained from implicit function theorem [94]. Other efforts on providing novel
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new structures or plug-ins for deep learning framework using implicit designs [3, 50] have
also inspired the development of implicit models.

1.3 Thesis Contributions and Organization

This dissertation is broken apart into two parts on theoretical and empirical sides of deep
implicit models. The first part focuses on the theoretical foundations of implicit models and
the second part discusses the empirical applications of deep implicit models.

Part I: Theoretical Foundations for Deep Implicit Models

Since the proposals of the early implicit models [139, 2], there are a lot of fundamental
theoretical glitches with implicit models. Even when the implicit models start receiving new
perspectives from the deep learning community in 2019, the key questions on the validity or
well-posedness of implicit models (i.e. Is the implicit model giving a unique prediction?)
is not well discussed. On the training side, only gradient methods based on the implicit
function theorem are explored. But we have seen little discussions on the existence of such
gradients.

The first half of the dissertation aims to lay a theoretical ground for deep implicit mod-
els through the introduction of a novel implicit deep learning framework and discovery of
Fenchel divergence in reformulating training problems in deep learning. We show that the
novel implicit deep learning framework is notationally simple and at the same time covers
a wide range of deep learning architectures. Through the lenses of the simple notation,
we perform a multitude of theoretical analysis including the discussion of well-posedness,
robustness, sparsity, and training. The discovery of Fenchel divergence enables new alter-
native minimizing training methods for deep learning, which gives on-par performance to
gradient methods without computing gradients. Both venues together inspire new empirical
and theoretical advances on implicit models.

Chapter 2: Implicit Deep Learning

This chapter presents our pioneering effort on building a general and powerful implicit deep
learning framework. Implicit deep learning prediction rules generalize the recursive rules of
feedforward neural networks. Such rules are based on the solution of a fixed-point equation
involving a single vector of hidden features, which is thus only implicitly defined. Through
introduction of a greatly simplified notation highly similar to LTI systems and uncertainty
systems in control, the new framework uses Perron-Frobenius theory to characterize the well-
posedness of implicit models and extends a range of analysis in training through implicit gra-
dients, Fenchel reformulation and robustness design through sensitivity matrix. Numerical
experiments in synthetic datasets and real world datasets including hand-written charac-
ter classification and traffic sign identification are conducted. On-par performance against
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feedforward neural networks is demonstrated. The framework also opens up possibilities in
terms of novel architectures and algorithms, robustness analysis and design, interpretability,
sparsity, and network architecture optimization.

The content of the chapter is based on a paper, Implicit Deep Learning, released online
in 2019 and later published in 2021 on SIAM Journal on Mathematics of Data Science [55].

Chapter 3: Fenchel Lifted Networks

To give a different training methods for implicit models and deep learning in general, we
study the key invention of Fenchel divergence on lifted problems which converts the training
problems into multiple convex sub-problems and enables training without gradients. Despite
the recent successes of deep neural networks, the corresponding training problem remains
highly non-convex and difficult to optimize. Classes of models have been proposed that
introduce greater structure to the objective function at the cost of lifting the dimension
of the problem. However, these lifted methods sometimes perform poorly compared to
traditional gradient based training methods. We introduce a new class of lifted models,
Fenchel lifted networks, that enjoy the same benefits as previous lifted models, without
suffering a degradation in performance over classical gradient methods. Our model uses
Fenchel divergence to represent activation functions as equivalent biconvex constraints and
uses Lagrange multipliers to arrive at a rigorous lower bound of the traditional neural network
training problem. This model is efficiently trained using block-coordinate descent and is
parallelizable across data points and/or layers. We compare our model against standard
fully connected and convolutional networks and show that we are able to match or beat
their performance.

The content of the chapter is based on a paper, Fenchel Lifted Networks: A Lagrange
Relaxation of Neural Network Training, published in 2020 on International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and Statistics [71].

Part II: Applications of Deep Implicit Models

The empirical applications of implicit models are parallelly important as the theoretical foun-
dations. Unless the implicit models are competent with explicit feed forward deep learning
models, the development of implicit models will remain niche. In the second half of the
dissertation, we present our efforts on pushing implicit models to give high empirical per-
formances in two different important settings, graph neural networks and stable controller
synthesis. In the graph neural networks settings, we use implicit models to perform an in-
finite message passing process in graphs and obtain highly informative representation that
captures long-range dependencies missed out by previous state-of-the-art graph neural net-
work methods. On the stable controller synthesis side, we leverage the great simplicity of
implicit deep learning framework to capture a recurrent neural network structure and for-
mulate a controller synthesis method with stability guarantee. These two applications of
implicit models signify the empirical prospects of implicit models in deep learning.
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Chapter 4: Implicit Graph Neural Networks

In an exploration of infinite depth in deep learning, representation learning in graph-structured
data comes naturally. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are widely used deep learning models
that learn meaningful representations from graph-structured data. Due to the finite nature
of the underlying recurrent structure, current GNN methods may struggle to capture long-
range dependencies in underlying graphs. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a graph
learning framework, called Implicit Graph Neural Networks (IGNNs), where we employ an
implicit prediction rule based on the solution of a fixed-point equilibrium equation involving
implicitly defined ”state” vectors. We use the Perron-Frobenius theory to derive sufficient
conditions that ensure well-posedness of the framework. Leveraging implicit differentiation,
we derive a tractable projected gradient descent method to train the framework. Experi-
ments on a comprehensive range of tasks show that IGNNs consistently capture long-range
dependencies and outperform the state-of-the-art GNN models.

The content of the chapter is based on a paper, Implicit Graph Neural Networks, pub-
lished in 2020 on Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems [72].

Chapter 5: Stable Controller Synthesis for Partially Observed Systems

The simple notations from implicit deep learning framework fits in the control analysis
in a straightforward manner. We use the implicit deep learning framework to capture a
recurrent neural network controller and follow up with stability analysis to synthesize stable
neural network controllers in partially observed systems. Neural network controllers have
become popular in control tasks thanks to their flexibility and expressivity. Stability is a
crucial property for safety-critical dynamical systems, while stabilization of partially observed
systems, in many cases, requires controllers to retain and process long-term memories of the
past. We consider the important class of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) as dynamic
controllers for nonlinear uncertain partially-observed systems, and derive convex stability
conditions based on integral quadratic constraints, S-lemma and sequential convexification.
To ensure stability during the learning and control process, we propose a projected policy
gradient method that iteratively enforces the stability conditions in the reparameterized
space taking advantage of mild additional information on system dynamics. Numerical
experiments show that our method learns stabilizing controllers while using fewer samples
and achieving higher final performance compared with policy gradient.

The content of the chapter is based on a work released on Arxiv in 2021 [73].

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Research

The chapter concludes the dissertation on the theoretical and empirical contributions to deep
implicit models. Implicit models are still in its early stage in the context of deep learning
where we see numerous innovative applications. Most of them, we believe, will benefit
from the implicit models either in reduced parameter memory usage or in higher empirical
performance. On the theoretical front, we see potential new developments following better
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well-posedness conditions, more efficient training and inference, and new results on deep
learning in general.
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Part I

Theoretical Foundations for Deep
Implicit Models
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Chapter 2

Implicit Deep Learning

Implicit deep learning is an important implicit model framework which also pivots this
dissertation. At the time when we initially put forward this work in 2019, implicit models
were not popular and many details are unclear. We would like to bring more popularity to
the field by coming up with a general and complete framework which not only is flexible
to connect to deep learning methods but also links to the vast literature of the control
community. As a result, we have proposed this framework that is notationally simple but also
powerful enough to capture a range of deep learning models. We have done a few numerical
experiments to compare against deep learning in a direct manner. And later in Chapter 4, we
extend this framework to graph neural networks and show it enjoys unparalleled performance.
In Chapter 5, we use the notation to capture recurrent neural network controllers which are
iteratively synthesized to stabilize non-linear plants.

2.1 Introduction

φ

(
A B
C D

)

ŷ(u) u

z x

Figure 2.1: A block-diagram view of an implicit model.
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Implicit prediction rules

In this chapter, we consider a new class of deep learning models that are based on implicit
prediction rules. Such rules are not obtained via a recursive procedure through several layers,
as in current neural networks. Instead, they are based on solving a fixed-point equation in
some single “state” vector x ∈ Rn. Precisely, for a given input vector u, the predicted vector
is

ŷ(u) = Cx+Du (prediction equation) (2.1a)

x = φ(Ax+Bu) (equilibrium equation) (2.1b)

where φ : Rn → Rn is a nonlinear vector map (the “activation” map), and matrices A,B,C,D
contain model parameters. Figure 2.1 provides a block-diagram view of an implicit model,
to be read from right to left, so as to be consistent with matrix-vector multiplication rules.

We can think of the vector x ∈ Rn as a “state” corresponding to n “hidden” features
that are extracted from the inputs, based on the so-called equilibrium equation (2.1b). In
general, that equation cannot be solved in closed-form, and the model above provides x
only implicitly. This equation is not necessarily well-posed, in the sense that it may not
admit a solution, let alone a unique one; we discuss this important issue of well-posedness
in Section 2.3.

For notational simplicity only, our rule does not contain any bias terms; we can easily
account for those by considering the vector (u, 1) instead of u, thereby increasing the column
dimension of B by one.

Perhaps surprisingly, as seen in Section 2.4, the implicit framework includes most current
neural network architectures as special cases. Implicit models are a much wider class: they
present much more capacity, as measured by the number of parameters for a given dimension
of the hidden features; also, they allow for cycles in the network, which is not permitted under
the current paradigm of deep networks.

Implicit rules open up the possibility of using novel architectures and prediction rules for
deep learning, which are not based on any notion of “network” or “layers”, as is classically
understood. In addition, they allow one to consider rigorous approaches to challenging
problems in deep learning, ranging from robustness analysis, sparsity and interpretability,
and feature selection.

Contributions and chapter outline

Our contributions in this chapter, and its outline, are as follows.

• Well-posedness and composition (2.3): In contrast with standard deep networks, im-
plicit models may not be well-posed, in the sense that the equilibrium equation may
have no or multiple solutions. We establish rigorous and numerically tractable condi-
tions for implicit rules to be well-posed. These conditions are then used in the training
problem, guaranteeing the well-posedness of the learned prediction rule. We also dis-
cuss the composition of implicit models, via cascade connections for example.
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• Implicit models of neural networks (2.4): We provide details on how to represent a
wide variety of neural networks as implicit models, building on the composition rules
of Section 2.3.

• Robustness analysis (2.5): We describe how to analyze the robustness properties of
a given implicit model, deriving bounds on the state under input perturbations, and
generating adversarial attacks. We also discuss which penalties to include into the
training problem so as to encourage robustness of the learned rule.

• Interpretability, sparsity, compression and deep feature selection (2.6): Here we focus
on finding appropriate penalties to use in order to improve properties such as model
sparsity, or obtain feature selection. We also discuss the impact of model errors.

• Training problem: formulations and algorithms (2.7): Informed by our previous find-
ings, we finally discuss the corresponding training problem. Following the work of
[71] and [108], we represent activation functions using so-called Fenchel divergences, in
order to relax the training problem into a more tractable form. We discuss several al-
gorithms, including stochastic projected gradients, Frank-Wolfe, and block-coordinate
descent.

Finally, Section 2.8 provides a few experiments supporting the theory put forth in this
chapter. Our Section 2.2 is devoted to prior work and references.

Notation

For a matrix U , |U | (resp. U+) denotes the matrix with the absolute values (resp. positive
part) of the entries of U . For a vector v, we denote by diag(v) the diagonal matrix formed
with the entries of v; for a square matrix V , diag(V ) is the vector formed with the diagonal
elements of V . The notation 1 refers to the vector of ones, with size inferred from context.
The Hadamard (componentwise) product between two n-vectors x, y is denoted x � y. We
use sk(z) to denote the sum of the largest k entries of a vector z. For a matrix A, and
integers p, q ≥ 1, we define the induced norm

‖A‖p→q = max
ξ
‖Aξ‖q : ‖ξ‖p ≤ 1.

The case when p = q = ∞ corresponds to the l∞-induced norm of A, also known as its
max-row-sum norm:

‖A‖∞ := max
i

∑

j

|Aij|.

We denote the set {1, · · · , L} compactly as [L]. For a n-vector partitioned into L blocks,
z = (z1, . . . , zL), with zl ∈ Rnl , l ∈ [L], with n1 + . . . + nL = n, we denote by η(z) the
L-vector of norms:

η(z) := (‖z1‖p1 , . . . , ‖zL‖pL)>. (2.2)
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Finally, any square, non-negative matrix M admits a real eigenvalue that is larger than
the modulus of any other eigenvalue; this non-negative eigenvalue is the so-called Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue [121], and is denoted λpf(M).

2.2 Related Work

In implicit deep learning

Recent works have considered versions of implicit models, and demonstrated their potential
in deep learning. In the pioneering work by Bai and collaborators [16, 93, 17, 72] the
authors demonstrated empirical success of an entirely implicit framework, which they call
Deep Equilibrium Models. They present a general form of implicit model based on an implicit
equation of the form

z
[i+1]
1:T = fθ(z

[i]
1:T ;u1:T ), z

[0]
1:T = 0

where i is the layer index; z
[i]
1:T is the hidden sequence of length T at layer i; u1:T =

[u1, · · · , uT ] ∈ RT×p is the input sequence, where ui ∈ Rp and T ∈ N; and fθ is some non-
linear transformation. This formulation represents the class of weight-tied sequence models,
where the same transformation fθ is used for all layers, reminiscent of recurrent neural net-
works. The authors show that any deep network can be represented by this weight-tied
representation, akin to the reformulation in Section 2.4.

The models are then trained using quasi-Newton methods and gradients are computed
using the implicit function theorem. The main difference with our approach lies in the
fact that the above-mentioned work focuses on obtaining empirical results in the context
of natural language processing and computer vision, where our work focuses on theoretical
foundations such as well-posedness and robustness.

In the more recent work [177], the authors use the same structure as ours (2.1b), and
do provide results pertaining to well-posedness. The difference with our approach there
lies in the assumptions made on the activation function φ. Instead of the BLIP (blockwise
Lipschitz) assumption, the authors propose that the activation should be a proximal operator
for some convex function g, of the form

φ(x) = arg min
z

1

2
‖x− z‖2 + g(z).

Note that the ReLU activation can be represented as a proximal operator with g(z) = I(z ≥
0), where I is the indicator function. The authors then observe that under this assumption
on φ, a condition for well-posedness is

(1−m)I � A+ A>

2
(2.3)

with m > 0. This condition is different from ours, but the two are not equivalent. As an
example, we can choose φ to be the ReLU and A = −2I. A does not satisfy our condition of
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well-posedness, since λpf(A) = 2, but does satisfy (2.3) for m = 1. Conversely, for the choice

A =

[
0.5 0
2 −0.5

]

we have λpf(A) = 0.5 < 1, but the eigenvalues of 1
2
(A+A>) are {±

√
5

2
}, therefore (2.3) is not

satisfied. The authors then show how to compute a solution to the equilibrium equation using
splitting techniques for monotone operators, mainly the forward-backward and Peaceman-
Rachford algorithms, which serves a similar purpose to the Picard iterations we propose.
Finally, the authors also use a form of implicit differentiation using these algorithms to learn
the parameters of the model.

Prior to the implicit frameworks, some authors have used implicit types of methods in
model design. [39] uses implicit methods to solve and construct a general class of models
known as neural ordinary differential equations, while [13] uses implicit models to construct a
differentiable physics engine that enables gradient-based learning and high sample efficiency.
Furthermore, many papers explore the concept of integrating implicit models with modern
deep learning methods in a variety of ways. For example, [173] show promise in integrating
logical structures into deep learning by incorporating a semidefinite programming (SDP)
layer into a network in order to solve a (relaxed) MAXSAT problem; see also [173]. In [4]
the authors propose to include a model predictive control as a differentiable policy class for
deep reinforcement learning, which can be seen as a kind of implicit architecture. In [3]
the authors introduced implicit layers where the activation is the solution of some quadratic
programming problem; in [50], the authors incorporate stochastic optimization formulation
for end-to-end learning task, in which the model is trained by differentiating the solution of
a stochastic programming problem.

In robust control

Our approach is rooted in the field of robust control analysis and design. The idea of ana-
lyzing (linear) dynamical systems subject to uncertainty via optimization-based approaches
has a long history; most relevant to our approach are the landmark references [45, 86], which
delineate an approach, based on linear programming, that focuses on the so-called l∞-to-l∞
gain of a dynamical system; it employs a technique that embeds non-linearities in so-called
sector bounds, and uses corresponding relaxations. Our results pertaining to sensitivity ma-
trices are in direct line of that kind of analysis. Also relevant is the more recent work [186,
187], which analyzes stability of a system controlled by a neural network, and obtain the re-
gion of attraction for such system using a “state-space” representation for the neural network
similar to ours.

In lifted models

In implicit learning, there is usually no way to express the state variable in closed-form, which
makes the task of computing gradients with respect to model parameters challenging. Thus,
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a natural idea in implicit learning is to keep the state vector as a variable in the training
problem, resulting in a higher-dimensional (or, “lifted”) expression of the training problem.
The idea of lifting the dimension of the training problem in (non-implicit) deep learning by
introducing “state” variables has been studied in a variety of works [164, 9, 71, 64, 190, 194,
31, 108]. Lifted models are trained using block coordinate descent methods, Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) or iterative, non-gradient based methods. In
this work, we introduce a novel aspect of lifted models, namely the possibility of defining a
prediction rule implicitly.

In robustness analysis of neural networks

The issue of robustness in deep learning is generating quite a bit of attention, due to the
fact that many deep learning models suffer from the lack of robustness. Prior relevant work
have demonstrated that deep learning models are vulnerable to adversarial attacks [68, 97,
133, 98]. The work [140] explores SDP relaxations to the attack problem. The vulnerability
issue of deep learning models have motivated the study of corresponding defense strategies
[117, 132, 140, 70, 150, 178, 44]. However, many of the defense strategies are later shown to
be ineffective [10, 30], suggesting the needs for the theoretical understanding of robustness
evaluations for deep learning model. In this work, we formalize the robustness analysis of
deep learning via the lens of the implicit model. A large number of deep learning architectures
can be modeled using implicit prediction rules, making our robustness evaluation a versatile
analysis tool.

In sparsity, compression and deep feature selection

Sparsity and compression, which are well understood in classical settings, have found their
place in deep learning and are an active branch of research. Early work in pruning dates
back to as early as the 90s [101, 78] and has since gained interest. In [156], the authors
showed that by randomly dropping units (i.e. increasing the sparsity level of the network or
compressing the network) reduces overfitting and improved the generalization performance
of networks. Recently, more sophisticated ways of pruning networks have been proposed,
in an effort to reduce the overall size of the model, while retaining or accepting a modest
decrease in accuracy: a non-extensive list of works include [202, 126, 76, 149, 6, 100, 36, 114,
56].

2.3 Well-Posedness and Composition

Assumptions on the activation map

We restrict our attention to activation maps φ that obey a “Blockwise LIPschitz” (BLIP)
continuity condition. This condition is satisfied for most popular activation maps, and arises
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naturally when “composing” implicit models (see Section 2.3). Precisely, we assume that:

1. Blockwise: the map φ acts in a block-wise fashion, that is, there exist a partition of
n: n = n1 + . . . + nL such that for every vector partitioned into the corresponding
blocks: z = (z1, . . . , zL) with zl ∈ Rnl , l ∈ [L], we have φ(z) = (φ1(z1), . . . , φL(zL)) for
appropriate maps φl : Rnl → Rnl , l ∈ [L].

2. Lipschitz: For every l ∈ [L], the maps φl are Lipschitz-continuous with constant γl > 0
with respect to the lpl-norm for some integer pl ≥ 1:

∀ u, v ∈ Rnl : ‖φl(u)− φl(v)‖pl ≤ γl‖u− v‖pl .

In the remainder of the chapter, we refer to such maps with the acronym BLIP, omitting the
dependence on the underlying structure information (integers nl, pl, γl, l ∈ [L]). We shall
consider a special case, referred to a COmponentwise Non-Expansive (CONE) maps, when
nl = 1, γl = 1, l ∈ [L]. Such CONE maps satisfy

∀ u, v ∈ Rn : |φ(u)− φ(v)| ≤ |u− v|, (2.4)

with inequality and absolute value taken componentwise. Examples of CONE maps include
the ReLU (defined as φ(·) = max(0, ·)) and its “leaky” variants, tanh, sigmoid, each applied
componentwise to a vector input. Our model also allows for maps that do not operate
componentwise, such as the softmax function, which operates on a n-vector z as:

z → SoftMax(z) :=

(
ezi∑
i e
zj

)

i∈[n]

, (2.5)

The softmax map is 1-Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the l1-norm [65].

Well-posed matrices

We consider the prediction rule (2.1a) with input point u ∈ Rp and predicted output vector
ŷ(u) ∈ Rq. The equilibrium equation (2.1b) does not necessarily have a well-defined, unique
solution x. In order to ensure this, we assume that the n×n matrix A satisfies the following
well-posedness property.

Definition 2.3.1 (Well-posedness property). The n × n matrix A is said to be well-posed
for φ (in short, A ∈WP(φ)) if, for any n-vector b, the equation in x ∈ Rn:

x = φ(Ax+ b) (2.6)

has a unique solution.

There are many classes of matrices that satisfy the well-posedness property. As seen
next, strictly upper-triangular matrices are well-posed with respect to any activation map
that acts componentwise; such a class arises when modeling feedforward neural networks as
implicit models, as seen in Section 2.4.
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Tractable sufficient conditions for well-posedness

Our goal now is to understand how we can constrain A to have the well-posedness property,
in a numerically tractable way.

We assume that φ is a BLIP map, as defined in Section 2.3. We partition the A matrix
according to the tuple (n1, . . . , nL), into blocks Aij ∈ Rni×nj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L, and define a
L× L matrix of induced norms N(A, γ) ∈ RL×L

+ , with elements for l, h ∈ [L] given by

(N(A, γ))ij := γi‖Aij‖pj→pi = γi max
ξ
‖Aijξ‖pi : ‖ξ‖pj ≤ 1. (2.7)

In the case of CONE maps, the vector γ is all ones, and we have simply N(A, γ) = |A|.
The sufficient condition stated next is based on the contraction mapping theorem [145,

p.83].

Theorem 2.3.1 (PF sufficient condition for well-posedness for BLIP activation). Assume
that φ satisfies the BLIP condition, as defined in Section 2.3. Then, A is well-posed with
respect to φ if

λpf(N(A, γ)) < 1, (2.8)

where N(A, γ) is the matrix of induced norms defined in (2.7). Then, for any n-vector b,
the solution to the equation (2.6) can be computed via the fixed-point iteration

x(0) = 0, x(t+ 1) = φ(Ax(t) + b), t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.9)

When φ is a CONE map, the PF condition (2.8) reduces to λpf(|A|) < 1.

Proof. Let b ∈ Rn. Our first step is to establish that for the Picard iteration (2.9), we have,
for every t ≥ 1:

η(x(t+ 1)− x(t)) ≤ N(A, γ)η(x(t)− x(t− 1))

Here, η is a vector of norms, as defined in (2.2). For every l ∈ [L], t ≥ 0:

[η(x(t+ 1)− x(t))]l = ‖φl([Ax(t) + b]l)− φl([Ax(t− 1) + b]l)‖pl [using (2.9)]

≤ γl‖[A(x(t)− x(t− 1))]l‖pl = γl‖
∑

h∈[L]

Alh(x(t)− x(t− 1))h‖pl

≤ γl
∑

h∈[L]

‖A‖ph→pl‖xh(t)− xh(t− 1)‖ph = [N(A, γ)η(x(t)− x(t− 1))]l,

which establishes the desired bound, where M := N(A, γ).
Assume now that λpf(M) < 1, as posited in the Theorem. Then, from the Perron-

Frobenius theorem, I−M is non-singular and all the other (possibly complex) eigenvalues λ
of N(A, γ) satisfy |λ| ≤ λpf(N(A, γ)) < 1. We prove existence of a solution to the equilibrium
equation by showing that the sequence of Picard iterates is Cauchy: for every t, τ ≥ 0,

η(x(t+ τ)− x(t)) ≤
t+τ∑

k=t

Mkη(x(1)− x(0)) ≤M t

τ∑

k=0

Mkη(x(1)− x(0)) ≤M tw,
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where w ∈ RL
+ defined by,

w :=
+∞∑

k=0

Mkη(x(1)− x(0)) = (I −M)−1η(x(1)− x(0)).

As M t converges to 0 irrespective of τ , Picard iterates is Cauchy and therefore the sequence
{x(t)} converges to x ∈ Rn and x = φ(Ax+ b). The above proves the existence of a solution.

To prove unicity, consider x1, x2 ∈ Rn
+ two solutions to the equation. Using the hypotheses

in the theorem, we have, for any k ≥ 1:

η(x1 − x2) ≤Mη(x1 − x2) ≤Mkη(x1 − x2).

The fact that Mk → 0 as k → +∞ then establishes unicity.

Remark 2.3.1. The fixed-point iteration (2.9) has linear convergence; each iteration is a
matrix-vector product, hence the complexity of solving the equilibrium equation is comparable
to that of a forward pass through a network of similar size.

Remark 2.3.2. The PF condition λpf(N(A, γ)) < 1 is not convex in A, but the convex
condition ‖N(A, γ)‖∞ < 1, is sufficient, in light of the bound ‖M‖∞ ≥ λpf(|M |), valid for
any square matrix M .

Remark 2.3.3. The PF condition of Theorem 2.3.1 is conservative. For example, a triangu-
lar matrix A is well-posed with respect to the ReLU and if only if diag(A) < 1, a consequence
of the upcoming Theorem 2.3.2. The corresponding equilibrium equation can then be solved
via the backward recursion

xn =
(bn)+

1− Ann
, xi =

1

1− Aii
(bi +

∑

j>i

Aijxj)+, i = n− 1, . . . , 1.

Such a matrix does not necessarily satisfy the PF condition; we can have in particular A11 <
−1, which implies λpf(|A|) > 1.

Remark 2.3.4. The well-posedness property is invariant under row and column permutation,
provided φ acts componentwise. Precisely, if A is well-posed with respect to a componentwise
CONE map φ, then for any n × n permutation matrix P , PAP> is well-posed with respect
to φ. The PF sufficient condition is also invariant under row and column permutations. A
similar statement can be made for the more general BLIP case.

Composition of implicit models

Implicit models can be easily composed via matrix algebra. Sometimes, the connection
preserves well-posedness, thanks to the following result.
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Theorem 2.3.2 (Well-posedness of block-triangular matrices, componentwise activation).
Assume that the activation map φ acts componentwise. The upper block-triangular matrix

A :=

(
A11 A12

0 A22

)

with Aii ∈ Rni×ni, i = 1, 2, is well-posed with respect to φ if and only if its the diagonal blocks
A11, A22 are.

Proof. Express the equation x = φ(Ax+ b) as

x1 = φ(A11x1 + A12x2 + b1), x2 = φ(A22x2 + b2),

where b = (b1, b2), x = (x1, x2), with bi ∈ Rni , xi ∈ Rni , i = 1, 2. Here, since φ acts
componentwise, we use the same notation φ in the two equations.

Now assume that A11 and A22 are well-posed with respect to φ. Since A22 is well-posed for
φ, the second equation has a unique solution x∗2; plugging x2 = x∗2 into the second equation,
and using the well-posedness of A11, we see that the first equation has a unique solution in
x1, hence A is well-posed.

To prove the converse direction, assume that A is well-posed. The second equation above
must have a unique solution x∗2, irrespective to the choice of b2, hence A22 must be well-posed.
To prove that A11 must be well-posed too, set b2 = 0, b1 arbitrary, leading to the system

x1 = φ(A11x1 + A12x2 + b1), x2 = φ(A22x2).

Since A22 is well-posed for φ, there is a unique solution x∗2 to the second equation; the first
equation then reads x1 = φ(A11x1 + b1 + A12x

∗
2). It must have a unique solution for any b1,

hence A11 is well-posed.

This result establishes the fact stated previously, that when φ is the ReLU, an upper-
triangular matrix A ∈ WP(φ) if and only if diag(A) < 1. A similar result holds with the
lower block-triangular matrix

A :=

(
A11 0
A21 A22

)
,

where A12 ∈ Rn1×n2 is arbitrary. It is possible to extend this result to activation maps φ that
satisfy the block Lipschitz continuity (BLIP) condition, in which case we need to assume
that the partition of A into blocks is consistent with that of φ. As seen later, this feature
arises naturally when composing implicit models from well-posed blocks.

Theorem 2.3.3 (Well-posedness of block-triangular matrices, blockwise activation). As-
sume that the matrix A can be written as

A :=

(
A11 A12

0 A22

)

with Aii ∈ Rni×ni, i = 1, 2, and φ acts blockwise accordingly, in the sense that there exist
two maps φ1, φ2 such that φ((z1, z2)) = (φ1(z1), φ2(z2)) for every zi ∈ Rni, i = 1, 2. Then A
is well-posed with respect to φ if and only if for i = 1, 2, Aii is well-posed with respect to φi.
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(
A2 B2

C2 D2

)

φ2

ŷ2(u1)

z2 x2 (
A1 B1

C1 D1

)

φ1

u2 = ŷ1(u1)
u1

z1 x1

Figure 2.2: Cascade connection of two implicit models.

Using the above results, we can preserve well-posedness of implicit models via composi-
tion. For example, given two models with matrix parameters (Ai, Bi, Ci, Di) and activation
functions φi, i = 1, 2, we can consider a “cascaded” prediction rule:

ŷ2 = C2x2 +D2u2 where u2 = ŷ1 = C1x1 +D1u1, where xi = φi(Aixi +Biui), i = 1, 2.

The above rule can be represented as (2.1a), with x = (x2, x1), φ((z2, z1)) = (φ2(z2), φ1(z1))
and (

A B
C D

)
=




A2 B2C1 B2D1

0 A1 B1

C2 D2C1 D2D1


 .

Due to Theorem 2.3.3, the cascaded rule is well-posed for the componentwise map with
values φ(z1, z2) = (φ1(z1), φ2(z2)) if and only if each rule is.

A similar result holds if we put two or more well-posed models in parallel, and do a
(weighted) sum the outputs. With the above notation, setting ŷ(u1, u2) = ŷ1(u1) + ŷ2(u2)
leads to a new implicit model that is also well-posed. Other possible connections include
concatenation: ŷ(u) = (ŷ1(u), ŷ2(u)), and affine transformations (a special case of cascade
connection where one of the systems has no activation). We leave the details to the reader.

In both cascade and parallel connections, the triangular structure of the matrix A of the
composed system ensures that the PF sufficient condition for well-posedness is satisfied for
the composed system if and only if it holds for each sub-system.

Multiplicative connections are in general are not Lipschitz-continuous, unless the inputs
are bounded. Precisely, consider two activation maps φi that are Lipschitz-continuous with
constant γi and are bounded, with |φi(v)| ≤ ci for every v, i = 1, 2; then, the multiplicative
map

(u1, u2) ∈ R2 → φ(u) = φ1(u1)φ2(u2)

is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the l1-norm, with constant γ := max{c2γ1, c1γ2}.
Such connections arise in the context of attention units in neural networks, which use
(bounded) activation maps such as tanh.

Finally, feedback connections are also possible. Consider two well-posed implicit systems:

yi = Cixi +Diui, xi = φi(Aixi +Bui), i = 1, 2.
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Now let us connect them in a feedback connection: the combined system is described by
the implicit rule (2.1), where u1 = u + y2, u2 = y1 = y. The feedback system is also an
implicit model of the form (2.1), with appropriate matrices (A,B,C,D), and activation map
acting blockwise: φ(z1, z2) = (φ1(z1), φ2(z2)) and state (x1, x2). In the simplified case when
D1 = D2 = 0, the feedback connection has the model matrix

(
A B
C D

)
=




A1 B1C2 B1

B2C1 A2 0
C1 0 0


 .

Note that the connection is not necessarily well-posed, even if both sub-systems are.

Scaling implicit models

Assume that the activation map φ is componentwise non-expansive (CONE) and positively
homogeneous, as is the ReLU, or its leaky version. Consider an implicit model of the
form (2.1), and assume it satisfies the PF sufficient condition for well-posedness of The-
orem 2.3.1: λpf(|A|) ≤ κ, where 0 ≤ κ < 1 is given. Then, there is another implicit model
with the same activation map φ, matrices (A′, B′, C ′, D′), which has the same prediction rule
(i.e. ŷ′(u) = ŷ(u), ∀u), and satisfies ‖A′‖∞ < 1.

This result is a direct consequence of the following expression of the PF eigenvalue as an
optimally scaled l∞-norm, known as the Collatz-Wielandt formula, see [121, p. 666]:

λpf(|A|) = inf
S
‖S−1|A|S‖∞ : S = diag(s), s > 0. (2.10)

The above expression implies that the condition λpf(|A|) < 1 guarantees the existence of a
diagonal state scaling operator S such that ‖S−1|A|S‖∞ < 1; in fact such a scaling can be
obtained via fixed-point iterations, based on the formula s = (I − |A|)−11. The new model
matrices are then A′ = S−1AS, B′ = S−1B, C ′ = CS, D′ = D.

In a training problem, this result allows us to consider the convex constraint ‖A‖∞ < 1
in lieu of its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue counterpart. This result also allows us to rescale
any given implicit model, such as one derived from deep neural networks, so that the norm
condition is satisfied; we will exploit this in our robustness analyses in Section 2.5.

2.4 Implicit Models of Deep Neural Networks

A large number of deep neural networks can be modeled as implicit models, including con-
volutional and recurrent networks; attention units; residual connections; etc. Our goal here
is to show how to build a well-posed implicit model for a given neural network, assuming the
activation map satisfies the componentwise non-expansiveness (CONE), or the more gen-
eral block Lipschitz-continuity (BLIP) condition, as detailed in Section 2.3. Thanks to the
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composition rules of Section 2.3 it suffices to model individual layers, since a neural net-
work is just a cascade connection of such layers. The block Lipschitz structure then emerges
naturally as the result of composing the layers.

We will find that the resulting models always have a strictly (block) upper triangular ma-
trix A, which automatically implies that these models are well-posed; in fact the equilibrium
equation can be simply solved via backwards substitution. In turn, models with strictly up-
per triangular structure also naturally satisfy the PF sufficient condition for well-posedness:
for example, in the case of a componentwise non-expansive map φ, the matrix |A| arising in
Theorem 2.3.1 is also strictly upper triangular, and therefore all of its eigenvalues are zero.
A similar result also holds for the case when φ is block Lipschitz continuous, as defined in
Section 2.3.

Well-posedness

Thanks to the composition rules of Section 2.3, it suffices to model individual layers, since
a neural network is just a cascade connection of such layers. The block-Lipschitz structure
of the activation map, and the strictly triangular structure of the matrix A, then emerge
naturally as the result of composing the layers in a “cascade” fashion. This implies that the
implicit models we obtain are well-posed, as the corresponding Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
of the matrix N(A, γ) defined in (2.7) is zero, since N(A, γ) is then strictly triangular.

We may always assume that the resulting implicit model satisfies the stronger norm
condition for well-posedness mentioned in Remark 2.3.2. For example, in the case of a
CONE map φ, the stronger condition ‖A‖∞ < 1 can always be obtained by appropriately
scaling the weight matrices of the network’s layers, and using a scaled version for the state
vector x.

Basic operations

Activation at the output It is common to have an activation at the output level, as in
the rule

ŷ(u) = φo(Cx+Du), x = φ(Ax+Bu), (2.11)

with φo the output activation function. We can represent this rule as in (2.1), by introducing
a new state variable: with φ̃ := (φo, φ),

(
z
x

)
= φ̃

((
0 C
0 A

)(
z
x

)
+

(
D
B

)
u

)
, y = z.

The rule is well-posed with respect to φ̃ if and only if the matrix A is, with respect to φ.

Bias terms and affine rules The affine rule

y = Cx+Du+ d, x = φ(Ax+Bu+ b),
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where d ∈ Rq, b ∈ Rn, is handled by simply appending a 1 at the end of the input vector u.
A related transformation is useful with activation functions φ, such as the sigmoid, that

do not satisfy φ(0) = 0. Consider the rule

y = Cx+Du, x = φ(Ax+Bu).

Defining φ̃(·) := φ(·)− φ(0) and using the state vector x̃ := x+ φ(0), we may represent the
above rule as

y = Cx̃+
(
D −Cφ(0)

)(u
1

)
, x̃ = φ̃(Ax̃+

(
B −Aφ(0)

)(u
1

)
).

Again, the rule is well-posed if and only if the matrix A is.

Batch normalization Batch normalization consists in including in the prediction rule a
normalization step using some estimates of input mean û and variance σ > 0 that are based
on a batch of training data. The parameters û, σ are given at test time. This step is a simple
affine rule:

y = Du+ d, where [D, d] := diag(σ)−1[I,−û].

Fully connected feedforward neural networks

Consider the following prediction rule, with L > 1 fully connected layers:

ŷ(u) = WLxL, xl+1 = φl(Wlxl), x0 = u. (2.12)

Here Wl ∈ Rnl+1×nl and φl : Rnl+1 → Rnl+1 , l = 1, . . . , L, are given weight matrices and
activation maps, respectively. We can express the above rule as (2.1a), with x = (xL, . . . , x1),
and

(
A B
C D

)
=




0 WL−1 . . . 0 0

0
. . .

...
...

. . . W1 0
0 W0

WL 0 . . . 0 0



, (2.13)

and with an appropriately defined blockwise activation function φ, defined as operating on an
n-vector z = (zL, . . . , z1) as φ(z) = (φL(zL), . . . , φ1(z1)). Due to the strictly upper triangular
structure of A, the system is well-posed, irrespective of A; in fact the equilibrium equation
x = φ(Ax + Bu) is easily solved via backward block substitution, which corresponds to a
simple forward pass through the network.
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Convolutional layers and max-pooling

A single convolutional layer can be represented as a linear map: y = Du, where u is the
input, D is a matrix that represents the (linear) convolution operator, with a “constant-
along-diagonals”, Toeplitz-like structure. For example a 2D convolution with a 2D kernel K
takes a 3× 3 matrix U and produces a 2× 2 matrix Y . With

U =



u1 u2 u3

u4 u5 u6

u7 u8 u9


 , K =

(
k1 k2

k3 k4

)
,

the convolution can be represented as y = Du, with y, u vectors formed by stacking the rows
of U, Y together, and

D =




k1 k2 0 k3 k4 0 0 0 0
0 k1 k2 0 k3 k4 0 0 0
0 0 0 k1 k2 0 k3 k4 0
0 0 0 0 k1 k2 0 k3 k4


 .

Often, a convolutional layer is combined with a max-pooling operation. The latter forms a

Figure 2.3: A max-pooling operation: the smaller image contains the maximal pixel values
of each colored area.

down-sample of an image, which is a smaller image that contains the largest pixel values of
specific sub-areas of the original image. Such an operation can be represented as

yj = max
1≤i≤h

(Bju)i, j ∈ [q].

In the above, p = qh, and the matrices Bj ∈ Rh×p, j ∈ [q], are used to select specific
sub-areas of the original image. In the example of Figure 2.3, the number of pixels selected
in each area is h = 4, the output dimension is q = 4, that of the input is p = qh = 16;
vectorizing images row by row:




B1

B2

B3

B4


 = diag(M,M) ∈ R16×16, M :=




I2 0 0 0
0 0 I2 0
0 I2 0 0
0 0 0 I2


 ∈ R8×8,
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Figure 2.4: Building block of residual net-
works.

Figure 2.5: The matrix A for a 20-layer resid-
ual network. Nonzero elements are colored in
blue.

where I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix.
Define the mapping φ : Rn → Rn, where n = p, as follows. For a p-vector z decomposed

in q blocks (z1, . . . , zq), we set φ(z1, . . . , zq) = (max(z1), . . . ,max(zq), 0, . . . , 0). (The padded
zeroes are necessary in order to make sure the input and output dimensions of φ are the
same). We obtain the implicit model

y = Cφ(Bu) = Cx, where x := φ(Bu).

Here C is used to select the top q elements,

C =
(
Iq 0 . . . 0

)
, B :=

(
B>1 . . . B>q

)>
.

The Lipschitz constant of the max-pooling activation map φ, with respect to the l∞-norm,
is 1, hence it verifies the BLIP condition of Section 2.3.

Residual nets

A building block in residual networks involves the relationship illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Mathematically, a residual block combines two linear operations, with non-linearities in the
middle and the end, and adds the input to the resulting output:

y = φ2(u+W2φ1(W1u)),

where W1,W2 are weight matrices of appropriate size. The above is a special case of the
implicit model (2.1): defining the blockwise map φ(z2, z1) = (φ2(z2), φ1(z1)),

(
x2

x1

)
= φ

((
0 W2

0 0

)(
x2

x1

)
+

(
I
W1

)
u

)
, y = x2.
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Figure 2.5 displays the model matrix A for a 20-layer residual network. Convolutional
layers appear as matrix blocks with Toeplitz (constant along diagonal) structure; residual
unit correspond to the straight lines on top of the blocks. The network only uses the ReLU
map, except for the last layer, which uses a softmax map.

Recurrent units

Recurrent neural nets (RNNs) can be represented in an “unrolled” form as shown in [85],
which is the perspective we will consider here. The input to an RNN block is a sequence of
vectors {u1, · · · , uT}, where for every t ∈ [T ], ut ∈ Rp. At each time step, the network takes
in a input ut and the previous hidden state ht−1 to produce the next hidden state ht; the
hidden state ht defines the state space or “memory” of the network. The rule can be written
as,

ht = φH(WHht−1 +WIut), yt = φO(WOht), t = 1, . . . , T, (2.14)

Then, equations (2.14) can be expressed as an implicit model (2.11), with
x = (hT , . . . , h0), u = (uT , . . . , u1), and weight matrices

(
A B
C 0

)
=




0 WH · · · 0 0 WI · · · 0 0

0 0 WH
...

... 0 WI
...

...
. . . . . . 0

. . . . . . 0
0 WH 0 WI

WO 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · · · · 0




(2.15)

where A,B are strictly upper block triangular and share the same block diagonal sub-
matrices, WH and WI respectively, shared across all hidden states and inputs.

Note that the above approach leads to matrices A,B,C,D with a special structure; during
training and test time, it is possible to exploit that structure in order to avoid “unrolling”
the recurrent layers.

Multiplicative units: LSTM, attention mechanisms and variants

Some deep learning network architectures use multiplicative units. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.3, multiplication between variables in not Lipschitz-continuous in general, unless
the inputs are bounded. Luckily, most of the multiplicative units used in practice involve
bounded inputs.

In the case of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [189] or gated recurrent units (GRUs)
[41], a basic building block involves the product of two input variables after each one passes
through a bounded non-linearity. Precisely, the output takes the form

y = φ(u) := φ1(u1)φ2(u2),
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where u1, u2 ∈ R, and φ1, φ2 are both bounded (scalar) non-linearities.
Attention models [14] use componentwise vector multiplication, usually involving a soft-

max operation (2.5):
y = φ(u) = φ1(u1)� SoftMax(u2),

where φ1 is a bounded, componentwise Lipschitz-continuous activation map, such as the
sigmoid; and W is a matrix of weights. The map φ is then Lipschitz-continuous with respect
to the l1-norm. As shown in Section 2.3, we can formulate these multiplicative units as
well-posed implicit models.

2.5 Robustness

In this section, our goal is to analyze the robustness properties of a given implicit model (2.1a).
We seek to bound the state, output and loss function, under unknown-but-bounded inputs.
This robustness analysis task is of interest in itself for diagnosis or for generating adversarial
attacks. It will also inform our choice of appropriate penalties or constraints in the training
problem. We assume that the activation map is BLIP, and that the matrix A of the implicit
model satisfies the sufficient conditions for well-posedness outlined in Theorem 2.3.1.

Input uncertainty models

We assume that the input vector is uncertain, and only known to belong to a given set
U ⊆ Rp. Our results apply to a wide variety of sets U ; we will focus on the following two
cases.

A first case corresponds to a box:

Ubox :=
{
u ∈ Rp : |u− u0| ≤ σu

}
. (2.16)

Here, the p-vector σu > 0 is a measure of componentwise uncertainty affecting each data
point, while u0 corresponds to a vector of “nominal” inputs. The following variant limits the
number of changes in the vector u:

U card :=
{
u ∈ Rp : |u− u0| ≤ σu, Card(u− u0) ≤ k

}
, (2.17)

where Card denotes the cardinality (number of non-zero components) in its vector argument,
and k < p is a given integer.

Box bounds on the state vector

Assume first that φ is a CONE map, and that the input is only known to belong to the box
set Ubox (2.16). We seek to find componentwise bounds on the state vector x, of the form
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|x − x0| ≤ σx, with x and x0 the unique solution to ξ = φ(Aξ + Bu) and ξ = φ(Aξ + Bu0)
respectively, and σx > 0. We have

|x− x0| = |φ(Ax+Bu)− φ(Ax0 +Bu0)| ≤ |A||x− x0|+ |B(u− u0)|,

which shows in particular that

‖x− x0‖∞ ≤ ‖A‖∞‖x− x0‖∞ + ‖B(u− u0)‖∞,

hence, provided ‖A‖∞ < 1, we have:

‖x− x0‖∞ ≤
‖|B|σu‖∞
1− ‖A‖∞

. (2.18)

With the cardinality constrained uncertainty set U card (2.17), we obtain

‖x− x0‖∞ ≤
δ

1− ‖A‖∞
, δ := max

1≤i≤n
sk(σu � |B|>ei), (2.19)

with ei the i-th unit vector in Rn, and sk the sum of the top k entries in a vector.
We may refine the analysis above, with a “box” (componentwise) bound. When φ is

block-Lipschitz (BLIP) map, our result involves the matrix of norms N(A, γ) defined in (2.7),
as well as a similar matrix defined for the input matrix B: decomposing B into blocks
B = (Bli)l∈[L],i∈[p], with Bli ∈ Rnl , l ∈ [L], we define the L× p matrix of norms

N(B, γ) := γl(‖Bli‖pl)l∈[L], i∈[p]. (2.20)

Theorem 2.5.1 (Box bound on the vector norms of the state, BLIP map). Assuming that
φ is BLIP, and the corresponding sufficient well-posedness condition of Theorem 2.3.1 is
satisfied. Then, I −N(A, γ) is invertible, and

η(x− x0) ≤ (I −N(A, γ))−1N(B, γ)σu, (2.21)

where the vector of norms function η(·) is defined in (2.2).

Proof. For every l ∈ [L]:

[η(x− x0)]l ≤ ‖[φ(A(x− x0) +B(u− u0)b)]l‖pl
≤ γl‖

∑

h∈[L]

Alh(x− x0)h‖pl + γl‖
∑

i∈[p]

Bli(u− u0)i‖pl

≤ γl
∑

h∈[L]

‖Alh‖ph→plη(x− x0)h + γl
∑

i∈[p]

‖Bli‖pl |u− u0|i

≤ [N(A, γ)η(x− x0)]l + [N(B, γ)|u− u0|]l,

which establishes the desired bound.
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Note that the box bound can be computed via fixed-point iterations. For example when
φ is a CONE map, we solve (I−|A|)σx = |B|σu, as the limit point of the fixed-point iteration

σx(0) = 0, σx(t+ 1) = |A|σx(t) + |B|σu, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

which converges since λpf(|A|) < 1.

Bounds on the output and the sensitivity matrix

The above allows us to analyze the effect of effect of input noise on the output vector y.
Let us assume that the function φ satisfies the CONE (componentwise non-expansiveness)
condition (2.4). In addition, we assume that the stronger condition for well-posedness,
‖A‖∞ < 1, is satisfied. (As noted in Section 2.3, we can always rescale the model so as to
ensure that property, provided λpf(|A|) < 1.) For the implicit prediction rule (2.1), we then
have

∀ u, u0 : ‖ŷ(u)− ŷ(u0)‖∞ ≤ ρ‖u− u0‖∞, where ρ :=
‖B‖∞‖C‖∞
1− ‖A‖∞

+ ‖D‖∞.

The above shows that the prediction rule is Lipschitz-continuous, with a constant bounded
above by ρ. This result motivates the use of the ‖ · ‖∞ norm as a penalty on model matrices
A,B,C,D, for example via a convex penalty that bounds the Lipschitz constant above:

ρ ≤ 1

2

‖B‖2
∞ + ‖C‖2

∞
1− ‖A‖∞

+ ‖D‖∞. (2.22)

We can refine this analysis with the following theorem, applicable to the case when
φ is block Lipschitz (BLIP). Decomposing C into column blocks C = (C1, . . . , CL), with
Cl ∈ Rq×nl , l ∈ [L], we define the matrix of (dual) norms

N(C) := (‖Cil‖p∗l )l∈[L], i∈[q],

where p∗l := 1/(1 − 1/pl), l ∈ [L]. Also recall the corresponding matrix of norms related to
A in (2.7) and B in (2.20).

Theorem 2.5.2 (Box bound on the output, BLIP map). Assuming that φ is a BLIP map,
and that the sufficient condition for well-posedness λpf(N(A, γ)) < 1 is satisfied. Then,
I −N(A, γ) is invertible, and

∀ u, u0 : |ŷ(u)− ŷ(u0)| ≤ S|u− u0|, (2.23)

where the (non-negative) q × p matrix

S := N(C)(I −N(A, γ))−1N(B, γ) + |D|
is a “sensitivity matrix” of the implicit model with a BLIP map. In the case of a CONE
map, the sensitivity matrix is given by

S = |C|(I − |A|)−1|B|+ |D|.
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Proof. For given i ∈ [q], we have

|ŷ(u)−ŷ(u0)|i
≤|
∑

l∈[L]

Cil(x− x0)l|+ (|D||u− u0|)i ≤
∑

l∈[L]

‖Cil‖p∗l η(x− x0)l + (|D||u− u0|)i.

The sensitivity matrix can be computed via fixed-point iterations that are guaranteed to
converge, thanks to well-posedness assumption in the theorem. In the case of CONE maps,
the iterations involve finding the limit point X∞ of

X(t+ 1) = |A|X(t) + |B|, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

and setting S = |C|X∞ + |D|. Our refined analysis suggests a “natural” penalty to use
during the training phase in order to improve robustness, namely ‖S‖∞.

Linear Programming (LP) relaxation for CONE maps

The previous bounds does not provide a direct way to generate an adversarial attack, that
is, a feasible point u ∈ U that has maximum impact on the state. In some cases it may be
possible to refine our previous box bounds via an LP relaxation, which has the advantage
of suggesting a specific adversarial attack. Here we restrict our attention to the ReLU
activation: φ(z) = max(z, 0) = z+, which is a CONE map.

We consider the problem

p∗ := max
x,u∈U

∑

i∈[n]

fi(xi) : x = z+, z = Ax+Bu, |x− x0| ≤ σx, (2.24)

where fi’s are arbitrary functions. Setting fi(ξ) = (ξ − x0
i )

2, i ∈ [n], leads to the problem of
finding the largest discrepancy (measured in l2-norm) between x and x0; setting fi(ξ) = −ξ,
i ∈ [n], finds the minimum l1-norm state. By construction, our bound can only improve on
the previous state bound, in the sense that

p∗ ≤
∑

i∈[n]

max
|α|≤1

fi(x
0
i + ασx,i).

Our result is expressed for general sets U , based on the support function σU with values for
b ∈ Rp given by

σU(b) := max
u∈U

b>u. (2.25)

Note that this function depends only on the convex hull of the set U . In the case of the box
set Ubox given in (2.16), there is a convenient closed-form expression:

σUbox(b) = b>u0 + σ>u |b|.
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Likewise for the cardinality-constrained set U card defined in (2.17), we have

sUk(b) = max
u∈Ucard

b>u = b>u0 + sk(σu � |b|),

where sk is the sum of the top k entries of its vector argument — a convex function.
The only coupling constraint in (2.24) is the affine equation, which suggests the following

relaxation.

Theorem 2.5.3 (LP bound on the state). An upper bound on the objective of problem (2.24)
is given by

p∗ ≤ p := min
λ

σU(B>λ) +
∑

i∈[n]

gi(λi, (A
>λ)i),

where sU is the support function defined in (2.25), and gi, i ∈ [n], are the convex functions

gi : (α, β) ∈ R2 → gi(α, β) := max
ζ : |ζ+−x0i |≤σx,i

fi(ζ+)− αζ + βζ+, i ∈ [n].

If the functions gi, i ∈ [n] are closed, we have the bidual expression

p := max
x, u∈U

−
∑

i∈[n]

g∗i (−(Ax+Bu)i, xi),

where g∗i is the conjuguate of gi, i ∈ [n].

Proof. We have

p∗ ≤ p := min
λ

max
x, u∈U

∑

i∈[n]

fi(xi) + λ>(Ax+Bu− z) : x = z+, |x− x0| ≤ σx

= min
λ

max
u∈U

λ>Bu+ max
z : |z+−x0|≤σx

∑

i∈[n]

(fi(z
+
i ) + (A>λ)iz

+
i − λizi)

= min
λ, µ=A>λ

(
max
u∈U

λ>Bu

)
+
∑

i∈[n]

gi(λi, µi),

which establishes the first part of the theorem. If we further assume that the functions gi,
i ∈ [n] are closed, strong duality holds, so that

p = min
λ, µ

max
x, u∈U

λ>Bu+ x>(A>λ− µ) +
∑

i∈[n]

gi(λi, µi) = max
x, u∈U

−
∑

i∈[n]

g∗i (−(Ax+Bu)i, xi)

where g∗i is the conjugate of gi, i ∈ [n].

In the case whenfi(ξ) = ciξ, i ∈ [n], where c ∈ Rn is given, it turns out that our
relaxation, when expressed in bidual form, has a natural look:

p∗ ≤ p = max
x, u∈U

c>x : x ≥ Ax+Bu, x ≥ 0, |x− x0| ≤ σx.
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When the cardinality of changes in the input is constrained in the set U card, the bound takes
the form

p∗ ≤ p = max
x, u

c>x : x ≥ Ax+Bu, x ≥ 0, |x− x0| ≤ σx,
‖diag(σu)

−1(u− u0)‖1 ≤ k, |u− u0| ≤ σu.

2.6 Sparsity and Model Compression

In this section, we examine the role of sparsity and low-rank structure in implicit deep
learning, specifically in the model parameter matrix

M :=

(
A B
C D

)
.

We assume that the activation map φ is a CONE map; most of our results can be generalized
to BLIP maps.

Since a CONE map acts componentwise, the prediction rule (2.1a) is invariant under
permutations of the state vector, in the sense that, for any n × n permutation matrix, the
matrix diag(P, I)M diag(P>, I) represents the same prediction rule as M given above.

Various kinds of sparsity of M can be encouraged in the training problem, with appro-
priate penalties. For example, we can use penalties that encourage many elements in M to
be zero; the advantage of such “element-wise” sparsity is, of course, computational, since
sparsity in matrices A,B,C,D will allow for computational speedups at test time. Another
interesting kind of sparsity is rank sparsity, which refers to the case when model matrices
are low-rank.

Next, we examine the benefits of row- (or, column-) sparsity, which refers to the fact that
entire rows (or, columns) of a matrix are zero. Note that column sparsity in a matrix N can
be encouraged with a penalty in the training problem, of the form

P(N) =
∑

i

‖Nei‖α

where α > 1. Row sparsity can be handled via P(N>).

Feature selection

We may use the implicit model to select features. Any zero column in the matrix (B>, D>)>

means that the corresponding element in an input vector does not play any role in the
prediction rule. We may thus use a column-norm penalty in the training problem, in order
to encourage such a sparsity pattern:

P(B,D) =

p∑

j=1

∥∥∥∥
(
B
D

)
ej

∥∥∥∥
α

, (2.26)

with α > 1.
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Dimension reduction via row- and column-sparsity

Assume that the matrix A is row-sparse. Without loss of generality, using permutation
invariance, we can assume that M writes

M =



A11 A12 B1

0 0 B2

C1 C2 D


 ,

where A11 is square of order n1 < n. We can then decompose x accordingly, as x = (x1, x2)
with x1 ∈ Rn1 , and the above implies x2 = φ(B2u). The prediction rule for an input u ∈ Rp

then writes
ŷ(u) = C1x1 +Du, x1 = φ(A11x1 + A12φ(B2u) +B1u).

The rule only involves x1 as a true hidden feature vector. In fact, the row sparsity of A
allows for a computational speedup, as we simply need to solve a fixed-point equation for
the vector with reduced dimensions, x1.

Further assume that (A,B) is row-sparse. Again without loss of generality we may put
M in the above form, with B2 = 0. Then the prediction rule can be written

ŷ(u) = C1x1 +Du, x1 = φ(A11x1 +B1u).

This means that the dimension of the state variable can be fully reduced, to n1 < n. Thus,
row sparsity of (A,B) allows for a reduction in the dimension of the prediction rule.

When (A,B) is column-sparse, we obtain similar speedups: we only need to solve for x1,
and x2 can be directly expressed as closed-form function of x1. We leave the details to the
reader.

Now assume that (A>, C>)> is column-sparse. Again, the prediction rule does not need
x2 at all, so that the computation of the latter vector can be entirely avoided. This means
that the dimension of the state variable can be fully reduced, to n1 < n. Thus, column
sparsity of (A>, C>)> allows for a reduction in the dimension of the prediction rule.

To summarize, row or column sparsity of A allows for a computational speedup; if the
corresponding rows of B (resp. columns of C) are zero, then the prediction rule involves only
a vector of reduced dimensions.

Rank sparsity

Assume that the matrix A is rank k � n, and that a corresponding factorization is known:
A = LR>, with L,R ∈ Rn×k. In this case, for any p-vector u, the equilibrium equation
x = φ(Ax+Bu) can be written as x = φ(Lz +Bu), where z := R>x. Hence, we can obtain
a prediction for a given input u via the solution of a low-dimensional fixed-point equation
in z ∈ Rk:

z = R>φ(Lz +Bu).
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It can be shown that, when φ is a CONE map, the above rule is well-posed if λpf(|R|T |L|) < 1.
Once a solution z is found, we simply set the prediction to be ŷ(u) = Cφ(Lz +Bu) +Du.

At test time, if we use fixed-point iterations to obtain our predictions, then the compu-
tational savings brought about by the low-rank representation of A can be substantial, with
a per-iteration cost going from O(n2), to O(kn) if we use the above.

Model error analysis

The above suggests to replace a given model matrix A with a low-rank or sparse approx-
imation, denoted A0. The resulting state error can be then bounded, as follows. Assume
that |A−A0| ≤ E, where E ≥ 0 is a known upper bound on the componentwise error in A.
The following theorem provides relative error bounds on the state, provided the perturbed
system satisfies the well-posedness condition λpf(|A|) < 1. As before, we denote by x0, x the
(unique) solutions to the unperturbed and perturbed equilibrium equations ξ = φ(A0ξ+Bu)
and ξ = φ(Aξ +Bu), respectively.

Theorem 2.6.1 (Effect of errors in A). Assuming that φ is a CONE map, and that λpf(|A0 +
E|) < 1. Then:

|x− x0| ≤ (I − (|A0 + E|))−1Ex0. (2.27)

Proof. We have

|x− x0| ≤ |Ax− Ax0| = |A0(x− x0) + E(x− x0) + Ex0| ≤ |A0 + E||x− x0|+ |E||x0|.

Applying a technique similar to that employed in the proof of Theorem 2.5.1, we obtain
the desired relative error bounds.

2.7 Training Implicit Models

Setup

We are now given an input data matrix U = [u1, . . . , um] ∈ Rp×m and response matrix
Y = [y1, . . . , ym] ∈ Rq×m, and seek to fit a model of the form (2.1a), with A well-posed with
respect to φ, which we assume to be a BLIP map. We note that the rule (2.1a), when applied
to a collection of inputs (ui)1≤i≤m, can be written in matrix form, as

Ŷ (U) = CX +DU, where X = φ(AX +BU).

where U = [u1, . . . , um] ∈ Rp×m, and Ŷ (U) = [ŷ(u1), . . . , ŷ(um)] ∈ Rq×m.
We consider a training problem of the form

min
A,B,C,D,X

L(Y,CX +DU) + P(A,B,C,D) : X = φ(AX +BU), A ∈WP(φ). (2.28)
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In the above, L is a loss function, assumed to be convex in its second argument, and P is a
convex penalty function, which can be used to enforce a given (linear) structure (such as, A
strictly upper block triangular) on the parameters, and/or encourage their sparsity.

In practice, we replace the well-posedness condition by the sufficient PF condition of
Theorem 2.3.1. As argued in Section 2.3, the latter can be further replaced without loss of
generality with an easier-to-handle (convex) norm constraint; in the case of CONE maps,
this condition is ‖A‖∞ ≤ κ, where κ ∈ (0, 1) is a hyper-parameter. In the more general
case of BLIP maps, we can use a similar norm constraint ‖N(A, γ)‖∞ ≤ κ, where N(A, γ)
is defined in (2.7).

Examples of loss functions For regression tasks, we may use the squared Euclidean loss:
for Y, Ŷ ∈ Rq×m,

L(Y, Ŷ ) :=
1

2
‖Y − Ŷ ‖2

F .

For multi-class classification, a popular loss is a combination of negative cross-entropy with
the soft-max: for two q-vectors y, ŷ, with y ≥ 0, y>1 = 1, we define

L(y, ŷ) = −y> log

(
eŷ∑q
i=1 e

ŷi

)
= log(

q∑

i=1

eŷi)− y>ŷ.

We can extend the definition to matrices, by summing the contribution to all columns, each
corresponding to a data point: for Y, Z ∈ Rq×m,

L(Y, Ŷ ) =
m∑

j=1

log

(
q∑

i=1

eŶij

)
−

m∑

j=1

q∑

i=1

YijŶij = log(1> exp(Ŷ ))1−TrY >Ŷ , (2.29)

where both the log and the exponential functions apply componentwise.

Examples of penalty functions Beyond well-posedness, the penalty can be used to en-
courage desired properties of the model. For robustness, the convex penalty (2.22) can be
used. We may also use an l∞-norm penalty on the sensitivity matrices S appearing in Theo-
rem 2.5.2. For feature selection, an appropriate penalty may involve the block norms (2.26);
sparsity of the model matrices can be similarly handled with ordinary l1-norm penalties on
the elements of the model matrices (A,B,C,D).

Gradient Methods

Assuming that φ is a CONE map for simplicity, we consider the problem

min
A,B,C,D,X

L(Y,CX +DU) + P(A,B,C,D) : X = φ(AX +BU), ‖A‖∞ ≤ κ, (2.30)

where κ < 1 is given. We assume that the map φ is differentiable. We can solve (2.30) using
(stochastic) projected gradient descent, by differentiating through the equilibrium equation.
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It turns out that this differentiation requires solving an equilibrium equation involving a
matrix variable, which, thanks to well-posedness, can be very efficiently solved via fixed-
point iterations.

Computing gradients Considering a mini-batch of size 1 first, we define ŷ = Cx + Du,
z = Ax+Bu. We have (

∇AL ∇BL
∇CL ∇DL

)
=

(
∇zL
∇ŷL

)(
x
u

)>
,

where ∇ŷL is easy to compute, and ∇zL is obtained via implicit differentiation:

∇zL =

(
∂L
∂x
· ∂x
∂z

)>
,
∂L
∂x

=
∂L
∂ŷ
· ∂(Cx+Du)

∂x
,

∂x

∂z
=
∂φ(z)

∂z
+
∂φ(Ax+Bu)

∂x
· ∂x
∂z

= (I − ΦA)−1Φ,

where Φ := ∂φ(z)
∂z

is a diagonal matrix. Since φ is a CONE map, we have ‖Φ‖∞ ≤ 1; since the
current matrix A satisfies the norm condition ‖A‖∞ < 1, the inverse of the matrix (I −ΦA)
exists. The gradient of the loss function ∇ŷL can be easily computed, and we have

∇zL =
(
C(I − ΦA)−1Φ

)>∇ŷL. (2.31)

Thanks to well-posedness, the gradient ∇zL is the unique solution to the following equilib-
rium equation in vector v:

v = Φ
(
A>v + C>∇ŷL

)
. (2.32)

Turning to the case of a mini-batch of size say b, the main effort in computing the gradient
consists in solving matrix equations in a n× b matrix V :

V = Ψ�
(
A>V + C>G

)
,

where the columns of G contains the gradients of the loss with respect to ŷ, and Ψ is a
matrix whose columns contain the derivatives of the activation map, both evaluated at a
specific training point, and � represents element-wise multiplication. Due to the fact that A
satisfies the PF sufficient condition for well-posedness with respect to φ, the equation above
has a unique solution; the matrix V can be computed as the limit point of the convergent
fixed-point iterations

V (t+ 1) = Ψ�
(
A>V (t) + C>L

)
, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.33)

Projection step In order to handle the well-posedness constraint ‖A‖∞ ≤ κ, the projected
gradient method requires a projection at each step. This step corresponds to a sub-problem
of the form:

min
A
‖A− A0‖F : ‖A‖∞ ≤ κ, (2.34)
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with matrix A0 given. The above problem is decomposable across rows, leading to n sub-
problems of the form

min
a

1

2
‖a− a0

i ‖2
2 : ‖a‖1 ≤ κ,

which a0
i ∈ Rn the i-th row of A0. The problem cannot be solved in closed form, but a

bisection method can be applied to the dual:

p∗ = max
λ≥0
−κλ+

∑

i∈[n]

si(λ),

where, for λ ≥ 0 given:

si(λ) := min
ξ

1

2
(ξ − a0

i )
2 + λ|ξ|, i ∈ [n].

A subgradient of the objective is

gi(λ) := −κ+
∑

i∈[n]

max(|a0
i | − λ, 0), i ∈ [n].

Observe that p∗ ≥ 0, hence at optimum:

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1

κ

∑

i∈[n]

s(λ, a0
i ) ≤ λmax :=

1

2κ
‖a0

i ‖2
2.

The bisection can be initialized with the interval λ ∈ [0, λmax].
Returning to the original problem (2.34), we see that all the iterations can be expressed

in a “vectorized” form, where updates for the different rows of A are done in parallel. The
dual variables corresponding to each row are collected in a vector λ ∈ Rn. We initialize the
bisection with a vector interval [λl, λu], with λl = 0, λui = 1

2
‖a0

i ‖2
2/κ, i ∈ [n]. We update the

current vector interval as follows:

1. Set λ = (λl + λu)/2.

2. Form a vector g(λ) containing the sub-gradients corresponding to each row, evaluated
at λi, i ∈ [n]:

g(λ) = −κ1 + (|A0| − λ1T )T+1.

3. For every i ∈ [n], reset λui = λi if gi(λ) > 0, λli = λi if gi(λ) ≤ 0.

Block-coordinate descent methods

Block-coordinate descent methods use cyclic updates, optimizing one matrix variable at a
time, fixing all the other variables. Such methods are easier to apply to a so-called Fenchel
formulation of the problem, which is equivalent to problem (2.28):

min
A,B,C,D,X

L(Y,CX +DU) + P(A,B,C,D) : Fφ(X,AX +BU) ≤ 0, ‖N(A, γ)‖∞ ≤ κ,
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where Fφ is the so-called Fenchel divergence adapted to φ [71] (also see Chapter 3), applied
column-wise to matrix inputs. In the case of the ReLU activation, for two given vectors x, z
of the same size, we have

Fφ(x, z) :=
1

2
x� x+

1

2
z+ � z+ − x� z if x ≥ 0, (2.35)

with � the componentwise multiplication. We can then define Fφ(X,Z) with X,Z two
matrix inputs having the same number of columns, by summing over these columns. As seen
in [71], a large number of popular activation maps can be expressed similarly.

The BCD methods are particularly interesting when the updates require solving convex
problems. For instance, considering the training problem (2.30), given X, the problem is
convex in the model matrices A,B,C,D. Then, given the model matrices, finding X consists
in a feasibility problem that can be solved with fixed-point iterations.

We may also consider a relaxed form of the problem:

min
A,B,C,D,X

L(Y,CX +DU) + P(A,B,C,D) + Λ� Fφ(X,AX +BU), ‖N(A, γ)‖∞ ≤ κ,

where Λ > 0 is a n × m matrix parameter. Here, all the updates involve solving convex
problems, as shown in [71], since the Fenchel divergence, for most of activation maps, is
bi-convex in its two arguments—meaning that given the first argument fixed, it is convex
in the second and vice-versa. We refer to [71, 167] for more on Fenchel divergences in the
context of implicit deep learning and neural networks.

2.8 Numerical Experiments

Learning real nonlinear functions via regression

We start by illustrating the ability of the gradient method, as presented in Section 2.7, to
learn the parameters of the implicit model, with well-posedness enforced via a max-row-sum
norm constraint, ‖A‖∞ ≤ 0.5. We aim at learning a real function, as an example we focus
on

f(u) = 5 cos(πu) exp

(
−1

2
|u|
)
,

We select the input ui, i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} uniformly at random between −5 and 5 with m = 200;
we add a random noise to the output, y(u) = f(u) + w with w taken uniformly at random
between −1 and 1, hence the standard deviation for y(u) is 1/

√
3 ≈ 0.57. We consider

an implicit model of order n = 75. We learn the parameters of the model by doing only
two successive block updates: first, we update (A,B) using stochastic projected gradient
descent, the gradient being obtained with the implicit chain rule described in Section 2.7.
The RMSE across iterations for this block-update is shown in Figure 2.7. After this first
update we achieve a RMSE of 1.77. Second, we update (C,D) using linear regression. After
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Figure 2.6: Implicit prediction y(u) compari-
son with f(u)

Figure 2.7: RMSE across projected gradient
iterations for the (A,B) block update

this update we achieve a RMSE of 0.56. For comparison purposes, we also train a neural
network with 3 hidden layers of width n/3 = 25 using ADAM, mini-batches, and a tuned
learning rate. We run Adam until convergence. We get a RMSE = 0.65, which is slightly
above that of our implicit model. This first simple experiment shows the ability to fit
nonlinear functions with implicit models as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Comparison with neural networks

In this section we compare the performance of implicit models with that of neural networks.
Experiments on both synthetic datasets and real datasets are conducted. The experiment
results show that implicit model has the potential of matching or exceeding the performance
of neural networks in various settings. To simplify the experiments, we do not apply any
specific network structure or regularization during training. When it comes to training neural
networks we will always use ADAM with a grid-search tuned step-size. Similarly, we will
always use stochastic projected gradient descent as detailed in Section 2.7. The choice of the
number of hidden features n for implicit models is always aligned with the neural network
architecture for fair comparison as explained in Section 2.4.

Synthetic datasets

We consider two synthetic classification datasets: one generated from a neural network and
another from an implicit model. For each dataset, we then aim at fitting both an implicit
model and a neural network. Each data point in the datasets contains an input u ∈ R5

and output y ∈ R2. The model architectures and data generation details are deferred to the
supplementary materials.

We find that the implicit model outperforms neural networks in both synthetic exper-
iments. This may be explained by the increased modeling capacity of the implicit model,
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Figure 2.8: Performance comparison on a
synthetic dataset generated from a neural
network. Average best accuracy, implicit:
0.85, neural network: 0.76. The curves are
generated from 5 the different runs with the
lines marked as mean and region marked as
the standard deviation
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Figure 2.9: Performance comparison on a
synthetic dataset generated from an implicit
model. Average best accuracy, implicit:
0.85, neural networks: 0.74. The curves are
generated from 5 different runs with the lines
marked as mean and region marked as the
standard deviation over the runs.

given similar parameter size, with respect to its neural network counterpart as mentioned in
Section 2.1.

Experimental details: synthetic datasets. The dataset for experiment in Section 2.8
is generated as follows: we chose the input datapoints ui ∈ R5 i.i.d. by sampling each
entry independently uniformly between −1 and 1. The output data yi ∈ R2 is the one-hot
representation of the argmax of the output from the generating model, whose parameters
are chosen uniformly at random between −1 and 1.

• For a neural network generating model, we us a fully connected 3-layer (5-5-5-2) feed-
forward neural network with ReLU activation.

• For an implicit model, we consider an implicit model with n = 10 to match the number
of hidden nodes in the neural network model. To ensure well-posedness, after sampling
matrix the A, we proceed with a projection on the unit-sized infinity norm ball, as
detailed in Section 2.7.

For each dataset, we consider 20 training and test datapoints. The size of datasets are
kept small to maintain the over-parameterized regime, where the number of parameters is
larger than the number of data points, as is the case in many deep learning architectures [20].
We run 5 separate experiments for both the neural network and implicit model generated
dataset with the training model having the same hyperparameters and initialization as the
generating models.
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Real-world datasets

We continue to compare the performance of the implicit model with that of neural networks
in real-world settings. For the purpose, we pick two real-world datasets, the hand-written
digit classification dataset MNIST, and the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) dataset. The performance is given in Figure 2.10 and 2.11. Similar to what
we observed with synthetic datasets, the implicit model is capable of matching and even
outperform classical neural networks.
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Figure 2.10: Performance comparison on
MNIST. Average best accuracy, implicit:
0.976, neural networks: 0.972. The curves
are generated from 5 different runs with the
lines marked as mean and region marked as
the standard deviation over the runs.
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Figure 2.11: Performance comparison on
GTSRB. Average best accuracy, implicit:
0.874, neural networks: 0.859. The curves
are generated from 5 different runs with the
lines marked as mean and region marked as
the standard deviation over the runs.

Experimental details: MNIST dataset. In the digit classification dataset MNIST,
the input data points are 28 × 28 pixels images of hand written digits, the output is the
corresponding digit label. For training purposes, each image is reshaped into 784 dimensional
vectors and normalized before training. There are 5×104 training data points and 104 testing
data points.

The architecture we use for the neural network as a reference is a three-layer feedforward
neural network (784-60-40-10) with ReLU activation. For the implicit model, we set n = 100.
We choose a batchsize of 100 for both algorithms. The accuracy with respect to iterations
is shown in Figure 2.10. We observe that the accuracy of the implicit model matches that
of its neural network counterpart.
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Experimental details: German Traffic Sign Recognition benchmark. In the Ger-
man Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark (GTSRB) [157], the input data points are 32× 32
images with rgb channels of traffic signs consisting of 43 classes. Each image is turned into
gray-scale before being reshaped into a 1024 dimensional vector and re-scaled to be between
0 and 1. There are 34799 training data points and 12630 testing data points.

For reference, we use a (1024-300-100-43) feedforward neural network with ReLU acti-
vations. We choose n = 400 for the implicit model and a batchsize of 100 for both models.
The accuracy with respect to iterations is shown in Figure 2.11.

Adversarial attack

Visualization of sensitivity matrix

Figure 2.12 shows the sensitivity values for a particular class on MNIST and CIFAR-10
dataset. The sensitivity values are obtain from the implicit representation of the feed-forward
network and ResNet-20. The 784 and 3072 input dimensions are arranged to correspond to
the 28×28 (grey scale) and 32×32 (color) image pixel alignment. Brighter colors correspond
to features with a higher impact on the output when perturbed. As a result, the sensitivity
matrix can be used to generate adversarial attacks.

Figure 2.12: Left : sensitivity values of a feed-forward network for the class “digit 0” in
MNIST. Right : sensitivity values of a ResNet-20 model for the class “airplane” in CIFAR-
10. Brighter colors correspond to higher sensitivity when perturbed.

Attack via the sensitivity matrix

Our analysis above highlights the use of sensitivity matrix as a measure for robustness. In
this section, we show how sensitivity matrix can be used to generate effective attacks on two
public datasets, MNIST and CIFAR-10. Examples of sensitivity matrix are shown in the
supplementary material. We compare our method against commonly used gradient-based
attacks [68, 133]. In this experiment, we consider two models: 1) feed-forward network
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trained on the MNIST dataset (98% clean accuracy) and 2) ResNet-20 [79] trained on the
CIFAR-10 dataset (92% clean accuracy).

We compare our method with commonly used gradient-based attacks. Precisely, for a
given function F (prediction rule) learned by a deep neural network, a benign sample u ∈ Rp

and the target y associated with u, we compute the gradient of the function F with respect
to the given sample u, ∇uF (u, y). We then take the absolute value of the gradient as an
indication of which input features an adversary should perturb, similar to the saliency map
technique [154, 133]. The absolute value of the gradient can be seen as a “local” version of
the sensitivity matrix; however, unlike the gradient, the sensitivity matrix does not depend
on the input data, making it a more general measurement of robustness for any given model.

Table 2.1 presents the experimental results of an adversarial attack using the sensitivity
matrix and the absolute value of gradient on MNIST and CIFAR-10. For sensitivity matrix
attack, we start from perturbing the input features that have the highest values according to
the sensitivity matrix. For gradient-based attack, we do the same according to the absolute
value of the gradient. We perturb the input features into small random values. Our exper-
iments show that the sensitivity matrix attack is as effective as the gradient-based attack,
while being very simple to implement.

Interestingly, our attack does not rely on any input samples that the gradient-based attack
needs. An adversary with the model parameters could easily craft adversarial samples using
the sensitivity matrix. In the absence of access to the model parameters, an adversary
can rely on the principle of tranferrability [113] and train a surrogate model to obtain the
sensitivity matrix. Figure 2.13 displays adversarial images generated using the sensitivity
matrix. An interesting case is to use the sensitivity matrix to generate a sparse attack as
seen in Figure 2.13.

Table 2.1: Experimental results of attack success rate against percentage of perturbed inputs
on MNIST and CIFAR-10 (10000 samples from test set).

Sensitivity matrix attack Gradient-based attack
% of perturbed inputs MNIST CIFAR-10 MNIST CIFAR-10

0.1% 1.01% 3.04% 2.42% 1.75%
1% 13.41% 10.16% 26.92% 6.66%
10% 70.67% 36.21% 74.90% 33.18%
20% 89.82% 57.01% 87.10% 52.57%
30% 90.22% 67.45% 89.82% 66.59%

Attack with LP relaxation for CONE maps

Although one can use sensitivity matrix to generate an effective adversarial example, one
may wish to perform a more sophisticated attack by exploiting the weakness of an individual
data point. This can be done by considering the LP relaxation (Theorem 2.5.3), which has
the advantage of generating a specific adversarial example for a given input data. The
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Figure 2.13: Top: adversarial samples from MNIST. On the left are dense attacks with small
perturbations and on the right are sparse attacks with random perturbations (perturbed
pixels are marked as red). Bottom: example sparse attack on CIFAR-10. The left ones are
cleaned images, the middle ones are perturbed images, and the right ones mark the perturbed
pixels in red for higher visibility.

experiment in this section is again on MNIST and CIFAR-10 images. Here, the problem
outlined in (2.24) is solved by LP relaxation, with the function fi(ξ) = (ξ − x0

i )
2. The

optimization problem then finds a perturbed image that leads to the largest discrepancy
between the perturbed state x and the nominal state x0. Figure 2.14 shows five example
images. The perturbed images generated by the LP relaxation, appear quite similar to
the original images; however, the model fails to predict these otherwise correctly predicted
images.

Our framework also allows for sparse adversarial attack by adding a cardinality constraint.
Figure 2.15 shows three examples of perturbed images under non-sparse and sparse attack.
Images on the left are the results of non-sparse attack and those on the right are the results
of sparse attack. The model fails to predict the label correctly under both conditions.
These results illustrate how the implicit prediction rules can be used to generate powerful
adversarial attacks. It is also useful for adversarial training as a large amount of adversarial
examples can be generated using the technique and be added back to the training data.
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Figure 2.14: Example attack on CIFAR dataset. Top: clean data. Bottom: perturbed data.

Figure 2.15: Example attack on MNIST dataset. Left: non-sparse attack. Right: sparse
attack.
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2.9 Summary

We summarize with a few perspectives for future research on implicit models.

Cousins of implicit models

Figure 2.16: Some cousins of implicit models: LTI systems (bottom left) and uncertain
systems (bottom right).

Implicit models rely on a representation of the prediction rule where the linear operations
are clearly separated from the (parameter-free) nonlinear ones, leading to the block-diagram
in Figure 2.1.

This idea is strongly reminiscent of earlier representations arising in systems and con-
trol theory. Perhaps the most famous example lies with linear time-invariant (LTI) sys-
tems, where the idea is essentially equivalent to the state-space representation of transfer
functions [7]. In that context, the block-diagram representation involves an integrator (in
continuous or discrete time) in place of the static nonlinear map φ. The idea is also con-
nected to the linear-fractional representation (or, transformation, LFT) arising in uncertain
systems [54], where now the linear operations actually represent a dynamic system (that is,
the matrix M is an LTI system itself), and the map φ is replaced by an uncertain matrix of
parameters or LTI system.

These connections raise the prospect of a unified theory tackling deep networks inside
the loop of a dynamical system, where such networks can be composed (via feedback connec-
tions) with LTI or more generally uncertain systems. With the machinery of Linear Matrix
Inequalities or the more general Integral Quadratic Constraints framework [120], one can
develop rigorous analyses performed on systems with deep networks in the loop, so that
bounds on, say, stability margins, can be computed. This connection is already explored
in [186, 187].
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Chapter 3

Fenchel Lifted Networks

Lifted methods are another branch of training methods for deep learning. By introduc-
ing auxiliary variables, it decomposes the training problem into multiple sub problems and
solves them iteratively without using gradients. However, existing methods greatly under
perform traditional gradient based methods. We find careful conversion of the layer feed
forward constraints into bi-convex terms using Fenchel divergence (3.4) bumps the empirical
performance to competitive level. This opens up practical discussion of lifted methods in
deep learning training. In Chapter 2, a lifted training approach for implicit deep learning
is discussed in Section 2.7 where Fenchel divergence (2.35) is a key step to the formulation.
However this method is still not highly popular in the deep learning community because
gradient methods are highly flexible and easy to use. But we believe lifted methods will
outperform gradient methods in tasks where gradient updates are not very effective.

3.1 Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have become the preferred model for supervised learning tasks
after their success in various fields of research. However, due to their highly non-convex
nature, DNNs pose a difficult problem during training time; the optimization landscape
consists of many saddle points and local minima which make the trained model generalize
poorly [37, 48]. This has motivated regularization schemes such as weight decay [96], batch
normalization [81], and dropout [156] so that the solutions generalize better to the test data.

In spite of this, backprop used along with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or similar
variants like Adam [90] suffer from a variety of problems. One of the most notable problems
is the vanishing gradient problem which slows down gradient-based methods during training
time. Several approaches have been proposed to deal with the problem; for example, the
introduction of rectified linear units (ReLU). However, the problem persists. For a discussion
on the limitations of backprop and SGD, we direct the reader to Section 2.1 of [164].

One approach to deal with this problem is to introduce auxiliary variables that increase
the dimension of the problem. In doing so, the training problem decomposes into multiple,
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local sub-problems which can be solved efficiently without using SGD or Adam; in particular,
the methods of choice have been block coordinate descent (BCD) [8, 99, 195, 31] and the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [164, 196]. By lifting the dimension
of the problem, these models avoid many of the problems DNNs face during training time.
They also offer new avenues towards interpretability and robustness of networks by allowing
for the penalization of the additional variables.

While these methods, which we refer to as “lifted” models for the remainder of the
chapter, offer an alternative to the original problem with some added benefits, they have
their limitations. Most notably, traditional DNNs are still able to outperform these methods
in spite of the difficult optimization landscape. As well, most of the methods are unable to
operate in an online manner or adapt to continually changing data sets which is prevalent in
most reinforcement learning settings [161]. Finally, by introducing auxiliary variables, the
dimensionality of the problem greatly increases, making these methods very difficult to train
with limited computational resources.

Chapter contribution

To address the problems listed above, we propose Fenchel lifted networks, a biconvex for-
mulation for deep learning based on Fenchel’s duality theorem that can be optimized using
BCD. We show that our method is a rigorous lower bound for the learning problem and
admits a natural batching scheme to adapt to changing data sets and settings with limited
computational power. We compare our method against other lifted models and against tra-
ditional fully connected and convolutional neural networks. We show that we are able to
outperform the former and that we can compete with or even outperform the latter.

Chapter outline. In Section 3.2, we give a brief overview of related works on lifted models.
In Section 3.3 we introduce the notation for the remainder of the chapter. Section 3.4 intro-
duces Fenchel lifted networks, their variants and discusses how to train these models using
BCD. Section 3.5 compares the proposed method against fully connected and convolutional
networks on MNIST and CIFAR-10.

3.2 Related Work

Lifted methods Related works that lift the dimension of the training problem are primar-
ily optimized using BCD or ADMM. These methods have experienced recent success due to
their ability to exploit the structure of the problem by first converting the constrained opti-
mization problem into an unconstrained one and then solving the resulting sub-problems in
parallel. They do this by relaxing the network constraints and introducing penalties into the
objective function. The two main ways of introducing penalties into the objective function
are either using quadratic penalties [158, 164, 99] or using equivalent representations of the
activation functions [8, 195].
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As a result, these formulations have many advantages over the traditional training prob-
lem, giving superior performance in some specific network structures [31, 195]. These meth-
ods also enjoy great potential for parallelization as shown by [164]; the authors parallelize
training over different cores and show a linear scaling between reduction in training time and
the number of cores used. However, there has been little evidence showing that these meth-
ods can compete with traditional DNNs which shadows the nice structure these formulations
bring about.

An early example of auxiliary variables being introduced into the training problem is the
method of auxiliary coordinates (MAC) by [31] which uses quadratic penalties to enforce
network constraints. They test their method on auto encoders and show that their method
is able to outperform SGD. Followup work by [32, 164] demonstrate the huge potential for
parallelizing these methods. [99] gives some convergence guarantee on a modified problem.

Another class of models that lift the dimension of the problem do so by representing
activation functions in equivalent formulations. [127, 8, 195, 108] explore the structure of
activation functions and use arg min maps to represent activation functions. In particular,
[8] show how a strictly monotone activation function can be seen as the arg min of a specific
optimization problem. Just as with quadratic penalties, this formulation of the problem still
performs poorly compared to traditional neural networks. In an independent and concurrent
work by [108], the authors arrive at a lifted formulation of the training problem via the use
of proximal operators. While the approach in aforementioned work appears unrelated to the
work presented here, they are in fact deeply related (for a more complete discussion, see a
note at the end of the chapter).

3.3 Background and Notation

Feedforward neural networks. We are given an input data matrix of m data points
X = [x1, x2, ..., xm] ∈ Rn×m and a response matrix Y ∈ Rp×m. We consider the supervised
learning problem involving a neural network with L ≥ 1 hidden layers. The neural network
produces a prediction Ŷ ∈ Rp×m with the feed forward recursion Ŷ = WLXL + bL1> given
below

Xl+1 = φl(WlXl + bl1
>), l = 0, . . . , L− 1. (3.1)

where φl, l = 0, . . . , L are the activation functions that act column-wise on a matrix
input, 1 ∈ Rm is a vector of ones, and Wl ∈ Rpl+1×pl and bl ∈ Rpl+1 are the weight matrices
and bias vectors respectively. Here pl is the number of output values for a single data point
(i.e., hidden nodes) at layer l with p0 = n and pL+1 = p. Without loss of generality, we can
remove bl1

> by adding an extra column to Wl and a row of ones to Xl. Then (3.1) simplifies
to

Xl+1 = φl(WlXl), l = 0, . . . , L− 1. (3.2)
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In the case of fully connected networks, φl is typically sigmoidal activation functions or
ReLUs. In the case of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), the recursion can accommo-
date convolutions and pooling operations in conjunction with an activation. For classification
tasks, we typically apply a softmax function after applying an affine transformation to XL.

The initial value for the recursion is X0 = X and Xl ∈ Rpl×m, l = 0, . . . , L. We refer to
the collections (Wl)

L
l=0 and (Xl)

L
l=1 as the W and X-variables respectively.

The weights are obtained by solving the following constrained optimization problem

min
(Wl)

L
l=0,(Xl)

L
l=1

L(Y,WLXL) +
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(Wl)

s.t. Xl+1 = φl(WlXl), l = 0, . . . , L− 1

X0 = X (3.3)

Here, L is a loss function, ρ ∈ RL+1
+ is a hyper-parameter vector, and πl’s are penalty

functions used for regularizing weights, controlling network structures, etc. In (3.3), optimiz-
ing over the X-variables is trivial; we simply apply the recursion (3.2) and solve the resulting
unconstrained problem using SGD or Adam. After optimizing over the weights and biases,
we obtain a prediction Ŷ for the test data X by passing X through the recursion (3.2) one
layer at a time.

Our model. We develop a family of models where we approximate the recursion con-
straints (3.2) via penalties. We use the arg min maps from [8] to create a biconvex for-
mulation that can be trained efficiently using BCD and show that our model is a lower
bound of (3.3). Furthermore, we show how our method can naturally be batched to ease
computational requirements and improve the performance.

3.4 Fenchel Lifted Networks

In this section, we introduce Fenchel lifted networks. We begin by showing that for a certain
class of activation functions, we can equivalently represent them as biconvex constraints. We
then dualize these constraints and construct a lower bound for the original training problem.
We show how our lower bound can naturally be batched and how it can be trained efficiently
using BCD.

Activations as bi-convex constraints

In this section, we show how to convert the equality constraints of (3.3) into inequalities
which we dualize to arrive at a relaxation (lower bound) of the problem. In particular,
this lower bound is biconvex in the W -variables and X-variables. We make the following
assumption on the activation functions φl.
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BC Condition The activation function φ : Rp → Rq satisfies the BC condition
if there exists a biconvex function Bφ : Rp × Rp → R+, such that

v = φ(u)⇐⇒ Bφ(v, u) ≤ 0.

We now state and prove a result that is at the crux of Fenchel lifted networks.

Theorem 3.4.1. Assume φ : R→ R is continuous, strictly monotone and that 0 ∈ range(φ)
or 0 ∈ domain(φ). Then φ satisfies the BC condition.

Proof. Without loss of generality, φ is strictly increasing. Thus it is invertible and there
exists φ−1 such that u = φ−1(v) for v ∈ range(φ) which implies v = φ(u). Now, define
F : Rp → R as

F (v) :=

∫ v

z

φ−1(ξ) dξ

where z ∈ range(φ) and is either 0 or satisfies φ−1(z) = 0. Then we have

F ∗(u) =

∫ u

φ−1(z)

φ(η) dη

B(v, u) = F (v) + F ∗(u)− uv (3.4)

where F ∗ is the Fenchel conjugate of F , and the bi-convex function B(v, u) is also called
Fenchel divergence. By the Fenchel-Young inequality, B(v, u) ≥ 0 with equality if and only
if

v∗ = arg max
v

uv − F (v) : v ∈ range(φ)

By construction, v∗ = φ(u). Note furthermore since φ is continuous and strictly increas-
ing, so is φ−1 on its domain, and thus F, F ∗ are convex. It follows that B(v, u) is a biconvex
function of (u, v). Discussion on learning with similar loss terms can be found in [23, 24].

We simply need to prove that F ∗(u) above is indeed the Fenchel conjugate of F . By
definition of the Fenchel conjugate we have that

F ∗(u) = max
v

uv − F (v) : v ∈ range(φ)

It is easy to see that v∗ = φ(u). Thus

F ∗(u) = uφ(u)− F (φ(u))

= uφ(u)−
∫ φ(u)

z

φ−1(ξ) dξ

=

∫ φ(u)

z

ξ
d

dξ
φ−1(ξ) dξ

=

∫ u

φ−1(z)

φ(η) dη
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where the third equality is a consequence of integration by parts, and the fourth equality we
make the subsitution η = φ−1(ξ)

Note that Theorem 3.4.1 implies that activation functions such as sigmoid and tanh can be
equivalently written as a biconvex constraint. Although the ReLU is not strictly monotone,
we can simply restrict the inverse to the domain R+; specifically, for φ(x) = max(0, x) define

φ−1(z) =

{
+∞ if z < 0,
z if z ≥ 0,

Then, we can rewrite the ReLU function as the equivalent set of biconvex constraint

v = max(0, u)⇐⇒
{ 1

2
v2 +

1

2
u2

+ − uv ≤ 0

v ≥ 0

where u+ = max(0, u). This implies

Bφ(v, u) =

{ 1

2
v2 +

1

2
u2

+ − uv if v ≥ 0

+∞ otherwise
(3.5)

Despite the non-smoothness of u+, for fixed u or fixed v, (3.5) belongs in C1 – that is,
it has continuous first derivative and can be optimized using first order methods. We can
trivially extend the result of Theorem 3.4.1 for matrix inputs: for matrices U, V ∈ Rp×q, we
have

Bφ(V, U) =
∑

i,j

Bφ(Vij, Uij).

Lifted Fenchel model

Assuming the activation functions of (3.3) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4.1, we can
reformulate the learning problem equivalently as

min
(Wl)

L
l=0,(Xl)

L
l=1

L(Y,WLXL) +
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(Wl)

s.t. Bl(Xl+1,WlXl) ≤ 0, l = 0, . . . , L− 1

X0 = X, (3.6)
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where Bl is the short-hand notation of Bφl . We now dualize the inequality constraints and
obtain the lower bound of the standard problem (3.3) via Lagrange relaxation

G(λ) := min
(Wl)

L
l=0,(Xl)

L
l=1

L(Y,WLXL) +
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(Wl)

+
L−1∑

l=0

λlBl(Xl+1,WlXl)

s.t.X0 = X, (3.7)

where λl ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers. The maximum lower bound can be achieved by
solving the dual problem

p∗ ≥ d∗ = max
λ≥0

G(λ) (3.8)

where p∗ is the optimal value of (3.3). Note if all our activation functions are ReLUs, we
must also include the constraint Xl ≥ 0 in the training problem as a consequence of (3.5).
Although the new model introduces L new parameters (the Lagrange multipliers), we can
show that using variable scaling we can reduce this to only one hyperparameter (for details,
see the Variable Scaling paragraph below).The learning problem then becomes

G(λ) := min
(Wl)

L
l=0,(Xl)

L
l=1

L(Y,WLXL) +
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(Wl)

+ λ
L−1∑

l=0

Bl(Xl+1,WlXl)

s.t.X0 = X. (3.9)

In a regression setting where the data is generated by a one layer network, we are able
to provide global convergence guarantees of the above model (for details, see the One-layer
Regression Formulation paragraph below).

Variable Scaling. Note that the new model (3.9) has introduced L+1 more hyperparam-
eters. We can use variable scaling and the dual formulation to show how to effectively reduce
this to only one hyperparameter. Consider the model with ReLU activations, that is, the
biconvex function as in (3.5) and regularization functions πl(Wl) = ‖Wl‖2

F for l = 0, . . . , L.
Note that Bφ is homogeneous of degree 2, that is for any U, V and γ we have

γBφ(V, U) = Bφ(
√
γV,
√
γU)

Define λ−1 = 1 and the scalings

X̄l :=
√
λl−1Xl, W̄l :=

√
λl
λl−1

Wl,
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Then (3.9) becomes

G(λ) := min
(W̄l)

L
l=0,(X̄l)

L+1
1

L(Y,
√
λL(W̄LX̄L))

+
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(

√
λl−1

λl
Wl) +

L−1∑

l=0

Bl(X̄l+1, W̄lX̄l)

s.t. X̄0 = X, X̄l ≥ 0, l = 0, . . . , L (3.10)

Using the fact πl(Wl) = ‖Wl‖2
F and defining ρ̄l = ρl

λl−1

λl
we have

G(λ) := min
(W̄l)

L
l=0,(X̄l)

L+1
1

L(Y,
√
λL(W̄LX̄L))

+
L∑

l=0

ρ̄l‖W̄l‖2
F +

L−1∑

l=0

Bl(X̄l+1, W̄lX̄l)

s.t. X̄0 = X, X̄l ≥ 0, l = 0, . . . , L (3.11)

where G(λ) is now only a function of one variable λL as opposed to L variables. Note
that this argument for variable scaling still works when we use average pooling or convo-
lution operations in conjunction with a ReLU activation since they are linear operations.
Note furthermore that the same scaling argument works in place of any norm due to the
homogeneity of norms – the only thing that would change is how ρ̄ is scaled by λl−1 and λl.

Another way to show that we only require one hyperparameter λ is to note the equivalence

Bl(v, u) ≤ 0 ∀l⇐⇒
∑

l

Bl(v, u) ≤ 0

Then we may replace the L biconvex constraints in (3.6) by the equivalent constraint∑
lBl(v, u) ≤ 0. Since this is only one constraint, when we dualize we only introduce

one Lagrange multiplier λ.

One-layer Regression Formulation. In this section, we show that for a one layer net-
work we are able to convert a non-convex optimization problem into a convex one by using
the BC condition described in the main text.

Consider a regression setting where Y = φ(W ∗X) for some fixed W ∗ ∈ Rp×n and a given
data matrix X ∈ Rn×m. Given a training set (X, Y ) we can solve for W by solving the
following non-convex problem

min
W
‖Y − φ(WX)‖2

F . (3.12)

We could also solve the following relaxation of (3.12) based on the BC condition
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min
W

Bφ(Y,WX) (3.13)

Note (3.13) is trivially convex in W by definition of Bφ(·, ·). Furthermore, by construction
Bφ(Y,WX) ≥ 0 and Bφ(Y,WX) = 0 if and only if Y = φ(WX). Since Y = φ(W ∗X), it
follows W ∗ (which is the minimizer of (3.12)) is a global minimizer of the convex program
(3.13). Therefore, we can solve the original non-convex problem (3.12) to global optimality
by instead solving the convex problem presented in (3.13).

Comparison with other methods. For ReLU activations, B(v, u) as in (3.5) differs from
the penalty terms introduced in previous works. In [8, 195] they set B(v, u) = ‖v− u‖2

2 and
in [164, 31] they set B(v, u) = ‖v − u+‖2

2. Note that B(v, u) in the latter is not biconvex.
While the B(v, u) in the former is biconvex, it does not perform well at test time. [108] set
B(v, u) based on a proximal operator that is similar to the BC condition.

Convolutional model. Our model can naturally accommodate average pooling and con-
volution operations found in CNNs, since they are linear operations. We can rewrite WlXl

as Wl ∗ Xl where ∗ denotes the convolution operator and write Pool(X) to denote the av-
erage pooling operator on X. Then, for example, the sequence Conv → Activation can be
represented via the constraint

Bl(Xl+1,Wl ∗Xl) ≤ 0, (3.14)

while the sequence Pool → Conv → Activation can be represented as

Bl(Xl+1,Wl ∗ Pool(Xl)) ≤ 0. (3.15)

Note that the pooling operation changes the dimension of the matrix.

Prediction rule.

In previous works that reinterpret activation functions as arg min maps [8, 195], the predic-
tion at test time is defined as the solution to the optimization problem below

ŷ = arg min
y,(xl)

L(y,WLxL) + λ
L−1∑

l=0

Bl(xl+1,Wlxl)

s.t. x0 = x, (3.16)

where x0 is test data point, ŷ is the predicted value, and xl, l = 1, . . . , L are the intermediate
representations we optimize over. Note if L is a mean squared error, applying the traditional
feed-forward rule gives an optimal solution to (3.16). We find empirically that applying the
standard feed-forward rule works well, even with a cross-entropy loss.
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Batched model

The models discussed in the introduction usually require the entire data set to be loaded into
memory which may be infeasible for very large data sets or for data sets that are continually
changing. We can circumvent this issue by batching the model. By sequentially loading a
part of the data set into memory and optimizing the network parameters, we are able to
train the network with limited computational resources. Formally, the batched model is

min
(Wl)

L
l=0,(Xl)

L
l=1

L(Y,WLXL) +
L∑

l=0

ρlπl(Wl)

+λ
L−1∑

l=0

Bl(WlXl, Xl+1) +
L∑

l=0

γl‖Wl −W 0
l ‖2

F

s.t. X0 = X, (3.17)

where X0 contains only a batch of data points instead of the complete data set. The
additional term in the objective γl‖Wl −W 0

l ‖2
F , l = 0, . . . , L is introduced to moderate the

change of the W -variables between subsequent batches; here W 0
l represents the optimal W

variables from the previous batch and γ ∈ RL+1
+ is a hyperparameter vector. The X-variables

are reinitialized each batch by feeding the new batch forward through the equivalent standard
neural network.

Block-coordinate descent algorithm

The model (3.9) satisfies the following properties:

• For fixed W -variables, and fixed variables (Xj)j 6=l, the problem is convex in Xl, and is
decomposable across data points.

• For fixed X-variables, the problem is convex in the W -variables, and is decomposable
across layers, and data points.

The non-batched and batched Fenchel lifted network are trained using block coordinate
descent algorithms highlighted in Algorithms 1 and 2. By exploiting the biconvexity of
the problem, we can alternate over updating the X-variables and W -variables to train the
network.

Note Algorithm 2 is different from Algorithm 1 in three ways. First, re-initialization
is required for the X-variables each time a new batch of data points are loaded. Second,
the sub-problems for updating W -variables are different as shown in Section 3.4. Lastly, an
additional parameter K is introduced to specify the number of training alternations for each
batch. Typically, we set K = 1.
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Algorithm 1 Non-batched BCD Algorithm

1: Initialize (Wl)
L
l=0.

2: Initialize X0 with input matrix X.
3: Initialize X1, . . . , XL with neural network feed forward rule.
4: repeat
5: XL ← arg minZ L(Y,WLZ) + λBL−1(Z,X0

L−1)
6: for l = L− 1, . . . , 1 do
7: Xl ← arg minZ Bl(Xl+1,WlZ) +Bl−1(Z,X0

l−1)
8: end for
9: WL ← arg minW L(Y,WXL) + ρlπl(W )

10: for l = L− 1, . . . , 0 do
11: Wl ← arg minW λBl(Xl+1,WXl) + ρlπl(W )
12: end for
13: until convergence

Algorithm 2 Batched BCD Algorithm

1: Initialize (Wl)
L
l=0.

2: repeat
3: (W 0

l )Ll=0 ← (Wl)
L
l=0

4: Re-initialize X0 with a batch sampled from input matrix X.
5: Re-initialize X1, . . . , XL with neural network feed forward rule.
6: for alternation= 1, . . . , K do
7: XL ← arg minZ L(Y,WLZ) + λBL−1(Z,X0

L−1)
8: for l = L− 1, . . . , 1 do
9: Xl ← arg minZ λBl(Xl+1,WlZ) + λBl−1(Z,X0

l−1)
10: end for
11: WL ← arg minW L(Y,WXL) + ρLπL(W ) + γl‖W −W 0

L‖2
F

12: for l = L− 1, . . . , 0 do
13: Wl ← arg minW λBl(Xl+1,WXl) + ρlπl(W ) + γl‖W −W 0

l ‖2
F

14: end for
15: end for
16: until convergence

Updating X-variables

For fixed W -variables, the problem of updating X-variables can be solved by cyclically
optimizing Xl, l = 1, . . . , L, with (Xj)j 6=l fixed. We initialize our X-variables by feeding
forward through the equivalent neural network and update the Xl’s backward from XL to
X1 in the spirit of backpropagation.
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We can derive the sub-problem for Xl, l = 1, . . . , L − 1 with (Xj)j 6=l fixed from (3.6).
The sub-problem writes

X+
l = arg min

Z
Bl(Xl+1,WlZ) +Bl−1(Z,X0

l−1) (3.18)

where X0
l−1 := Wl−1Xl−1. By construction, the sub-problem (3.18) is convex and paral-

lelizable across data points. Note in particular when our activation is a ReLU, the objective
function in (3.18) is in fact strongly convex and has a continuous first derivative.

For the last layer (i.e., l = L), the sub-problem derived from (3.6) writes differently

X+
L = arg min

Z
L(Y,WLZ) + λBL−1(Z,X0

L−1) (3.19)

where X0
L−1 := WL−1XL−1. For common losses such as mean square error (MSE) and

cross-entropy, the subproblem is convex and parallelizable across data points. Specifically,
when the loss is MSE and we use a ReLU activation at the layer before the output layer,
(3.19) becomes

X+
L = arg min

Z≥0
||Y −WLZ||2F +

λ

2
||Z −X0

L−1||2F

where X0
L−1 := WL−1XL−1 and we use the fact that X0

L−1 is a constant to equivalently
replace BL−1 as in (3.5) by a squared Frobenius term. The sub-problem is a non-negative
least squares for which specialized methods exist [87].

For a cross-entropy loss and when the second-to-last layer is a ReLU activation, the
sub-problem for the last layer takes the convex form

X+
L = arg min

Z≥0
−TrY > log s(WLZ)+

λ

2
||Z −X0

L−1||2F , (3.20)

where s(·) : Rn → Rn is the softmax function and log is the element-wise logarithm. [8]
show how to solve the above problem using bisection.

Updating W -variables

With fixed X-variables, the problem of updating the W -variables can be solved in parallel
across layers.

Sub-problems for non-batched model. The problem of updating Wl at intermediate
layers becomes

Wl = arg min
W,

λBl(Xl+1,WXl) + ρlπl(W ). (3.21)
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Again, by construction, the sub-problem (3.21) is convex and parallelizable across data
points. Also, since there is no coupling in the W -variables between layers, the sub-problem
(3.21) is parallelizable across layers.

For the last layer, the sub-problem becomes

WL = arg min
W
L(Y,WXL) + ρLπL(W ). (3.22)

Sub-problems for batched model. As shown in Section 3.4, the introduction of regular-
ization terms between W and values from a previous batch require the sub-problems (3.21,
3.22) be modified. (3.21) now becomes

Wl = arg min
W

λBl(Xl+1,WXl) + ρlπl(W )

+γl‖W −W 0
l ‖2

F , (3.23)

while (3.22) becomes

WL = arg min
W
L(Y,WXL) + ρLπL(W )

+γL‖W −W 0
L‖2

F . (3.24)

Note that these sub-problems in the case of a ReLU activation are strongly convex and
parallelizable across layers.

3.5 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we compare Fenchel lifted networks against other lifted models discussed
in the introduction and against traditional neural networks. In particular, we compare
our model against the models proposed by [164], [99] and [8] on MNIST. Then we com-
pare Fenchel lifted networks against a fully connected neural network and LeNet-5 [102] on
MNIST. Finally, we compare Fenchel lifted networks against LeNet-5 on CIFAR-10.

Fenchel lifted networks vs. lifted models

Here, we compare the non-batched Fenchel lifted network against the models proposed by
[164]1, [99]2 and [8]. The former model is trained using ADMM and the latter ones using
the BCD algorithms proposed in the respective papers. In Figure 3.1, we compare these
models on MNIST with a 784-300-10 architecture (inspired by [102]) using a mean square
error (MSE) loss.

After multiple iterations of hyperparameter search with little improvement over the base
model, we chose to keep the hyperparameters for [164] and [99] as given in the code. The

1Code available in https://github.com/PotatoThanh/ADMM-NeuralNetworks
2Code available in https://github.com/deeplearning-math/bcd_dnn
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Figure 3.1: Test set performance of different lifted methods with a 784-300-10 network
architecture on MNIST with a MSE loss. Final test set performances: Taylor et al. 0.834,
Lau et al. 0.914, Askari et al. 0.863, Neural Network 0.957, This work 0.961.

hyperparameters for [8] were tuned using cross validation on a hold-out set during training.
Our model used these same parameters and cross validated the remaining hyperparameters.
The neural network model was trained using SGD. The resulting curve of the neural network
is smoothed in Figure 3.1 for visual clarity. From Figure 3.1 it is clear that Fenchel lifted
networks vastly outperform other lifted models and achieve a test set accuracy on par with
traditional networks.

Fenchel lifted networks vs. neural networks on MNIST

For the same 784-300-10 architecture as the previous section, we compare the batched Fenchel
lifted networks against traditional neural networks trained using first order methods. We use
a cross entropy loss in the final layer for both models. The hyperparameters for our model
are tuned using cross validation. Figure 3.2 shows the results.

As shown in Figure 3.2, Fenchel lifted networks learn faster than traditional networks as
shown by the red curve being consistently above the blue and green curve. Although not
shown, between batch 600 and 1000, the accuracy on a training batch would consistently hit
100% accuracy. The advantage of the Fenchel lifted networks is clear in the early stages of
training, while towards the end the test set accuracy and the accuracy of an Adam-trained
network converge to the same values.

We also compare Fenchel lifted networks against a LeNet-5 convolutional neural network
on MNIST. The network architecture is 2 convolutional layers followed by 3 fully-connected
layers and a cross entropy loss on the last layer. We use ReLU activations and average pooling
in our implementation. Figure 3.3 plots the test set accuracy for the different models.

In Figure 3.3, our method is able to nearly converge to its final test set accuracy after
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Figure 3.2: Test set performance of Fenchel lifted networks and fully connected networks
trained using Adam and SGD on a 784-300-10 network architecture on MNIST with cross
entropy loss. Total training time was 10 epochs. Final test set performances: SGD 0.943,
Adam 0.976, This work 0.976.
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Figure 3.3: Test set performance of Fenchel lifted networks and LeNet-5 trained using Adam
and SGD on MNIST with a cross entropy loss. Total training time was 20 epochs. Final
test set performances: SGD 0.986, Adam 0.989, This work 0.990.

only 2 epochs while Adam and SGD need the full 20 epochs to converge. Furthermore, after
the first few batches, our model is attaining over 90% accuracy on the test set while the
other methods are only at 80%, indicating that our model is doing something different (in
a positive way) compared to traditional networks, giving them a clear advantage in test set
accuracy.
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Fenchel lifted networks vs CNN on CIFAR-10

In this section, we compare the LeNet-5 architechture and with Fenchel lifted networks on
CIFAR-10. Figure 3.4 compares the accuracies of the different models.
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Figure 3.4: Test set performance of Fenchel lifted networks and LeNet-5 trained using Adam
and SGD on CIFAR-10 with a cross entropy loss. Total training time was 80 epochs. Final
test set performance: SGD 0.565, Adam 0.625, This work 0.606

In this case, the Fenchel lifted network still outperforms the SGD trained network and
only slightly under performs compared to the Adam trained network. The larger variability in
the accuracy per batch for our model can be attributed to the fact that in this experiment,
when updating the W -variables, we would only take one gradient step instead of solving
(3.23) and (3.24) to completion. We did this because we found empirically solving those
respective sub-problems to completion would lead to poor performance at test time.

Hyperparamters for Experiments

For all experiments that used batching, the batch size was fixed at 500 and K = 1. We ob-
served empirically that larger batch sizes improved the performance of the lifted models. To
speed up computations, we set K = 1 and empirically find this does not affect final test set
performance. For batched models, we do not use πl(·) since we explicitly regularize through
batching (see (3.17)) while for the non-batched models we set πl(Wl) = ‖Wl‖2

F for all l. For
models trained using Adam, the learning rate was set to η = 10−3 and for models trained
using SGD, the learning rate was set to η = 10−2. The learning rates were a hyperparamter
that we picked from {10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4} to give the best final test performance for both
Adam and SGD.

For the network architechtures described in the experimental results, we used the follow-
ing hyperparamters:
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• Fenchel Lifted Network for LeNet-5 architecture

1. ρ1 = 1e− 4, λ1 = 5

2. ρ2 = 1e− 2, λ2 = 5

3. ρ3 = 1, λ3 = 1

4. ρ4 = 1, λ4 = 1

5. ρ5 = 1

• Fenchel Lifted Network for 784-300-10 architecture (batched)

1. ρ1 = 1, λ1 = 0.1

2. ρ2 = 100

• Fenchel Lifted Network for 784-300-10 architecture (non-batched)

1. ρ1 = 1e− 2, λ1 = 0.1

2. ρ2 = 10

For all weights the initialization is done through Xavier initialization implemented in
TensorFlow. The ρ variables are chosen to balance the change of variables across layers in
iterations. Although we use a vector of λ for convenience in tuning, the theory in Section 3.4
on variable scaling states we can collapse all λ hyperparameters into a single hyperparameter.
We also stress that the hyperparamter search over the ρ’s were very coarse and a variety of
ρ values worked well in practice; for simplicity we only present the ones we used to produce
the plots in the experimental results.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter we propose Fenchel lifted networks, a family of models that provide a rigorous
lower bound of the traditional neural network training problem. Fenchel lifted networks
are similar to other methods that lift the dimension of the training problem, and thus
exhibit many desirable properties in terms of scalability and the parallel structure of its sub-
problems. As a result, we show that our family of models can be trained efficiently using block
coordinate descent where the sub-problems can be parallelized across data points and/or
layers. Unlike other similar lifted methods, Fenchel lifted networks are able to compete with
traditional fully connected and convolutional neural networks on standard classification data
sets, and in some cases are able to outperform them.

Future work will look at extending the ideas presented here to Recurrent Neural Networks,
as well as exploring how to use the class of models described in the chapter to train deeper
networks.
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Fenchel Conjugates and Proximal Operators

Here we discuss the similarities between [108] and the approach of this work (for simplicity,
we only concern ourselves with the ReLU activation since it is convex). In what follows,
when we refer to equation numbers, they are the equation numbers in [108]. First we derive
an elementary result relating conjugate functions and proximal operators.

Lemma 3.6.1. Let λ > 0 and let f(x) be a closed, convex and proper function. Define
f̃(x) = λf(x) + 1

2
‖x‖2

2 and let f ∗(y) be the fenchel conjugate of f(x). Furthermore, define
the proximal operator as proxλf (x) = arg miny f(y) + 1

2λ
‖x − y‖2

2 and for a given x, let

y∗(x) = arg maxx>y − f̃(y). Then proxλf (x) = y∗(x).

Proof.

arg min
y
f(y) +

1

2λ
‖y − x‖2

2 = arg min
y
f(y) +

1

2λ
‖x‖2

2 −
1

λ
x>y +

1

2λ
‖y‖2

2

= arg min
y

(
λf(y) +

1

2
‖y‖2

2

)
− x>y

= arg max
y
x>y − f̃(y)

The left hand side is exactly proxλf (x) and the right hand side is exactly y∗(x). Note
furthermore that the problem defining proxλf (x) is strongly convex and hence there is only
one unique global optima and similarly for the problem defining y∗(x).

The above lemma shows the natural connection between proximal operators and fenchel
conjugates. We now highlight this in the case of the ReLU function φ(x) = max(0, x) and
make the connection explicit. Below we consider the scalar case, and the multivariate case
is a simple generalization of the argument below.

As in [108], if we set f(x) =
∫ x

0
φ−1(z) − z dz as defined below (11) and set g(x) =∫ x

0
φ(z)− z dz as defined below (18) in the aforementioned reference and, we then have

f(x) =

∫ x

0

φ−1(z)− z = 0

g(x) =

∫ x

0

φ(z)− z dz =
1

2
max(x, 0)2 − 1

2
x2

where we use the fact that φ−1(z) = z for z ∈ [0,∞) and set φ−1(z) = +∞ otherwise.
Modulo hyperparameters in their objective function, the term inside the summand in (18)
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(in the scalar case), reduces to

f(xi) +
1

2
(xi − wi−1xi−1)2 + g(wi−1xi−1)

=0 +
1

2
(xi − wi−1xi−1)2 +

1

2
(wi−1xi−1)2

+ −
1

2
(wi−1xi−1)2

=
1

2
(xi)2 − 〈wi−1xi−1, xi〉+

1

2
(wi−1xi−1)2

+

=Bφ(xi, wi−1xi−1)

Hence

Bφ(v, u) = f(v) +
1

2
‖v − u‖2

2 + g(u)

As a result, the term in the summand the authors use in (18) is equivalent to the fenchel
lifted formulation.
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Part II

Applications of Deep Implicit Models
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Chapter 4

Implicit Graph Neural Networks

After the introduction of the implicit deep learning framework, we are actively searching for
applications of implicit models that enjoy unprecedented advantages compared with explicit
deep learning methods and greatly outperforms them. Finding such an example will surely
boost our confidence and popularize deep implicit models to the greater community. The
idea of applying such a framework to graph neural networks is sparked when the author
was reviewing a demonstration for information propagation process in graph neural network
methods. The repeated information passage matches the design of implicit models. We then
extend the implicit deep learning framework from Chapter 2 to work on graph-structured
data. We find the resulting model captures long-range dependencies in graphs which are
missed out by existing methods and therefore outperforms existing methods.

4.1 Introduction

Graph neural networks (GNNs) [200, 197] have been widely used on graph-structured data
to obtain a meaningful representation of nodes in the graph. By iteratively aggregating
information from neighboring nodes, GNN models encode graph-relational information into
the representation, which then benefits a wide range of tasks, including biochemical structure
discovery [67, 171], computer vision [84], and recommender systems [188]. Recently, newer
convolutional GNN structures [181] have drastically improved the performance of GNNs by
employing various techniques, including renormalization [91], attention [170], and simpler
activation [180].

The aforemetioned modern convolutional GNN models capture relation information up
to T -hops away by performing T iterations of graph convolutional aggregation. Such infor-
mation gathering procedure is similar to forward-feeding schemes in popular deep learning
models, such as multi-layer perceptron and convolutional neural networks. However, despite
their simplicity, these computation strategies cannot discover the dependency with a range
longer than T -hops away from any given node.

One approach tackling this problem is to develop recurrent GNNs that iterate graph
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convolutional aggregation until convergence, without any a priori limitation on the number
of hops. This idea arises in many traditional graph metrics, including eigenvector central-
ity [129] and PageRank [131], where the metrics are implicitly defined by some fixed-point
equation. Intuitively, the long-range dependency can be better captured by iterating the
information passing procedure for an infinite number of times until convergence. Pioneered
by [69], new recurrent GNNs leverage partial training [63, 62] and approximation [47] to
improve performance. With shared weights, these methods avoid exploding memory issues
and achieve accuracies competitive with convolutional counterparts in certain cases.

While these methods offer an alternative to the popular convolutional GNN models with
added benefits for certain problems, there are still significant limitations in evaluation and
training for recurrent GNN models. Conservative convergence conditions and sophisticated
training procedures have limited the use of these methods in practice, and outweighed the
performance benefits of capturing the long-range dependency. In addition, most of these
methods cannot leverage multi-graph information or adapt to heterogeneous network set-
tings, as prevalent in social networks as well as bio-chemical graphs [171].

Chapter contributions. In this work, we present the Implicit Graph Neural Network
(IGNN) framework to address the problem of evaluation and training for recurrent GNNs.
We first analyze graph neural networks through a rigorous mathematical framework based
on the Perron-Frobenius theory [22], in order to establish general well-posedness conditions
for convergence. We show that most existing analyses are special cases of our result. As for
training, we propose a novel projected gradient method to efficiently train the IGNN, where
we leverage implicit differentiation methods to obtain the exact gradient, and use projection
on a tractable convex set to guarantee well-posedness. We show that previous gradient meth-
ods for recurrent graph neural networks can be interpreted as an approximation to IGNN.
Further, we extend IGNN to heterogeneous network settings. Finally, we conduct compre-
hensive comparisons with existing methods, and demonstrate that our method effectively
captures long-range dependencies and outperforms the state-of-the-art GNN models on a
wide range of tasks.

Chapter outline. In Section 4.2, we give an overview of related work on GNN and im-
plicit models. In Section 4.3, we introduce the background and notations for this chapter.
Section 4.4 discusses the IGNN framework together with its well-posedness and training un-
der both ordinary and heterogeneous settings. Section 4.5 empirically compares IGNN with
modern GNN methods.

4.2 Related Work

GNN models. Pioneered by [69], GNN models have gained influence for graph-related
tasks. Led by GCN [91], convolutional GNN models [170, 74, 180, 83, 35] involve a finite
number of modified aggregation steps with different weight parameters. On the other hand,
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recurrent GNN models [69] use the same parameters for each aggregation step and poten-
tially enable infinite steps. [110] combines recurrent GNN with recurrent neural network
structures. Methods such as Fast and Deep Graph Neural Network (FDGNN) [63, 62] use
untrained recurrent GNN models with novel initialization to its aggregation step for graph
classification. While the Stochastic Steady-State Embedding (SSE) method [47] uses an
efficient approximated training and evaluation procedure for node classification. Recently,
global method Geom-GCN [137] employs additional embedding approaches to capture global
information. However, Geom-GCN [137] also belongs to convolutional-based GNNs, which
struggle to capture very long range dependency due to the finite iterations they take.

Implicit Models. Implicit models are emerging structures in deep learning where the out-
puts are determined implicitly by a solution of some underlying sub-problem. Recent works
[15] demonstrate the potential of implicit models in sequence modeling, physical engine [13]
and many others [40, 4].[55] proposes a general implicit framework with the prediction rule
based on the solution of a fixed-point equilibrium equation and discusses the well-posedness
of the implicit prediction rule.

Oversmoothing. To catch the long-range dependency, another intuitive approach is to
construct deeper convolutional GNNs by stacking more layers. However, [109] found that the
learned node embeddings become indistinguishable as the convolutional GNNs get deeper.
This phenomenon is called over-smoothing. Since then, a line of empirical [109, 38, 144] and
theoretical [130, 198] works follows on the over-smoothing phenomenon. Unlike convolutional
GNNs, IGNN adopts a different approach for long-range dependency based on recurrent
GNNs and doesn’t seem to suffer performance degradation as much even though it could be
viewed as an infinite-layer GNN. See Section 4.5 for details.

4.3 Preliminaries

Graph neural networks take input data in the form of graphs. A graph is represented by
G = (V,E) where V is the set of n := |V | nodes (or vertices) and E ⊆ V × V is the set of
edges. In practice, we construct an adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n to represent the graph G:
for any two nodes i, j ∈ V , if (i, j) ∈ E, then Aij = 1; otherwise, Aij = 0. Some data sets
provide additional information about the nodes in the form of a feature matrix U ∈ Rp×n,
in which the feature vector for node i is given by ui ∈ Rp. When no additional feature
information from nodes is provided, the data sets would require learning a feature matrix U
separately in practice.

Given graph data, graph models produce a prediction Ŷ to match the true label Y whose
shape depends on the task. GNN models are effective in graph-structured data because
they involve trainable aggregation steps that pass the information from each node to its
neighboring nodes and then apply nonlinear activation. The aggregation step at iteration t
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can be written as follows:

X(t+1) = φ(W (t)X(t)A+ Ω(t)U), (4.1)

where X(t) ∈ Rm×n stacks the state vectors of nodes in time step t into a matrix, in which the
state vector for node i is denoted as x(t) ∈ Rm; W (t) and Ω(t) are trainable weight matrices;
φ is an activation function. The state vectors X(T ) at final iteration can be used as the
representation for nodes that combine input features and graph spatial information. The
prediction from the GNN models is given by Ŷ = fΘ(X(T )), where fΘ is some trainable
function parameterized by Θ. In practice, a linear fΘ is often satisfactory.

Modern GNN approaches adopt different forms of graph convolution aggregation (4.1).
Convolutional GNNs [181] iterate (4.1) with Ω = 0 and set X(0) = U . Some works temper
with the adjacency matrix using renormalization [91] or attention [170]). While recurrent
GNNs use explicit input from features at each step with tied weights W and Ω, some meth-
ods replace the term ΩU with Ω1UA + Ω2U , in order to account for feature information
from neighboring nodes [47]. Our framework adopts a similar recurrent graph convolutional
aggregation idea.

A heterogeneous network is an extended type of graph that contains different types of
relations between nodes instead of only one type of edge. We continue to use G = (V, E) to
represent a heterogeneous network with the node set V and the edge set E ⊆ V × V × R,
where R is a set of N := |R| relation types. Similarly, we define the adjacency matrices Ai,
where Ai is the adjacency matrix for relation type i ∈ R. Some heterogeneous networks also
have relation-specific feature matrices Ui.

Notation. For a matrix V ∈ Rp×q, |V | denotes its absolute value (i.e. |V |ij = |Vij|).
The infinity norm, or the max-row-sum norm, writes ‖V ‖∞. The 1-norm, or the max-column-
sum norm, is denoted as ‖V ‖1 = ‖V >‖∞. The 2-norm is shown as ‖V ‖ or ‖V ‖2. We use ⊗
to represent the Kronecker product, 〈·, ·〉 to represent inner product and use � to represent
component-wise multiplication between two matrices of the same shape. For a p× q matrix
V , vec(V ) ∈ Rpq represents the vectorized form of V , obtained by stacking its columns
(See a note on Kronecker product at the end of the chapter for details). According to the
Perron-Frobenius theory [22], every squared non-negative matrix M has a real non-negative
eigenvalue that gives the largest modulus among all eigenvalues of M . This non-negative
eigenvalue of M is called the Perron-Frobenius (PF) eigenvalue and denoted by λpf(M)
throughout the chapter.

4.4 Implicit Graph Neural Networks

We now introduce a framework for graph neural networks called Implicit Graph Neural
Networks (IGNN), which obtains a node representation through the fixed-point solution of
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a non-linear “equilibrium” equation. The IGNN model is formally described by

Ŷ = fΘ(X), (4.2a)

X = φ(WXA+ bΩ(U)). (4.2b)

In equation (4.2), the input feature matrix U ∈ Rp×n is passed through some affine transfor-
mation bΩ(·) parametrized by Ω (i.e. a linear transformation possibly offset by some bias).
The representation, given as the “internal state” X ∈ Rm×n in the rest of the chapter, is
obtained as the fixed-point solution of the equilibrium equation (4.2b), where φ preserves the
same shape of input and output. The prediction rule (4.2a) computes the prediction Ŷ by
feeding the state X through the output function fΘ. In practice, a linear map fΘ(X) = ΘX
may be satisfactory.

Unlike most existing methods that iterate (4.1) for a finite number of steps, an IGNN
seeks the fixed point of equation (4.2b) that is trained to give the desired representation
for the task. Evaluation of fixed point can be regarded as iterating (4.1) for an infinite
number of times to achieve a steady state. Thus, the final representation potentially contains
information from all neighbors in the graph. In practice, this gives a better performance over
the finite iterating variants by capturing the long-range dependency in the graph. Another
notable benefit of the framework is that it is memory-efficient in the sense that it only
maintains one current state X without other intermediate representations.

Despite its notational simplicity, the IGNN model covers a wide range of variants, in-
cluding their multi-layer formulations by stacking multiple equilibrium equations similar
to (4.2b). The SSE [47] and FDGNN [62] models also fit within the IGNN formulation.

Examples of IGNN

In this section we introduce some examples of the variation of IGNN.

Multi-layer Setup. It is straight forward to extend IGNN to a multi-layer setup with
several sets of W and Ω parameters for each layer. For conciseness, we use the ordinary
graph setting. By treating the fixed-point solution Xl−1 of the (l − 1)-th layer as the input
Ul to the l-th layer of equilibrium equation, a multi-layer formulation of IGNN with a total
of L layers is created.

Ŷ = fΘ(XL),

XL = φL(WLXLA+ bΩL(XL−1)),

...

Xl = φl(WlXlA+ bΩl(Xl−1)),

...

X1 = φ1(W1X1A+ bΩ1(U)),

(4.3)
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where φ1, . . . , φL are activation functions. We usually assume that CONE property holds on
them. And (Wl,Ωl) is the set of weights for the l-th layer. Thus the multi-layer formula-
tion (4.3) with parameters (Wl, l = 1, . . . , L, A) is well-posed (i.e. gives unique prediction
Ŷ for any input U) when (Wl, A) is well-posed for φl for any layer l. This is true since
the well-posedness for a layer guarantees valid input for the next layer. Since all layers
are well-posed, the formulation will give unique final output for any input of compatible
shape. FDGNN [62] uses a similar multi-layer formulation for graph classification but is
only partially trained in practive.

In terms of the affine input function, bΩ(U) = ΩUA is a good choice. We show that
the multi-layer IGNN with such bΩ is equivalent to a single layer IGNN (4.2) with higher
dimensions, the same A matrix and fΘ function. The new activation map is given by
φ = (φL, . . . , φl, . . . , φ1). Although φ is written in a block-wise form, they still operate on
entry level and remain non-expansive. Thus the well-posedness results still hold. The new
W̃ and b̃Ω write,

W̃ =




WL ΩL

. . . . . .
. . . Ω2

W1


 , b̃Ω(U) =




0
...
0

Ω1


UA. (4.4)

Special Cases. Many existing GNN formulations including convolutional and recurrent
GNNs can be treated as special cases of IGNN. We start by showing that GCN [91], a typical
example of convolutional GNNs, is indeed an IGNN. We give the matrix representation of a
2-layer GCN as follows,

Ŷ = W2X1A,

X1 = φ1(W1UA),
(4.5)

where A is the renormalized adjacency matrix; W1 and W2 are weight parameters; φ1 is a
CONE activation map for the first layer; and X1 is the hidden representation of first layer.
We show that GCN (4.5) is in fact a special case of IGNN by constructing an equivalent
single layer IGNN (4.2) with the same A matrix.

Ŷ = f̃Θ(X̃), (4.6a)

X̃ = φ(W̃ X̃A+ b̃Ω(U)). (4.6b)

The new state X̃ = (X2, X1). The new activation map is given by φ = (φ1, I), where I
represents an identity map. And the new W̃ , b̃Ω, and f̃Θ(X̃) are,

W̃ =

(
0 W2

0 0

)
, b̃Ω(U) =

(
0
W1

)
UA, f̃Θ(X̃) =

(
I
0

)
X̃. (4.7)

This reformulation of single layer IGNN also extends to multi-layer GCNs with more than 2
layers as well as other convolutional GNNs. Note that the new W̃ for the equivalent single
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layer IGNN is always strictly upper triangular. Thus |W̃ | has only 0 eigenvalue. As a result,
λpf(|A>⊗W |) = λpf(A)λpf(|W |) = 0 and the sufficient condition for well-posedness is always
satisfied.

Another interesting special case is SSE [47], an example of recurrent GNN, that is given
by

Ŷ = W2X,

X = φ(W1rW2XA+W1uUA+W ′
1uU),

(4.8)

which can be easily converted into a single layer IGNN with the same A matrix and CONE
activation φ. The new W̃ , b̃Ω, and f̃Θ(X) are,

W̃ = W1rW2, b̃Ω(U) = W1uUA+W ′
1uU, f̃Θ(X) = W2X. (4.9)

IGNN models can generalize to heterogeneous networks with different adjacency matrices
Ai and input features Ui for different relations. In that case, we have the parameters Wi and
Ωi for each relation type i ∈ R to capture the heterogenerity of the graph. A new equilibrium
equation (4.10) is used:

X = φ

(∑

i

(WiXAi + bΩi(Ui))

)
. (4.10)

In general, there may not exist a unique solution for the equilibrium equation (4.2b) and (4.10).
Thus, the notion of well-posedness comes into play.

Well-posedness of IGNNs

For the IGNN model to produce a valid representation, we need to obtain some unique
internal state X(U) given any input U from equation (4.2b) for ordinary graph settings or
equation (4.10) for heterogeneous network settings. However, the equilibrium equation (4.2b)
and (4.10) can have no well-defined solution X given some input U . We give a simple example
in the scalar setting below, where the solution to the equilibrium equation (4.2b) does not
even exist.

A Scalar Example

Consider the following scalar equilibrium equation (4.11),

x = ReLU(wxa+ u), (4.11)

where x,w, a, u ∈ R and ReLU(·) = max(·, 0) is the rectified linear unit. If we set w = a = 1,
the equation (4.11) will have no solutions for any u > 0. See Figure 4.1 for the example with
u = 1.

In order to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the solution to equation (4.2b) and (4.10),
we define the notion of well-posedness for equilibrium equations with activation φ for both
ordinary graphs and hetergeneous networks. This notion has been introduced in [55] for
ordinary implicit models.
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Figure 4.1: Plots of x (red plot) and ReLU(wxa+u) = ReLU(x+1) with w = a = u = 1 (blue
plot). The two plots will intersect at some point whenever a solution exists. However in this
case the two plots have no intersections, meaning that there is no solution to equation (4.11).

Definition 4.4.1 (Well-posedness on ordinary graphs). The tuple (W,A) of the weight ma-
trix W ∈ Rm×m and the adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said to be well-posed for φ if for any
B ∈ Rm×n, the solution X ∈ Rm×n of the following equation

X = φ(WXA+B) (4.12)

exists and is unique.

Definition 4.4.2 (Well-posedness on heterogeneous networks).
The tuple (Wi, Ai, i = 1, . . . , N) of the weight matrices Wi ∈ Rm×m and the adjacency
matrices Ai ∈ Rn×n is said to be well-posed for φ if for any Bi ∈ Rm×n, the solution
X ∈ Rm×n of the following equation

X = φ

(
N∑

i=1

(WiXAi +Bi)

)
(4.13)

exists and is unique.

We first develop sufficient conditions for the well-posedness property to hold on ordinary
graph settings with a single edge type. The idea is to limit the structure of W and A together
to ensure well-posedness for a set of activation φ.

In the following analysis, we assume that φ is component-wise non-expansive, which we
refer to as the component-wise non-expansive (CONE) property. Most activation functions
in deep learning satisfy the CONE property (e.g. Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, Leaky ReLU, etc.).
For simplicity, we assume that φ is differentiable.

We can now establish the following sufficient condition on (W,A) for our model with
a CONE activation to be well-posed. Our result hinges on the notion of Perron-Frobenius
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(PF) eigenvalue λpf(M) for a non-negative matrix M , as well as the notion of Kronecker
product A ⊗ B ∈ Rpm×qn between two matrices A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rp×q. See a note on
Kronecker product at the end of the chapter for details.

Theorem 4.4.1 (PF sufficient condition for well-posedness on ordinary graphs). Assume
that φ is a component-wise non-expansive (CONE) activation map. Then, (W,A) is well-
posed for any such φ if λpf(|A>⊗W |) < 1. Moreover, the solution X of equation (4.12) can
be obtained by iterating equation (4.12).

Proof. Recall that for any three matrices A,W,X of compatible sizes, we have (A> ⊗
W ) vec(X) = vec(WXA) [146]. Showing equation (4.12) has an unique solution is equiva-
lent to showing that the following “vectorized” equation has a unique solution:

vec(X) = φ(A> ⊗W vec(X) + vec(B))

It follows directly from Lemma 4.4.1 that if λpf(|A> ⊗W |) = λpf(A)λpf(|W |) < 1, then the
above equation has unique solution that can be obtained by iterating the equation.

Lemma 4.4.1. If φ is component-wise non-negative (CONE), M is some squared matrix
and v is any real vector of compatible shape, the equation x = φ(Mx + v) has a unique
solution if λpf(|M |) < 1. And the solution can be obtained by iterating the equation. Hence,
x = limt→∞ xt.

xt+1 = φ(Mxt + v), x0 = 0, t = 0, 1, . . . (4.14)

Proof. For existence, since φ is component-wise and non-expansive, we have that for t ≥ 1
and the sequence x0, x1, x2, . . . generated from iteration (4.14),

|xt+1 − xt| = |φ(Mxt + v)− φ(Mxt−1 + v)| ≤ |M(xt − xt−1)| ≤ |M ||xt − xt−1|.
For n > m ≥ 1, the following inequality follows,

|xn − xm| ≤ |M |m
n−m−1∑

i=0

|M |i|x1 − x0| ≤ |M |m
∞∑

i=0

|M |i|x1 − x0| ≤ |M |mw, (4.15)

where

w :=
∞∑

i=0

|M |i|x1 − x0| = (I − |M |)−1|x1 − x0|.

Because λpf(|M |) < 1, the inverse of I − |M | exists. It also follows that limt→∞ |M |t = 0.
From inequality (4.15), we show that the sequence x0, x1, x2, . . . is a Cauchy sequence because
0 ≤ limm→∞ |xn − xm| ≤ limm→∞ |M |mw = 0. And thus the sequence converges to some
solution of x = φ(Mx+ v).

For uniqueness, suppose both xa and xb satisfy x = φ(Mx + v), then the following
inequality holds,

0 ≤ |xa − xb| ≤ |M ||xa − xb| ≤ lim
t→∞
|M |t|xa − xb| = 0.

It follows that xa = xb and there exists unique solution to x = φ(Mx+ v).
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We find Theorem 4.4.1 so general that many familiar and interesting results will follow
from it, as discussed in the following remarks.

Remark 4.4.1. For some non-negative adjacency matrix A, and arbitrary real parameter
matrix W , λpf(|A> ⊗W |) = λpf(A

> ⊗ |W |) = λpf(A)λpf(|W |).

The final equality of the above remark follows from the fact that, the spectrum of the
Kronecker product of matrix A and B satisfies that ∆(A⊗B) = {µλ : µ ∈ ∆(A), λ ∈ ∆(B)},
where ∆(A) represents the spectrum of matrix A. And that, the left and right eigenvalues
of a matrix are the same.

Remark 4.4.2 (Contraction sufficient condition for well-posedness [69]). For any component-
wise non-expansive (CONE) φ, if A(X) = φ(WXA + B) is a contraction of X (w.r.t. vec-
torized norms), then (W,A) is well-posed for φ.

The above remark follows from the fact that the contraction condition for any CONE
activation map is equivalent to ‖A> ⊗W‖ < 1, which implies λpf(|A> ⊗W |) < 1.

Remark 4.4.3 (Well-posedness for directed acyclic graph). For a directed acyclic graph
(DAG), let A be its adjacency matrix. For any real squared W , it holds that (W,A) is well-
posed for every CONE activation map. Note that A(X) = φ(WXA + B) need not be a
contraction of X.

Note that for DAG,A is nilpotent (λpf(A) = 0) and thus λpf(|A>⊗W |) = λpf(A)λpf(|W |) =
0.

Remark 4.4.4 (Sufficient well-posedness condition for k-regular graph [62]). For a k-regular
graph, let A be its adjacency matrix. (W,A) is well-posed for every CONE activation map if
k‖W‖2 < 1.

It follows from that for a k-regular graph, the PF eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix
λpf(A) = k. And λpf(A)λpf(|W |) ≤ k‖W‖2 < 1 guarantees well-posedness.

A similar sufficient condition for well-posedness holds for heterogeneous networks.

Theorem 4.4.2 (PF sufficient condition for well-posedness on heterogeneous networks).
Assume that φ is some component-wise non-expansive (CONE) activation map. Then,

(Wi, Ai, i = 1, . . . , N) is well-posed for any such φ if λpf

(∑N
i=1 |A>i ⊗Wi|

)
< 1. More-

over, the solution X of equation (4.13) can be obtained by iterating equation (4.13).

Proof. Similarly, we can rewrite equation (4.13) into the following “vectorized” form.

vec(X) = φ

(
N∑

i=1

(A>i ⊗Wi) vec(X) +
N∑

i=1

vec(Bi)

)
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It follows from a similar scheme as the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 that if λpf

(∑N
i=1 |A>i ⊗Wi|

)
<

1, the above equation has unique solution which can be obtained by iterating the equation.

Sufficient conditions in Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 guarantee convergence when iterating
aggregation step to evaluate state X. Furthermore, these procedures enjoy exponential
convergence in practice.

Tractable Well-posedness Condition for Training

At training time, however, it is difficult in general to ensure satisfaction of the PF suffi-
cient condition λpf(|W |)λpf(A) < 1, because λpf(|W |) is non-convex in W . To alleviate the
problem, we give a numerically tractable convex condition for well-posedness that can be en-
forced at training time efficiently through projection. Instead of using λpf(|W |) < λpf(A)−1,
we enforce the stricter condition ‖W‖∞ < λpf(A)−1, which guarantees the former inequality
by λpf(|W |) ≤ ‖W‖∞. Although ‖W‖∞ < λpf(A)−1 is a stricter condition, we show in the
following theorem that it is equivalent to the PF condition for positively homogeneous acti-
vation functions, (i.e. φ(αx) = αφ(x) for any α ≥ 0 and x), in the sense that one can use
the former condition at training without loss of generality.

Theorem 4.4.3 (Rescaled IGNN). Assume that φ is CONE and positively homogeneous.
For an IGNN (fΘ,W,A, bΩ, φ) where (W,A) satisfies the PF sufficient condition for well-
posedness, namely λpf(|W |) < λpf(A)−1, there exists a linearly-rescaled equivalent IGNN

(f̃Θ,W
′, A, b̃Ω, φ) with ‖W ′‖∞ < λpf(A)−1 that gives the same output Ŷ as the original IGNN

for any input U.

Proof. Similarly, we can rewrite equation (4.13) into the following “vectorized” form.

vec(X) = φ

(
N∑

i=1

(A>i ⊗Wi) vec(X) +
N∑

i=1

vec(Bi)

)

It follows from a similar scheme as the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 that if λpf

(∑N
i=1 |A>i ⊗Wi|

)
<

1, the above equation has unique solution which can be obtained by iterating the equation.

The above-mentioned condition can be enforced by selecting a κ ∈ [0, 1) and projecting
the updated W onto the convex constraint set C = {W : ‖W‖∞ ≤ κ/λpf(A)}.

For heterogeneous network settings, we recall the following:

Remark 4.4.5. For any non-negative adjacency matrix A and arbitrary real parameter
matrix W , it holds that ‖A> ⊗W‖∞ = ‖A>‖∞‖W‖∞ = ‖A‖1‖W‖∞.
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The above remark follows from the facts that, ‖ · ‖∞ (resp. ‖ · ‖1) gives maximum
row (resp. column) sum of the absolute values of a given matrix. And that, for some

real matrices A and B, ‖A ⊗ B‖∞ = maxi,j

(∑
k,l |AikBjl|

)
= maxi,j (

∑
k |Aik|

∑
l |Bjl|) =

maxi (
∑

k |Aik|) maxj (
∑

l |Bjl|) = ‖A‖∞‖B‖∞.
Similar to the difficulty faced in the ordinary graph settings, ensuring the PF sufficient

condition on heterogeneous networks is hard in general. We propose to enforce the following
tractable condition that is convex in Wi’s:

∑N
i=1 ‖Ai‖1‖Wi‖∞ ≤ κ < 1, κ ∈ [0, 1). Note that

this condition implies
∥∥∥
∑N

i=1 A
>
i ⊗Wi

∥∥∥
∞
≤ κ, and thus λpf

(∑N
i=1 |A>i ⊗Wi|

)
≤ κ < 1. The

PF sufficient condition for well-posedness on heterogeneous networks is then guaranteed.

Training of IGNN

We start by giving the training problem (4.16), where a loss L(Y, Ŷ ) is minimized to match
Ŷ to Y and yet the tractable condition ‖W‖∞ ≤ κ/λpf(A) for well-posedness is enforced
with κ ∈ [0, 1):

min
Θ,W,Ω

L(Y, fΘ(X)) : X = φ(WXA+ bΩ(U)), ‖W‖∞ ≤ κ/λpf(A). (4.16)

The problem can be solved by projected gradient descent (involving a projection to the
well-posedness condition following a gradient step), where the gradient is obtained through
an implicit differentiation scheme. From the chain rule, one can easily obtain ∇ΘL for the
parameter of fΘ and ∇XL for the internal state X. In addition, we can write the gradient
with respect to scalar q ∈ W ∪ Ω as follows:

∇qL =

〈
∂ (WXA+ bΩ(U))

∂q
,∇ZL

〉
, (4.17)

where Z = WXA + bΩ(U) assuming fixed X (see Section 4.4). Here, ∇ZL is given as a
solution to the equilibrium equation

∇ZL = D �
(
W>∇ZL A> +∇XL

)
, (4.18)

where D = φ′(WXA + bΩ(U)) and φ′(z) = dφ(z)/dz refers to the element-wise derivative
of the CONE map φ. Since φ is non-expansive, it is 1-Lipschitz (i.e. the absolute value of
dφ(z)/dz is not greater than 1), the equilibrium equation (4.18) for gradient ∇ZL admits
a unique solution by iterating (4.18) to convergence, if (W,A) is well-posed for any CONE
activation φ. (Note that D � (·) can be seen as a CONE map with each entry of D having
absolute value less than or equal to 1.) Again, ∇ZL can be efficiently obtained due to
exponential convergence when iterating (4.18) in practice.

Once∇ZL is obtained, we can use the chain rule (via autograd software) to easily compute
∇WL, ∇ΩL, and possibly ∇UL when input U requires gradients (e.g. in cases of features
learning or multi-layer formulation). The deriviation has a deep connection to the Implicit
Function Theorm. See Section 4.4 for details.
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Due to the norm constraint introduced for well-posedness, each update to W requires a
projection step (See Section 4.4). The new W is given by
W+ = πC(W ) := min‖M‖∞≤κ/λpf(A) ‖M −W‖2

F , where πC is the projection back onto C =
{‖W‖∞ ≤ κ/λpf(A)}. The projection is decomposible across the rows of W . Each sub-
problem will be a projection onto an L1-ball for which efficient methods exist [53]. A similar
projected gradient descent training scheme for heterogeneous network settings is detailed
in Section 4.4. Note that the gradient method in SSE [47] uses a first-order approximated
solution to equation (4.18). FDGNN [62] only updates Θ at training using gradient descent.

Implicit differentiation for IGNN

To compute gradient of L from the training problem (4.16) w.r.t. a scalar q ∈ W ∪ Ω, we
can use chain rule. It follows that,

∇qL =

〈
∂X

∂q
,∇XL

〉
, (4.19)

where ∇XL can be easily calculated through modern autograd frameworks. But ∂X
∂q

is non-
trivial to obtain because X is only implicitly defined. Fortunately, we can still leverage chain
rule in this case by carefully taking the “implicitness” into account.

To avoid taking derivatives of matrices by matrices, we again introduce the vectorized
representation vec(·) of matrices. The vectorization of a matrix X ∈ Rm×n, denoted vec(X),
is obtained by stacking the columns of X into one single column vector of dimension mn.
For simplicity, we use ~X := vec(X) and ∇ ~XL = vec(∇XL) as a short hand notation of
vectorization.

∂ ~X

∂q
=
∂ ~X

∂ ~Z
· ∂

~Z

∂q
, (4.20)

where Z = WXA + bΩ(U) (~Z = (A> ⊗ W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)) assuming fixed X. Unlike X

in equation (4.2b), Z is not implicitly defined and should only be considered as a closed
evaluation of Z = WXA + bΩ(U) assuming X doesn’t change depending on Z. In some
sense, the Z in equation (4.20) doesn’t equal to WXA + bΩ(U). However, the closeness

property will greatly simplify the evaluation of ∂ ~Z
∂q

. It turns out that we can still employ

chain rule in this case to calculate ∂ ~X

∂ ~Z
for such Z by taking the change of X before hand into

account as follows,

∂ ~X

∂ ~Z
=
∂φ(~Z)

∂ ~Z
+
∂φ
(

(A> ⊗W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)

)

∂ ~X
· ∂

~X

∂ ~Z
, (4.21)

where the second term accounts for the change in X that was ignored in Z. Another way

to view this calculation is to right multiply ∂ ~Z
∂q

on both sides of equation (4.21), which gives
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the chain rule evaluation of ∂ ~X
∂q

that takes the gradient flowing back to X into account:

∂ ~X

∂q
=
∂φ
(

(A> ⊗W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)

)

∂q
+
∂φ
(

(A> ⊗W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)

)

∂ ~X
· ∂

~X

∂q
.

The equation (4.21) can be simplified as follows,

∂ ~X

∂ ~Z
= (I − J)−1D̃, (4.22)

J =
∂φ
(

(A> ⊗W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)

)

∂ ~X
= D̃(A> ⊗W ),

where D̃ = ∂φ(~Z)

∂ ~Z
= diag

(
φ′
(

(A> ⊗W ) ~X +
−−−→
bΩ(U)

))
. Now we can rewrite equation (4.19)

as

∇qL =

〈
∂ ~Z

∂q
,∇~ZL

〉
, (4.23)

∇~ZL =

(
∂ ~X

∂ ~Z

)>
∇ ~XL, (4.24)

which is equivalent to equation (4.17). ∇~ZL should be interpreted as the direction of steepest
change of L for Z = WXA + bΩ(U) assuming fixed X. Plugging equation (4.21) to (4.24),
we arrive at the following equilibrium equation (equivalent to equation (4.18))

∇~ZL = D̃(A⊗W>)∇~ZL+ D̃ ∇ ~XL,
∇ZL = D �

(
W>∇ZLA> +∇XL

)
, (4.25)

where D = φ′(WXA + bΩ(U)). Interestingly, ∇ZL turns out to be given as a solution of
an equilibrium equation particularly similar to equation (4.2b) in the IGNN “forward” pass.
In fact, we can see element-wise multiplication with D as a CONE “activation map” φ̃(·) =
D� (·). And it follows from Section 4.4 that if λpf(W )λpf(A) < 1, then λpf(W

>)λpf(A
>) < 1

and ∇ZL can be uniquely determined by iterating the above equation (4.25). Although the
proof will be more involved, if (W,A) is well-posed for any CONE activation map, we can
conclude that equilibrium equation (4.25) is also well-posed for φ̃ where φ can be any CONE
activation map.

Finally, by plugging the evaluated∇ZL into equation (4.23), we get the desired gradients.
Note that it is also possible to obtain gradient ∇UL by setting the q in the above calculation
to be q ∈ U . This is valid because we have no restrictions on selection of q other than that
it is not X, which is assumed fixed. Following the chain rule, we can give the closed form
formula for ∇WL, ∇ωL, ω ∈ Ω, and ∇uL, u ∈ U .
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∇WL = ∇ZL A>X>, ∇ωL =

〈
∂bΩ(U)

∂ω
,∇ZL

〉
, ∇uL =

〈
∂bΩ(U)

∂u
,∇ZL

〉
.

Heterogeneous Network Setting We start by giving the training problem for hetero-
geneous networks similar to training problem (4.16) for ordinary graphs,

min
Θ,W,Ω

L(Y, fΘ(X))

s.t. X = φ

(
N∑

i=1

(WiXAi + bΩi(Ui))

)
, (4.26)

N∑

i=1

‖Ai‖1‖Wi‖∞ ≤ κ.

The training problem can be solved again using projected gradient descent method where
the gradient of Wi and Ωi for i ∈ R can be obtained with implicit differentiation. Using
chain rule, we write the gradient of a scalar q ∈ ⋃i(Wi ∪ Ωi),

∇qL =

〈
∂
(∑N

i=1(WiXAi + bΩi(Ui))
)

∂q
,∇ZL

〉
, (4.27)

where Z =
∑N

i=1(WiXAi + bΩi(Ui)) and ∇ZL in equation (4.27) should be interpreted
as “direction of fastest change of L for Z assuming fixed X”. Similar to the derivation in
ordinary graphs setting, such notion of ∇ZL enables convenient calculation of ∇qL. And
the vectorized gradient w.r.t. Z can be expressed as a function of the vectorized gradient
w.r.t. X:

∇~ZL =

(
∂ ~X

∂ ~Z

)>
∇ ~XL (4.28)

∂ ~X

∂ ~Z
=
∂φ(~Z)

∂ ~Z
+
∂φ
(∑N

i=1

(
(A>i ⊗Wi) ~X +

−−−−→
bΩi(Ui)

))

∂ ~X
· ∂

~X

∂ ~Z
= (I − J)−1D̃ (4.29)

J =
∂φ
(∑N

i=1

(
(A>i ⊗Wi) ~X +

−−−−→
bΩi(Ui)

))

∂ ~X
= D̃

N∑

i=1

(A>i ⊗Wi),

where D̃ = ∂φ(~Z)

∂ ~Z
= diag

(
φ′
(∑N

i=1

(
(A>i ⊗Wi) ~X +

−−−−→
bΩi(Ui)

)))
. Plugging the

expression (4.29) into (4.28), we arrive at the following equilibrium equation for ∇~ZL and
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∇ZL,

∇~ZL = D̃
N∑

i=1

(Ai ⊗W>
i )∇~ZL+ D̃ ∇ ~XL

∇ZL = D �
(

N∑

i=1

(W>
i ∇ZLA>i ) +∇XL

)
, (4.30)

where D = φ′
(∑N

i=1(WiXAi + bΩi(Ui))
)

. Not surprisingly, the equilibrium equation (4.30)

again appears to be similar to the equation (4.10) in the IGNN “forward” pass. We can
also view element-wise multiplication with D as a CONE “activation map” φ̃(·) = D � (·).
And it follows from Section 4.4 that if λpf(|A> ⊗ W |) < 1, then λpf(|A ⊗ W>|) < 1 and
∇ZL can be uniquely determined by iterating the above equation (4.25). It also holds that if
(Wi, Ai, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}) is well-posed for any CONE activation φ, then we can conclude that
equilibrium equation (4.30) is also well-posed for φ̃ where φ can be any CONE activation
map.

Finally, by plugging the evaluated∇ZL into equation (4.27), we get the desired gradients.
It is also possible to obtain gradient ∇UiL by setting the q in the above calculation to be
q ∈ ⋃i Ui. This is valid because we have no restrictions on selection of q other than that it
is not X, which is assumed fixed.

After the gradient step, the projection to the tractable condition mentioned in Section 4.4
can be done approximately by assigning κi for each relation i ∈ R and projecting Wi onto
Ci = {‖Wi‖∞ ≤ κi/‖A‖1}. Ensuring

∑
i κi = κ < 1 will guarantee that the PF condition for

heterogeneous network is satisfied. However, empirically, setting κi < 1 with
∑

i κi > 1 in
some cases is enough for the convergence property to hold for the equilibrium equations.

4.5 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the capability of IGNN on effectively learning a representation
that captures the long-range dependency and therefore offers the state-of-the-art performance
on both synthetic and real-world data sets. More specifically, we test IGNN against a
selected set of baselines on 6 node classification data sets (Chains, PPI, AMAZON, ACM,
IMDB, DBLP) and 5 graph classification data sets (MUTAG, PTC, COX2, PROTEINS,
NC11), where Chains is a synthetic data set; PPI and AMAZON are multi-label classification
data sets; ACM, IMDB and DBLP are based on heterogeneous networks. We inherit the
same experimental settings and reuse the results of baselines from literatures in some of the
data sets. The test set performance is reported. Detailed description of the data sets, our
preprocessing procedure, hyper-parameters, and other information of experiments can be
found in Section 4.5.
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Synthetic Chains Data Set. To evaluate GNN’s capability for capturing the underlying
long-range dependency in graphs, we create the Chains data set where the goal is to classify
nodes in a chain of length l. The information of the class is only sparsely provided as the
feature in an end node. We use a small training set, validation set, and test set with only 20,
100, and 200 nodes, respectively. For simplicity, we only consider the binary classification
task. Four representative baselines are implemented and compared. We show in Figure 4.2
that IGNN and SSE [47] both capture the long-range dependency with IGNN offering a
better performance for longer chains, while finite-iterating convolutional GNNs with T = 2,
including GCN [91], SGC [180] and GAT [170], fail to give meaningful predictions when the
chains become longer. However, selecting a larger T for convolutional GNNs does not seem
to help in this case of limited training data. We further discuss this aspect in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.2: Micro-F1 (%) performance
with respect to the length of the chains.

Table 4.1: Multi-label node classification
Micro-F1 (%) performance on PPI data set.

Method Micro-F1 /%

Multi-Layer Perceptron 46.2
GCN [91] 59.2
GraphSAGE [74] 78.6
SSE [47] 83.6
GAT [170] 97.3

IGNN 97.6

Node Classification. The popular benchmark data set Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)
models the interactions between proteins using a graph, with nodes being proteins and edges
being interactions. Each protein can have at most 121 labels and be associated with addi-
tional 50-dimensional features. The train/valid/test split is consistent with GraphSage [74].
We report the micro-averaged F1 score of a multi-layer IGNN against other popular baseline
models. The results can be found in Table 4.1. By capturing the underlying long-range
dependency between proteins, the IGNN achieves the best performance compared to other
baselines.

To further manifest the scalability of IGNN towards larger graphs, we conduct experi-
ments on a large multi-label node classification data set, namely the Amazon product co-
purchasing network data set [185] 1. The data set renders products as nodes and co-purchases
as edges but provides no input features. 58 product types with more than 5,000 products
are selected from a total of 75,149 product types. While holding out 10% of the total nodes
as test set, we vary the training set fraction from 5% to 9% to be consistent with [47]. The

1http://snap.stanford.edu/data/#amazon
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Figure 4.3: Micro/Macro-F1 (%) performance on the multi-label node classification task with
Amazon product co-purchasing network data set.

data set come with no input feature vectors and thus require feature learning at training.
Both Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 are reported on the held-out test set, where we compare IGNN
with a set of baselines consistent with those in the synthetic data set. However, we use
struct2vec [46] as an alternative to GAT since GAT faces a severe out-of-memory issue in
this task.

As shown in Figure 4.3, IGNN again outperforms the baselines in most cases, especially
when the amount of supervision grows. When more labels are available, more high-quality
feature vectors of the nodes are learned and this enables the discovery of more long-range
dependency. This phenomenon is aligned with our observation that IGNN achieves a better
performance when there is more long-range dependency in the underlying graph.

Graph Classification. Aside from node classification, we test IGNN on graph classifica-
tion tasks. A total of 5 bioinformatics benchmarks are chosen: MUTAG, PTC, COX2, NCI1
and PROTEINS [184]. See details of data sets in Section 4.5. Under the graph classification
setting, we compare a multi-layer IGNN with a comprehensive set of baselines, including a
variety of GNNs and a number of graph kernels. Following identical settings as [184, 182],
10-fold cross-validation with LIB-SVM [34] is conducted. The average prediction accuracy
and standard deviations are reported in Table 4.2. In this experiment, IGNN achieves the
best performance in 4 out of 5 experiments given the competitive baselines. Such perfor-
mance further validates IGNN’s success in learning converging aggregation steps that capture
long-range dependencies when generalized to unseen testing graphs.

Heterogeneous Networks. Following our theoretical analysis on heterogeneous networks,
we investigate how IGNN takes advantage of heterogeneity on node classification tasks. Three
benchmarks based on heterogeneous network are chosen, i.e., ACM, IMDB and DBLP [174,
134]. More information regarding the heterogeneous network data sets can be found in
Section 4.5. Table 4.3 compares IGNN against a set of state-of-the-art GNN baselines for
heterogeneous networks. The heterogeneous variant of IGNN continues to offer a competitive
performance on all 3 data sets where IGNN gives the best performance in ACM and IMDB
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Table 4.2: Graph classification accuracy (%). Results are averaged (and std are computed)
on the outer 10 folds.

Data sets MUTAG PTC COX2 PROTEINS NCI1
# graphs 188 344 467 1113 4110

Avg # nodes 17.9 25.5 41.2 39.1 29.8

DGCNN [193] 85.8 58.6 − 75.5 74.4
DCNN [12] 67.0 56.6 − 61.3 62.6
GK [151] 81.4± 1.7 55.7± 0.5 − 71.4± 0.3 62.5± 0.3
RW [66] 79.2± 2.1 55.9± 0.3 − 59.6± 0.1 −
PK [128] 76.0± 2.7 59.5± 2.4 81.0± 0.2 73.7± 0.7 82.5± 0.5
WL [152] 84.1± 1.9 58.0± 2.5 83.2± 0.2 74.7± 0.5 84.5± 0.5

FDGNN [62] 88.5± 3.8 63.4± 5.4 83.3± 2.9 76.8± 2.9 77.8± 1.6
GCN [91] 85.6± 5.8 64.2± 4.3 − 76.0± 3.2 80.2± 2.0
GIN [182] 89.0± 6.0 63.7± 8.2 − 75.9± 3.8 82.7± 1.6

IGNN 89.3± 6.7 70.1± 5.6 86.9± 4.0 77.7± 3.4 80.5± 1.9

data sets. While on DBLP, IGNN underperforms DMGI but still outperforms other baselines
by large margin. Good performance on heterogeneous networks demonstrates the flexibility
of IGNN on handling heterogeneous relationships.

Table 4.3: Node classification Micro/Macro-F1 (%) performance on heterogeneous network
data sets.

Data sets ACM IMDB DBLP

Metric Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1

DGI [169] 88.1 88.1 60.6 59.8 72.0 72.3
GCN/GAT 87.0 86.9 61.1 60.3 71.7 73.4

DeepWalk [138] 74.8 73.9 55.0 53.2 53.7 53.3
mGCN [116] 86.0 85.8 63.0 62.3 71.3 72.5
HAN [174] 87.9 87.8 60.7 59.9 70.8 71.6

DMGI [134] 89.8 89.8 64.8 64.8 76.6 77.1

IGNN 90.5 90.6 65.5 65.5 73.8 75.1

More on Experiments

In this section, we give detailed information about the experiments we conduct.
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For preprocessing, we apply the renormalization trick consistent with GCN [91] on the
adjacent matrix of all data sets.

In terms of hyperparameters, unless otherwise specified, for IGNN, we use affine trans-
formation bΩ(U) = ΩUA; linear output function fΘ(X) = ΘX; ReLU activation φ(·) =
max(·, 0); learning rate 0.01; dropout with parameter 0.5 before the output function; and
κ = 0.95. We tune layers, hidden nodes, and κ through grid search. The hyperparameters
for other baselines are consistent with that reported in their papers. Results with identical
experimental settings are reused from previous works.

Synthetic Chains Data Set

We construct a synthetic node classification task to test the capability of models of learning
to gather information from distant nodes. We consider the chains directed from one end
to the other end with length l (i.e. l + 1 nodes in the chain). For simplicity, we consider
binary classification task with 2 types of chains. Information about the type is only encoded
as 1/0 in first dimension of the feature (100d) on the starting end of the chain. The labels
are provided as one-hot vectors (2d). In the data set we choose chain length l = 9 and 20
chains for each class with a total of 400 nodes. The training set consists of 20 data points
randomly picked from these nodes in the total 40 chains. Respectively, the validation set
and test set have 100 and 200 nodes.

A single-layer IGNN is implemented with 16 hidden unites and weight decay of parameter
5 × 10−4 for all chains data sets with different l. Four representative baselines are chosen:
Stochastic Steady-state Embedding (SSE) [47], Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [91],
Simple Graph Convolution (SGC) [180] and Graph Attention Network (GAT) [170]. They
all use the same hidden units and weight decay as IGNN. For (GAT), 8 head attention is
used. For (SSE), we use the embedding directly as output and fix-point iteration nh = 8,
as suggested [47].

As mentioned in Section 4.5, convolutional GNNs with T = 2 cannot capture the de-
pendency with a range larger than 2-hops. To see how convolutional GNNs capture the
long-range dependency as T grows, we give an illustration of Micro-F1 verses T for the
selected baselines in Figure 4.4. From the experiment, we find that convolutional GNNs
cannot capture the long-range dependency given larger T . This might be a result of the
limited number of training nodes in this chain task. As T grows, convolutional GNNs ex-
perience an explosion of number of parameters to train. Thus the training data becomes
insufficient for these models as the number of parameters increases.

Node Classification

For node classification task, we consider the applications under both transductive (Amazon)
[185] and inductive (PPI) [74] settings. Transducive setting is where the model has access to
the feature vectors of all nodes during training, while inductive setting is where the graphs
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Figure 4.4: Chains with l = 9. Traditional methods fail even
with more iterations.

Table 4.4: The overview of data set statistics in node classification tasks.

Data set # Nodes # Edges # Labels Label type Graph type

Amazon (transductive) 334,863 925,872 58 Product type Co-purchasing
PPI (inductive) 56,944 818,716 121 Bio-states Protein

for testing remain completely unobserved during training. The statistics of the data sets can
be found in Table 4.4.

For experiments on Amazon, we construct a one-layer IGNN with 128 hidden units. No
weight decay is utilized. The hyper parameters of baselines are consistent with [185, 47].

For experiments on PPI, a five-layer IGNN model is applied for this multi-label classi-
fication tasks with hidden units as [1024, 512, 512, 256, 121] and κ = 0.98 for each layer.
In addition, four MLPs are applied between the first four consecutive IGNN layers. We use
the identity output function. Neither weight decay nor dropout is employed. We keep the
experimental settings of baselines consistent with [170, 47, 91, 74].

Graph Classification

For graph classification, 5 bioinformatics data sets are employed with information given
in Table 4.2. We compare IGNN with a comprehensive set of baselines, including a va-
riety of GNNs: Deep Graph Convolutional Neural Network (DGCNN) [193], Diffusion-
Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) [12], Fast and Deep Graph Neural Network
(FDGNN) [62], GCN [91] and Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [182], and a number of
state-of-the-art graph kernels: Graphlet Kernel (GK) [151], Random-walk Kernel (RW) [66],
Propagation Kernel (PK) [128] and Weisfeiler-Lehman Kernel (WL) [152]. We reuse the
results from literatures [182, 62] since the same experimental settings are maintained.

As of IGNN, a three-layer IGNN is constructed for comparison with the hidden units of
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Table 4.5: Statistics of the data sets for heterogeneous graphs [134]. The node attributes
are bag-of-words of text. Num. labeled data denotes the number of nodes involved during
training.

Relations
(A-B)

Num. A Num. B Num. A-B Relation type
Num.

relations
Num.

node attributes
Num.

labeled data
Num.
classes

ACM
Paper-Author 3,025 5,835 9,744 P-A-P 29,281 1,830

(Paper abstract)
600 3

Paper-Subject 3,025 56 3,025 P-S-P 2,210,761

IMDB
Movie-Actor 3,550 4,441 10,650 M-A-M 66,428 1,007

(Movie plot)
300 3

Movie-Director 3,550 1,726 3,550 M-D-M 13,788

DBLP
Paper-Author 7,907 1,960 14,238 P-A-P 144,783

2,000
(Paper abstract)

80 4Paper-Paper 7,907 7,907 10,522 P-P-P 90,145
Author-Term 1,960 1,975 57,269 P-A-T-A-P 57,137,515

each layer as 32 and κ = 0.98 for all layers. We use an MLP as the output function. Besides,
batch normalization is applied on each hidden layer. Neither weight decay nor dropout is
utilized.

Heterogeneous Networks

For heterogeneous networks, three data sets are chosen (ACM, IMDB, and DBLP). Con-
sistent with previous works [134], we use the the publicly available ACM data set [174],
preprocessed DBLP and IMDB data sets [134]. For ACM and DBLP data sets, the nodes
are papers and the aim is to classify the papers into three classes (Database, Wireless Com-
munication, Data Mining), and four classes (DM, AI, CV, NLP)2, respectively. For IMDB
data set, the nodes are movies and we aim to classify these movies into three classes (Action,
Comedy, Drama). The detailed information of data sets can be referred to Table 4.5. The
preprocessing procedure and splitting method on three data sets keep consistent with [134].

State-of-the-art baselines are selected for comparison with IGNN, including no-attribute
network embedding: DeepWalk [138], attributed network embedding: GCN, GAT and
DGI [169], and attributed multiplex network embedding: mGCN [116], HAN [174] and
DMGI [134]. Given the same experimental settings, we reuse the results of baselines
from [134].

A one-layer IGNN with hidden units as 64 is implemented on all data sets. Similar to
DMGI, a weight decay of parameter 0.001 is used. For ACM, κ = (0.55, 0.55) is used
for Paper-Author and Paper-Subject relations. For IMDB, we select κ = (0.5, 0.5) for
Movie-Actor and Movie-Director relations. For DBLP, κ = (0.7, 0.4) is employed for Paper-
Author and Paper-Paper relations. As mentioned in Section 4.4, in practice, the convergence
property can still hold when

∑
i κi > 1.

2DM: KDD,WSDM,ICDM, AI: ICML,AAAI,IJCAI, CV: CVPR, NLP: ACL,NAACL,EMNLP
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Over-smoothness

Convolutional GNNs has suffered from over-smoothness when the model gets deep. An
interesting question to ask is whether IGNN suffers from the same issue and experience
performance degradation in capturing long-range dependency with its ”infinitively deep”
GNN design.

In an effort to answer this question, we compared IGNN against two latest convolutional
GNN models that solve the over-smoothness issue, GCNII [38] and DropEdge [144]. We use
the same experimental setting as the Chains experiment in Section 4.5. Both GCNII and
DropEdge are implemented with 10-layer and is compared with IGNN in capturing long-
range dependency. The result is reported in Figure 4.5. We observe that IGNN consistently
outperforms both GCNII and DropEdge as the chains gets longer. The empirical result
suggest little suffering from over-smoothness for recurrent GNNs.
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Figure 4.5: Micro-F1 (%) performance with respect to the length
of the chains.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we present the implicit graph neural network model, a framework of recurrent
graph neural networks. We describe a sufficient condition for well-posedness based on the
Perron-Frobenius theory and a projected gradient decent method for training. Similar to
some other recurrent graph neural network models, implicit graph neural network captures
the long-range dependency, but it carries the advantage further with a superior performance
in a variety of tasks, through rigorous conditions for convergence and exact efficient gradient
steps. More notably, the flexible framework extends to heterogeneous networks where it
maintains its competitive performance.

Broader Impact

GNN models are widely used on applications involving graph-structured data, including com-
puter vision, recommender systems, and biochemical strucature discovery. Backed by more
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rigorous mathematical arguments, our research improves the capability GNNs of capturing
the long-range dependency and therefore boosts the performance on these applications.

The improvements of performance in the applications will give rise to a better user ex-
perience of products and new discoveries in other research fields. But like any other deep
learning models, GNNs runs into the problem of interpretability. The trade-off between per-
formance and interpretability has been a topic of discussion. On one hand, the performance
from GNNs benefits the tasks. On the other hand, the lack of interpretability might make it
hard to recognize underlying bias when applying such algorithm to a new data set. Recent
works [77] propose to address the fairness issue by enforcing the fairness constraints.

While our research focuses on performance by capturing the long-range dependency, like
many other GNNs, it does not directly tackle the fairness and interpretability aspect. We
would encourage further work on fairness and interpretability on GNNs. Another contri-
bution of our research is on the analysis of heterogeneous networks, where the fairness on
treatment of different relationships remains unexplored. The risk of discrimination in par-
ticular real-world context might require cautious handling when researchers develop models.

Kronecker Product

For two matrices A and B, the Kronecker product of A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rp×q is denoted as
A⊗B ∈ Rpm×qn:

A⊗B =



A11B · · · A1nB

...
. . .

...
Am1B · · · AmnB


 .

By definition of the Kronecker product, (A ⊗ B)> = A> ⊗ B>. Additionally, the following
equality holds assuming compatible shapes, (A> ⊗W ) vec(X) = vec(WXA) [146], where
vec(X) ∈ Rmn denotes the vectorization of matrix X ∈ Rm×n by stacking the columns of
X into a single column vector of dimension mn. Suppose xi ∈ Rm is the i-th column of X,
vec(X) = [x>1 , . . . , x

>
n ]>.

Leveraging the definition of Kronecker product and vectorization, the following equality
holds, (A> ⊗ W ) vec(X) = vec(WXA) [146]. Intuitively, this equality reshapes WXA
which is linear in X into a more explicit form (A> ⊗W ) vec(X) which is linear in vec(X),
a flattened form of X. Through the transformation, we place WXA into the form of Mx.
Thus, we can employ Lemma 4.4.1 to obtain the well-posedness conditions.
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Chapter 5

Stable Controllers Synthesis for
Partially Observed Systems

The connection from implicit deep learning as presented in Chapter 2 to control is natu-
ral. When we are exploring stable conditions for neural network controlled systems, we see
that the notations from implicit deep learning applies flawlessly to capture recurrent neural
networks as presented in (5.2) and (5.5). Through manipulations with the notation, we are
able to reach at some convex stability condition for the closed loop partially observed system
controlled with recurrent neural networks. We develop an iterative optimization algorithm
to generate a sequence of guaranteed-stable controllers for this highly difficult task. This
work serves as a demonstration of having implicit deep learning notations in control efforts
and hopefully enables future pushes on combining “implicit neural networks” in control and
innovations in implicit models from the control community.

5.1 Introduction

Neural network decision making and control has seen a huge advancement recently accom-
panied by the success of reinforcement learning (RL) [159]. In particular, deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) has achieved super-human performance with neural network policies (also
referred to as controllers in control tasks) in various domains [122, 112, 153].

Policy gradient [160] is one of the most important approaches to DRL that synthesizes
policies for continuous decision making problems. For control tasks, policy gradient method
and its variants have successfully synthesized neural network controllers to accomplish com-
plex control goals [107] without solving potentially non-linear planing problems at test time
[106]. However, most of these methods focus on maximizing the reward function which only
indirectly enforce desirable properties. Specifically, global stability of the closed-loop system
[145] guarantees convergence to the desired state of origin from any initial state and therefore
is a very important property for safety critical systems (e.g. aircraft control [33]) where not
a single diverging trajectory is acceptable. However, the set of parameters corresponding
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to stabilizing controllers is in general nonconvex even in the simple setting of linear sys-
tems with linear controllers [57], which poses significant computational challenges for neural
network controllers under the general setting of nonlinear systems.

Thanks to recent robustness studies of deep learning, we have seen attempts on giving sta-
bility certificates and/or ensuring stability at test time for fully-observed systems controlled
by neural networks. Yet stability problems for neural network controlled partially observed
systems remain open. Unlike fully-observed control systems where the plant states are fully
revealed to the controller, most real-world control systems are only partially observed due to
modeling inaccuracy, sensing limitations, and physical constraints [28]. Here, sensible esti-
mates of the full system state usually depend on historical observations [29]. Some partially
observed systems are modeled using partially observed Markov decision process (POMDP)
[123] where an optimal solution is NP hard in general [125].

Chapter contributions. In the chapter, we propose a method to synthesize recurrent
neural network (RNN) controllers with exponential stability guarantees for partially observed
systems. We derive a convex inner approximation to the non-convex set of stable RNN
parameters based on integral quadratic constraints [120], loop transformation [145]and a
sequential semidefinite convexification technique, which guarantees exponential stability for
both linear time invariant (LTI) systems and general nonlinear uncertain systems. A novel
framework of projected policy gradient is proposed to maximize some unknown/complex
reward function and ensure stability in the online setting where a guaranteed-stable RNN
controller is synthesized and iteratively updated while interacting with and controlling the
underlying system, which differentiates our works from most post-hoc validation methods.
Finally, we carry out comprehensive comparisons with policy gradient, and demonstrate
that our method effectively ensures the closed-loop stability and achieves higher reward
on a variety of control tasks, including vehicle lateral control and power system frequency
regulation.

G
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Figure 5.1: Feedback system of plant G and
RNN controller πθ
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u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit>

v(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit>

w(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="6p6VydN5Pv5O/QECyJZt1bFcm+o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd6OU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9vk43L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6p6VydN5Pv5O/QECyJZt1bFcm+o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd6OU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9vk43L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6p6VydN5Pv5O/QECyJZt1bFcm+o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd6OU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9vk43L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6p6VydN5Pv5O/QECyJZt1bFcm+o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd6OU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9vk43L</latexit>

P⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="z8fZwY0UtqSgvWM8D3yO5FruEfg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsY5JMM+6zRCa6F1LDpVDcR4GS91LNaRxK3g2ndwu/+8S1EYl6xFnKg5iOlYgEo2glvz0cpGJYrbl1dwmySbyC1KBAe1j9GowSlsVcIZPUmL7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHfO+pYrG3AT58tg5ubLKiESJtqWQLNXfEzmNjZnFoe2MKU7MurcQ//P6GUbNIBcqzZArtloUZZJgQhafk5HQnKGcWUKZFvZWwiZUU4Y2n4oNwVt/eZN0buqeW/cebmutZhFHGS7gEq7Bgwa04B7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8weiNY6G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8fZwY0UtqSgvWM8D3yO5FruEfg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsY5JMM+6zRCa6F1LDpVDcR4GS91LNaRxK3g2ndwu/+8S1EYl6xFnKg5iOlYgEo2glvz0cpGJYrbl1dwmySbyC1KBAe1j9GowSlsVcIZPUmL7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHfO+pYrG3AT58tg5ubLKiESJtqWQLNXfEzmNjZnFoe2MKU7MurcQ//P6GUbNIBcqzZArtloUZZJgQhafk5HQnKGcWUKZFvZWwiZUU4Y2n4oNwVt/eZN0buqeW/cebmutZhFHGS7gEq7Bgwa04B7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8weiNY6G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8fZwY0UtqSgvWM8D3yO5FruEfg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsY5JMM+6zRCa6F1LDpVDcR4GS91LNaRxK3g2ndwu/+8S1EYl6xFnKg5iOlYgEo2glvz0cpGJYrbl1dwmySbyC1KBAe1j9GowSlsVcIZPUmL7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHfO+pYrG3AT58tg5ubLKiESJtqWQLNXfEzmNjZnFoe2MKU7MurcQ//P6GUbNIBcqzZArtloUZZJgQhafk5HQnKGcWUKZFvZWwiZUU4Y2n4oNwVt/eZN0buqeW/cebmutZhFHGS7gEq7Bgwa04B7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8weiNY6G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z8fZwY0UtqSgvWM8D3yO5FruEfg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsY5JMM+6zRCa6F1LDpVDcR4GS91LNaRxK3g2ndwu/+8S1EYl6xFnKg5iOlYgEo2glvz0cpGJYrbl1dwmySbyC1KBAe1j9GowSlsVcIZPUmL7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHfO+pYrG3AT58tg5ubLKiESJtqWQLNXfEzmNjZnFoe2MKU7MurcQ//P6GUbNIBcqzZArtloUZZJgQhafk5HQnKGcWUKZFvZWwiZUU4Y2n4oNwVt/eZN0buqeW/cebmutZhFHGS7gEq7Bgwa04B7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8weiNY6G</latexit>

⇡✓
<latexit sha1_base64="qeiiibgvfWxkirpM6g6Z3IGl3yw=">AAAB8XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqSRFbHsrevFYwdZiW0o2zbah2eySzApl6b/w4kERr/4bb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5fqykBUI+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o2ygxXLR4pCLT8ZkVSmrRAglKdGIjWOgrcetPLjP/9l4YKyN9A9NY9EM20jKQnIGT7nqxHPRgLIANiiVSJoRQSnFGaPWcOFKv1yq0hmlmOZTQEs1B8b03jHgSCg1cMWu7lMTQT5kByZWYFXqJFTHjEzYSXUc1C4Xtp/OLZ/jEKUMcRMaVBjxXv0+kLLR2GvquM2Qwtr+9TPzL6yYQ1Pqp1HECQvPFoiBRGCKcvY+H0ggOauoI40a6WzEfM8M4uJAKLoSvT/H/pF0pU1Km12elxsUyjjw6QsfoFFFURQ10hZqohTjS6AE9oWfPeo/ei/e6aM15y5lD9APe2yf1A5Ea</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qeiiibgvfWxkirpM6g6Z3IGl3yw=">AAAB8XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqSRFbHsrevFYwdZiW0o2zbah2eySzApl6b/w4kERr/4bb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5fqykBUI+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o2ygxXLR4pCLT8ZkVSmrRAglKdGIjWOgrcetPLjP/9l4YKyN9A9NY9EM20jKQnIGT7nqxHPRgLIANiiVSJoRQSnFGaPWcOFKv1yq0hmlmOZTQEs1B8b03jHgSCg1cMWu7lMTQT5kByZWYFXqJFTHjEzYSXUc1C4Xtp/OLZ/jEKUMcRMaVBjxXv0+kLLR2GvquM2Qwtr+9TPzL6yYQ1Pqp1HECQvPFoiBRGCKcvY+H0ggOauoI40a6WzEfM8M4uJAKLoSvT/H/pF0pU1Km12elxsUyjjw6QsfoFFFURQ10hZqohTjS6AE9oWfPeo/ei/e6aM15y5lD9APe2yf1A5Ea</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qeiiibgvfWxkirpM6g6Z3IGl3yw=">AAAB8XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqSRFbHsrevFYwdZiW0o2zbah2eySzApl6b/w4kERr/4bb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5fqykBUI+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o2ygxXLR4pCLT8ZkVSmrRAglKdGIjWOgrcetPLjP/9l4YKyN9A9NY9EM20jKQnIGT7nqxHPRgLIANiiVSJoRQSnFGaPWcOFKv1yq0hmlmOZTQEs1B8b03jHgSCg1cMWu7lMTQT5kByZWYFXqJFTHjEzYSXUc1C4Xtp/OLZ/jEKUMcRMaVBjxXv0+kLLR2GvquM2Qwtr+9TPzL6yYQ1Pqp1HECQvPFoiBRGCKcvY+H0ggOauoI40a6WzEfM8M4uJAKLoSvT/H/pF0pU1Km12elxsUyjjw6QsfoFFFURQ10hZqohTjS6AE9oWfPeo/ei/e6aM15y5lD9APe2yf1A5Ea</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qeiiibgvfWxkirpM6g6Z3IGl3yw=">AAAB8XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqSRFbHsrevFYwdZiW0o2zbah2eySzApl6b/w4kERr/4bb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5fqykBUI+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o2ygxXLR4pCLT8ZkVSmrRAglKdGIjWOgrcetPLjP/9l4YKyN9A9NY9EM20jKQnIGT7nqxHPRgLIANiiVSJoRQSnFGaPWcOFKv1yq0hmlmOZTQEs1B8b03jHgSCg1cMWu7lMTQT5kByZWYFXqJFTHjEzYSXUc1C4Xtp/OLZ/jEKUMcRMaVBjxXv0+kLLR2GvquM2Qwtr+9TPzL6yYQ1Pqp1HECQvPFoiBRGCKcvY+H0ggOauoI40a6WzEfM8M4uJAKLoSvT/H/pF0pU1Km12elxsUyjjw6QsfoFFFURQ10hZqohTjS6AE9oWfPeo/ei/e6aM15y5lD9APe2yf1A5Ea</latexit>

Figure 5.2: RNN as an interconnection of
Pπ and φ

Chapter outline. In Section 5.2, we outline related works on addressing partial observ-
ability, and enforcing stability in reinforcement learning. Section 5.3 discusses our proposed
method for synthesizing RNN controllers for LTI plants with stability guarantees, and Sec-
tion 5.4 extends it to systems with uncertainties and nonlinearities. Section 5.5 compares
the proposed projected policy gradient method with policy gradient through numerical ex-
periments.
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Notation. Sn,Sn+,Sn++ denote the sets of n-by-n symmetric, positive semidefinite and
positive definite matrices, respectively. Dn

+, Dn
++ denote the set of n-by-n diagonal positive

semidefinite, and diagonal positive definite matrices. The notation ‖ · ‖ : Rn → R denotes
the standard 2-norm. We define `n2e to be the set of all one-sided sequences x : N → Rn.
The subset `n2 ⊂ `n2e consists of all square-summable sequences. When applied to vectors,
the orders >,≤ are applied elementwise.

5.2 Related Work

Partially Observed Decision Making and Output Feedback Control. In many
problems [163, 19], only specific outputs but not the full system states are available for
the decision maker. Therefore, memory in the controller is required to recover the full
system states [147]. Control of these partially observed systems is often referred to as output
feedback control [29], and has been studied extensively from both control and optimization
perspectives [52, 199]. Under the setting with convexifiable objectives (e.g., H∞ or H2

performances), the optimal linear dynamic (i.e. with memory) controller can be obtained
by using a change of variables or solving algebraic Riccati equations [61, 201]. However,
for more sophisticated settings with unknown and/or flexibly defined cost functions, the
problems become intractable for the aforementioned traditional methods, and RL techniques
are proposed to reduced the computation cost and improve overall performance at test time,
including the ones [105, 106] with static neural network controllers, and the ones [192, 80, 175]
with dynamic controllers, represented by RNNs/long short-term memory neural networks.

Stability Guarantees For Neural Network Controlled Systems. As neural net-
works become popular in control tasks, safety and robustness of neural networks and neural
network controlled systems has been actively discussed [124, 115, 60, 21, 43, 119, 75, 141, 42,
191, 59]. Closely related to this work are recent papers on robustness analysis of memory-
less neural networks controlled systems based on robust control ideas. [186, 187, 136, 82]
conduct stability analysis of neural network controlled linear and nonlinear systems and pro-
pose verification methods by characterizing activation functions using quadratic constraints.
[51] adds additional projection layer on the controller to ensure stability for fully observed
systems. [142] studies the stability of RNN itself when fitted to data but does not consider
any plant to control by such RNN. The most related works are those that study dynamic
neural network controllers. [5, 92] adapt RNN controllers through RL techniques to obtain
stability guarantees. However, in these works, the reward function is assumed to be known,
and conservative updates of controller parameters projected to a box neighborhood of the
previous iterate are applied due to the non-convexity in their conditions. In contrast, our
work enables much larger and more efficient updates thanks to jointly convex conditions
derived through a novel sequential convexification and loop transformation approach unseen
in these works.
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y = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="JvgtqMm5m5j3B4tsDZJrL2uc13I=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6Yd29kIBTcuKzhtoR1KJs20oZnMkGSEYeg3uHGhiFs/yJ1/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3njDlTGmEPqy19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03FFJJgn1ScIT2QuxopwJ6mumOe2lkuI45LQbTq/nfveeSsUScafzlAYxHgsWMYK1kfwcXkE0rFSRXW+a50JkNxque+kZgpp1z/WgY6MFqmCF9rDyPhglJIup0IRjpfoOSnVQYKkZ4XRWHmSKpphM8Zj2DRU4piooFsvO4LlRRjBKpPlCw4X6vaPAsVJ5HJrKGOuJ+u3Nxb+8fqYjLyiYSDNNBVkOijIOdQLnl8MRk5RonhuCiWRmV0gmWGKiTT5lE8LXpfB/0qnZDrKdW7faqq3iKIFTcAYugAOaoAVuQBv4gAAGHsATeLaE9Wi9WK/L0jVr1XMCfsB6+wQB2o4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JvgtqMm5m5j3B4tsDZJrL2uc13I=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6Yd29kIBTcuKzhtoR1KJs20oZnMkGSEYeg3uHGhiFs/yJ1/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3njDlTGmEPqy19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03FFJJgn1ScIT2QuxopwJ6mumOe2lkuI45LQbTq/nfveeSsUScafzlAYxHgsWMYK1kfwcXkE0rFSRXW+a50JkNxque+kZgpp1z/WgY6MFqmCF9rDyPhglJIup0IRjpfoOSnVQYKkZ4XRWHmSKpphM8Zj2DRU4piooFsvO4LlRRjBKpPlCw4X6vaPAsVJ5HJrKGOuJ+u3Nxb+8fqYjLyiYSDNNBVkOijIOdQLnl8MRk5RonhuCiWRmV0gmWGKiTT5lE8LXpfB/0qnZDrKdW7faqq3iKIFTcAYugAOaoAVuQBv4gAAGHsATeLaE9Wi9WK/L0jVr1XMCfsB6+wQB2o4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JvgtqMm5m5j3B4tsDZJrL2uc13I=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6Yd29kIBTcuKzhtoR1KJs20oZnMkGSEYeg3uHGhiFs/yJ1/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3njDlTGmEPqy19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03FFJJgn1ScIT2QuxopwJ6mumOe2lkuI45LQbTq/nfveeSsUScafzlAYxHgsWMYK1kfwcXkE0rFSRXW+a50JkNxque+kZgpp1z/WgY6MFqmCF9rDyPhglJIup0IRjpfoOSnVQYKkZ4XRWHmSKpphM8Zj2DRU4piooFsvO4LlRRjBKpPlCw4X6vaPAsVJ5HJrKGOuJ+u3Nxb+8fqYjLyiYSDNNBVkOijIOdQLnl8MRk5RonhuCiWRmV0gmWGKiTT5lE8LXpfB/0qnZDrKdW7faqq3iKIFTcAYugAOaoAVuQBv4gAAGHsATeLaE9Wi9WK/L0jVr1XMCfsB6+wQB2o4c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JvgtqMm5m5j3B4tsDZJrL2uc13I=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6Yd29kIBTcuKzhtoR1KJs20oZnMkGSEYeg3uHGhiFs/yJ1/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3njDlTGmEPqy19Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03FFJJgn1ScIT2QuxopwJ6mumOe2lkuI45LQbTq/nfveeSsUScafzlAYxHgsWMYK1kfwcXkE0rFSRXW+a50JkNxque+kZgpp1z/WgY6MFqmCF9rDyPhglJIup0IRjpfoOSnVQYKkZ4XRWHmSKpphM8Zj2DRU4piooFsvO4LlRRjBKpPlCw4X6vaPAsVJ5HJrKGOuJ+u3Nxb+8fqYjLyiYSDNNBVkOijIOdQLnl8MRk5RonhuCiWRmV0gmWGKiTT5lE8LXpfB/0qnZDrKdW7faqq3iKIFTcAYugAOaoAVuQBv4gAAGHsATeLaE9Wi9WK/L0jVr1XMCfsB6+wQB2o4c</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9WW7h9R0oEO0pBKh1TuBJdRBUms=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZ0T6gHUomvdOGZjJDckcoQ3+CGxeK+K/c+W9MHwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbZtmhuBLZGq1HQjblFJjS2SpLCbGeRJpLATTe7meecZjZWpfqJphmHCR1rGUnBy1mNf54Na3W/4C7FNCFZQh5Wag9pXf5iKPEFNQnFre4GfUVhwQ1IonFX6ucWMiwkfYc+h5gnasFiMOmMXzhmyODXuaGIL9/eLgifWTpPI3Uw4je16Njf/y3o5xTdhIXWWE2qx/CjOFaOUzfdmQ2lQkJo64MJINysTY264INdOxZUQrK+8Ce2rRuA3ggcfynAG53AJAVzDLdxDE1ogYAQv8AbvnvJevY9lXSVv1dsp/JH3+QNBMIyC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9WW7h9R0oEO0pBKh1TuBJdRBUms=">AAAB33icbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZ0T6gHUomvdOGZjJDckcoQ3+CGxeK+K/c+W9MHwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbZtmhuBLZGq1HQjblFJjS2SpLCbGeRJpLATTe7meecZjZWpfqJphmHCR1rGUnBy1mNf54Na3W/4C7FNCFZQh5Wag9pXf5iKPEFNQnFre4GfUVhwQ1IonFX6ucWMiwkfYc+h5gnasFiMOmMXzhmyODXuaGIL9/eLgifWTpPI3Uw4je16Njf/y3o5xTdhIXWWE2qx/CjOFaOUzfdmQ2lQkJo64MJINysTY264INdOxZUQrK+8Ce2rRuA3ggcfynAG53AJAVzDLdxDE1ogYAQv8AbvnvJevY9lXSVv1dsp/JH3+QNBMIyC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lnQ1U2b8O6Zlm7oNX9mKcNN5LXs=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIns2WhJtLDEKksCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXpkpapPTbK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O2TTLDRYsnKjGdkFmhpBYtlKhEJzWCxaESj+H4ZuY/PgljZaIfcJKKIGZDLSPJGTrpvqezfrVG63QOskr8gtSgQLNf/eoNEp7FQiNXzNquT1MMcmZQciWmlV5mRcr4mA1F11HNYmGDfH7qlJw5ZUCixLjSSObq74mcxdZO4tB1xgxHdtmbif953QyjqyCXOs1QaL5YFGWKYEJmf5OBNIKjmjjCuJHuVsJHzDCOLp2KC8FffnmVtC/qPq37d7TWuC7iKMMJnMI5+HAJDbiFJrSAwxCe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPXaON0w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit>

leaky ReLU(⌫)
<latexit sha1_base64="IOGH04dyE2crydngDY2tGTlGA6s=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqGBjsxiE2IS7IGgZsLGwiOIlgSSEvc0kWbK3d+zOieFM4V+xsVDE1r9h579x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9varJko0B59HMtL1gBmQQoGPAiXUYw0sDCTUgsHl2K/dgzYiUnc4jKEVsp4SXcEZWqmdO2wiPGAqgQ2G9Bau/VGhqZLTdi7vFt0J6CLxZiRPZqi0c1/NTsSTEBRyyYxpeG6MrZRpFFzCKNtMDMSMD1gPGpYqFoJppZP7R/TEKh3ajbQthXSi/p5IWWjMMAxsZ8iwb+a9sfif10iwe9FKhYoTBMWni7qJpBjRcRi0IzRwlENLGNfC3kp5n2nG0UaWtSF48y8vkmqp6LlF7+YsXy7N4siQI3JMCsQj56RMrkiF+ISTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7R1yZnNHJA/cD5/AHx6la4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IOGH04dyE2crydngDY2tGTlGA6s=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqGBjsxiE2IS7IGgZsLGwiOIlgSSEvc0kWbK3d+zOieFM4V+xsVDE1r9h579x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9varJko0B59HMtL1gBmQQoGPAiXUYw0sDCTUgsHl2K/dgzYiUnc4jKEVsp4SXcEZWqmdO2wiPGAqgQ2G9Bau/VGhqZLTdi7vFt0J6CLxZiRPZqi0c1/NTsSTEBRyyYxpeG6MrZRpFFzCKNtMDMSMD1gPGpYqFoJppZP7R/TEKh3ajbQthXSi/p5IWWjMMAxsZ8iwb+a9sfif10iwe9FKhYoTBMWni7qJpBjRcRi0IzRwlENLGNfC3kp5n2nG0UaWtSF48y8vkmqp6LlF7+YsXy7N4siQI3JMCsQj56RMrkiF+ISTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7R1yZnNHJA/cD5/AHx6la4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IOGH04dyE2crydngDY2tGTlGA6s=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqGBjsxiE2IS7IGgZsLGwiOIlgSSEvc0kWbK3d+zOieFM4V+xsVDE1r9h579x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9varJko0B59HMtL1gBmQQoGPAiXUYw0sDCTUgsHl2K/dgzYiUnc4jKEVsp4SXcEZWqmdO2wiPGAqgQ2G9Bau/VGhqZLTdi7vFt0J6CLxZiRPZqi0c1/NTsSTEBRyyYxpeG6MrZRpFFzCKNtMDMSMD1gPGpYqFoJppZP7R/TEKh3ajbQthXSi/p5IWWjMMAxsZ8iwb+a9sfif10iwe9FKhYoTBMWni7qJpBjRcRi0IzRwlENLGNfC3kp5n2nG0UaWtSF48y8vkmqp6LlF7+YsXy7N4siQI3JMCsQj56RMrkiF+ISTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7R1yZnNHJA/cD5/AHx6la4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IOGH04dyE2crydngDY2tGTlGA6s=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqGBjsxiE2IS7IGgZsLGwiOIlgSSEvc0kWbK3d+zOieFM4V+xsVDE1r9h579x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9varJko0B59HMtL1gBmQQoGPAiXUYw0sDCTUgsHl2K/dgzYiUnc4jKEVsp4SXcEZWqmdO2wiPGAqgQ2G9Bau/VGhqZLTdi7vFt0J6CLxZiRPZqi0c1/NTsSTEBRyyYxpeG6MrZRpFFzCKNtMDMSMD1gPGpYqFoJppZP7R/TEKh3ajbQthXSi/p5IWWjMMAxsZ8iwb+a9sfif10iwe9FKhYoTBMWni7qJpBjRcRi0IzRwlENLGNfC3kp5n2nG0UaWtSF48y8vkmqp6LlF7+YsXy7N4siQI3JMCsQj56RMrkiF+ISTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7R1yZnNHJA/cD5/AHx6la4=</latexit>

leaky ReLU
sector bound

y = ⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="bk6LhMQ8WPKCIOkd1BIpOKjPMYg=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSNbTZCwY3LCvYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmYkQQj/CjQtF3Po97vwbpw9BRc8wcDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3CTnF3b//gsHR03FZxKgltkZjHshtiRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjkNNOOL2e+517KhWLxZ3OEhpEeCzYiBGsjdTJ0BXqi3RQKjt2tW6ehxy7VvO8S98Qp171PR+5trNAGVZoDkrv/WFM0ogKTThWquc6iQ5yLDUjnM6K/VTRBJMpHtOeoQJHVAX5Yt0ZOjfKEI1iab7QaKF+78hxpFQWhaYywnqifntz8S+vl+qRH+RMJKmmgiwHjVKOdIzmt6Mhk5RonhmCiWRmV0QmWGKiTUJFE8LXpeh/0q7YrmO7t165UVnFUYBTOIMLcKEODbiBJrSAwBQe4AmercR6tF6s12XpmrXqOYEfsN4+AemRjz8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bk6LhMQ8WPKCIOkd1BIpOKjPMYg=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSNbTZCwY3LCvYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmYkQQj/CjQtF3Po97vwbpw9BRc8wcDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3CTnF3b//gsHR03FZxKgltkZjHshtiRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjkNNOOL2e+517KhWLxZ3OEhpEeCzYiBGsjdTJ0BXqi3RQKjt2tW6ehxy7VvO8S98Qp171PR+5trNAGVZoDkrv/WFM0ogKTThWquc6iQ5yLDUjnM6K/VTRBJMpHtOeoQJHVAX5Yt0ZOjfKEI1iab7QaKF+78hxpFQWhaYywnqifntz8S+vl+qRH+RMJKmmgiwHjVKOdIzmt6Mhk5RonhmCiWRmV0QmWGKiTUJFE8LXpeh/0q7YrmO7t165UVnFUYBTOIMLcKEODbiBJrSAwBQe4AmercR6tF6s12XpmrXqOYEfsN4+AemRjz8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bk6LhMQ8WPKCIOkd1BIpOKjPMYg=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSNbTZCwY3LCvYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmYkQQj/CjQtF3Po97vwbpw9BRc8wcDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3CTnF3b//gsHR03FZxKgltkZjHshtiRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjkNNOOL2e+517KhWLxZ3OEhpEeCzYiBGsjdTJ0BXqi3RQKjt2tW6ehxy7VvO8S98Qp171PR+5trNAGVZoDkrv/WFM0ogKTThWquc6iQ5yLDUjnM6K/VTRBJMpHtOeoQJHVAX5Yt0ZOjfKEI1iab7QaKF+78hxpFQWhaYywnqifntz8S+vl+qRH+RMJKmmgiwHjVKOdIzmt6Mhk5RonhmCiWRmV0QmWGKiTUJFE8LXpeh/0q7YrmO7t165UVnFUYBTOIMLcKEODbiBJrSAwBQe4AmercR6tF6s12XpmrXqOYEfsN4+AemRjz8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bk6LhMQ8WPKCIOkd1BIpOKjPMYg=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSNbTZCwY3LCvYBbSiT6bQdOpmEmYkQQj/CjQtF3Po97vwbpw9BRc8wcDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3CTnF3b//gsHR03FZxKgltkZjHshtiRTkTtKWZ5rSbSIqjkNNOOL2e+517KhWLxZ3OEhpEeCzYiBGsjdTJ0BXqi3RQKjt2tW6ehxy7VvO8S98Qp171PR+5trNAGVZoDkrv/WFM0ogKTThWquc6iQ5yLDUjnM6K/VTRBJMpHtOeoQJHVAX5Yt0ZOjfKEI1iab7QaKF+78hxpFQWhaYywnqifntz8S+vl+qRH+RMJKmmgiwHjVKOdIzmt6Mhk5RonhmCiWRmV0QmWGKiTUJFE8LXpeh/0q7YrmO7t165UVnFUYBTOIMLcKEODbiBJrSAwBQe4AmercR6tF6s12XpmrXqOYEfsN4+AemRjz8=</latexit>

y = a⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="p5H0yDkuA4v+cUeVAw47liiVJhE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLt2M5GKLhxWcE+oB1KJs20oZnMmGSEYehPuHGhiFt/x51/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3niDhTGmEPqzC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mF7N/e49lYrF4lZnCfUjPBYsZARrI/UyeAnxQKTDcgXZtYZ5LkR2ve66F54hqFHzXA86NlqgAlZoDcvvg1FM0ogKTThWqu+gRPs5lpoRTmelQapogskUj2nfUIEjqvx8se8MnhllBMNYmi80XKjfO3IcKZVFgamMsJ6o395c/Mvrpzr0/JyJJNVUkOWgMOVQx3B+PBwxSYnmmSGYSGZ2hWSCJSbaRFQyIXxdCv8nnartINu5cSvN6iqOIjgBp+AcOKABmuAatEAbEMDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK/L0oK16jkGP2C9fQKjrY+q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5H0yDkuA4v+cUeVAw47liiVJhE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLt2M5GKLhxWcE+oB1KJs20oZnMmGSEYehPuHGhiFt/x51/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3niDhTGmEPqzC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mF7N/e49lYrF4lZnCfUjPBYsZARrI/UyeAnxQKTDcgXZtYZ5LkR2ve66F54hqFHzXA86NlqgAlZoDcvvg1FM0ogKTThWqu+gRPs5lpoRTmelQapogskUj2nfUIEjqvx8se8MnhllBMNYmi80XKjfO3IcKZVFgamMsJ6o395c/Mvrpzr0/JyJJNVUkOWgMOVQx3B+PBwxSYnmmSGYSGZ2hWSCJSbaRFQyIXxdCv8nnartINu5cSvN6iqOIjgBp+AcOKABmuAatEAbEMDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK/L0oK16jkGP2C9fQKjrY+q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5H0yDkuA4v+cUeVAw47liiVJhE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLt2M5GKLhxWcE+oB1KJs20oZnMmGSEYehPuHGhiFt/x51/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3niDhTGmEPqzC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mF7N/e49lYrF4lZnCfUjPBYsZARrI/UyeAnxQKTDcgXZtYZ5LkR2ve66F54hqFHzXA86NlqgAlZoDcvvg1FM0ogKTThWqu+gRPs5lpoRTmelQapogskUj2nfUIEjqvx8se8MnhllBMNYmi80XKjfO3IcKZVFgamMsJ6o395c/Mvrpzr0/JyJJNVUkOWgMOVQx3B+PBwxSYnmmSGYSGZ2hWSCJSbaRFQyIXxdCv8nnartINu5cSvN6iqOIjgBp+AcOKABmuAatEAbEMDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK/L0oK16jkGP2C9fQKjrY+q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p5H0yDkuA4v+cUeVAw47liiVJhE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLt2M5GKLhxWcE+oB1KJs20oZnMmGSEYehPuHGhiFt/x51/Y/oQVPSEwOGce7n3niDhTGmEPqzC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mF7N/e49lYrF4lZnCfUjPBYsZARrI/UyeAnxQKTDcgXZtYZ5LkR2ve66F54hqFHzXA86NlqgAlZoDcvvg1FM0ogKTThWqu+gRPs5lpoRTmelQapogskUj2nfUIEjqvx8se8MnhllBMNYmi80XKjfO3IcKZVFgamMsJ6o395c/Mvrpzr0/JyJJNVUkOWgMOVQx3B+PBwxSYnmmSGYSGZ2hWSCJSbaRFQyIXxdCv8nnartINu5cSvN6iqOIjgBp+AcOKABmuAatEAbEMDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK/L0oK16jkGP2C9fQKjrY+q</latexit>

Figure 5.3: tanh ∈ sector [0, 1],
Leaky ReLU ∈ sector [a, 1]

�
<latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit>

y(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit>

u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit>

v(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YD+7qGUUS3+O/jBoQxIc4hlncA4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhd1MooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3KQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PujpKFKEdEvFI9QOsKWeSdgwznPZjRbEIOO0Fs/vM782p0iyST2YRU1/giWQhI9hk0rw+ux5Va27DzYE2iVeQGhRoj6pfw3FEEkGlIRxrPfDc2PgpVoYRTpeVYaJpjMkMT+jAUokF1X6a37pEV1YZozBStqRBufp7IsVC64UIbKfAZqrXvUz8zxskJmz6KZNxYqgkq0VhwpGJUPY4GjNFieELSzBRzN6KyBQrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iTdm4bnNrzH21qrWcRRhgu4hDp4cActeIA2dIDAFJ7hFd4c4bw4787HqrXkFDPn8AfO5w9uDI3K</latexit>

�A� + B�

2
<latexit sha1_base64="5hhXfUXbdO3InkpBTGmCiL+cDJo=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdbgaLIIglKYJdVt24rGAv0IQwmU7aoZMLMxOhhIAbX8WNC0Xc+hLufBunaRda/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++Hpa795TIVkc3alJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzz4MwJBCbZpeckI4ZO0VUBeVbPPbNq1axC6C/Yc6jCXC3P/HQGMUlDGinCsZR920qUm2GhGOE0rzippAkmYzykfY0RDql0s+KGHB1rZ4CCWOgXKVS4PycyHEo5CX3dGWI1kou1qflfrZ+qoOFmLEpSRSMyWxSkHKkYTQNBAyYoUXyiARPB9F8RGWGdidKxVXQI9uLJf6FTr9lWzb49rzYb8zjKcAhHcAI2XEATbqAFbSDwAE/wAq/Go/FsvBnvs9aSMZ/Zh18yPr4BnJSW0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hhXfUXbdO3InkpBTGmCiL+cDJo=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdbgaLIIglKYJdVt24rGAv0IQwmU7aoZMLMxOhhIAbX8WNC0Xc+hLufBunaRda/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++Hpa795TIVkc3alJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzz4MwJBCbZpeckI4ZO0VUBeVbPPbNq1axC6C/Yc6jCXC3P/HQGMUlDGinCsZR920qUm2GhGOE0rzippAkmYzykfY0RDql0s+KGHB1rZ4CCWOgXKVS4PycyHEo5CX3dGWI1kou1qflfrZ+qoOFmLEpSRSMyWxSkHKkYTQNBAyYoUXyiARPB9F8RGWGdidKxVXQI9uLJf6FTr9lWzb49rzYb8zjKcAhHcAI2XEATbqAFbSDwAE/wAq/Go/FsvBnvs9aSMZ/Zh18yPr4BnJSW0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hhXfUXbdO3InkpBTGmCiL+cDJo=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdbgaLIIglKYJdVt24rGAv0IQwmU7aoZMLMxOhhIAbX8WNC0Xc+hLufBunaRda/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++Hpa795TIVkc3alJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzz4MwJBCbZpeckI4ZO0VUBeVbPPbNq1axC6C/Yc6jCXC3P/HQGMUlDGinCsZR920qUm2GhGOE0rzippAkmYzykfY0RDql0s+KGHB1rZ4CCWOgXKVS4PycyHEo5CX3dGWI1kou1qflfrZ+qoOFmLEpSRSMyWxSkHKkYTQNBAyYoUXyiARPB9F8RGWGdidKxVXQI9uLJf6FTr9lWzb49rzYb8zjKcAhHcAI2XEATbqAFbSDwAE/wAq/Go/FsvBnvs9aSMZ/Zh18yPr4BnJSW0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hhXfUXbdO3InkpBTGmCiL+cDJo=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdbgaLIIglKYJdVt24rGAv0IQwmU7aoZMLMxOhhIAbX8WNC0Xc+hLufBunaRda/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++Hpa795TIVkc3alJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzz4MwJBCbZpeckI4ZO0VUBeVbPPbNq1axC6C/Yc6jCXC3P/HQGMUlDGinCsZR920qUm2GhGOE0rzippAkmYzykfY0RDql0s+KGHB1rZ4CCWOgXKVS4PycyHEo5CX3dGWI1kou1qflfrZ+qoOFmLEpSRSMyWxSkHKkYTQNBAyYoUXyiARPB9F8RGWGdidKxVXQI9uLJf6FTr9lWzb49rzYb8zjKcAhHcAI2XEATbqAFbSDwAE/wAq/Go/FsvBnvs9aSMZ/Zh18yPr4BnJSW0g==</latexit>

2

B� �A�
<latexit sha1_base64="LvSc1o4TyYY3MDujJnMqB0pFPM4=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJll9ml17TjJi6Bxd5TD1zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzQZlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LvSc1o4TyYY3MDujJnMqB0pFPM4=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJll9ml17TjJi6Bxd5TD1zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzQZlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LvSc1o4TyYY3MDujJnMqB0pFPM4=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJll9ml17TjJi6Bxd5TD1zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzQZlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LvSc1o4TyYY3MDujJnMqB0pFPM4=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJll9ml17TjJi6Bxd5TD1zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzQZlp0=</latexit>

A� + B�

2
<latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSwHf39JH9rLQrCruD01ppTVEkI=">AAAB93icbZDNS8MwGMbfzq85p1Zv4iU4BEEY7S569OPicYL7gLWUNEu3sDQtSSqMUrz4r3jxoIj/iTf/G7NuB918IPDjeRLevE+Ycqa043xblbX1jc2t6nZtp767t28f1LsqySShHZLwRPZDrChngnY005z2U0lxHHLaCye3s7z3SKViiXjQ05T6MR4JFjGCtbEC+8iLJCb5deClY4bO0U0JRd4qArvhNJ1SaBXcBTRgoXZgf3nDhGQxFZpwrNTAdVLt51hqRjgtal6maIrJBI/owKDAMVV+Xq5QoFPjDFGUSHOERqX7+0WOY6WmcWhuxliP1XI2M//LBpmOLv2ciTTTVJD5oCjjSCdo1gcaMkmJ5lMDmEhm/orIGJtOtGmtZkpwl1dehW6r6TpN996BKhzDCZyBCxdwBXfQhg4QeIIXeIN369l6tT7mdVWsRW+H8EfW5w+3fpU4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSwHf39JH9rLQrCruD01ppTVEkI=">AAAB93icbZDNS8MwGMbfzq85p1Zv4iU4BEEY7S569OPicYL7gLWUNEu3sDQtSSqMUrz4r3jxoIj/iTf/G7NuB918IPDjeRLevE+Ycqa043xblbX1jc2t6nZtp767t28f1LsqySShHZLwRPZDrChngnY005z2U0lxHHLaCye3s7z3SKViiXjQ05T6MR4JFjGCtbEC+8iLJCb5deClY4bO0U0JRd4qArvhNJ1SaBXcBTRgoXZgf3nDhGQxFZpwrNTAdVLt51hqRjgtal6maIrJBI/owKDAMVV+Xq5QoFPjDFGUSHOERqX7+0WOY6WmcWhuxliP1XI2M//LBpmOLv2ciTTTVJD5oCjjSCdo1gcaMkmJ5lMDmEhm/orIGJtOtGmtZkpwl1dehW6r6TpN996BKhzDCZyBCxdwBXfQhg4QeIIXeIN369l6tT7mdVWsRW+H8EfW5w+3fpU4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2NPLWpVDupuyw4qZ/nL3piPJf9k=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpBu7rLpxWcHWQhPCZDpph04uzEyEEoIbX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr26isrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t75v5BT8apILRLYh6Lvo8l5SyiXcUUp/1EUBz6nN77k+tZ/f6BCsni6E5NE+qGeBSxgBGstOWZR04gMMkuPScZM3SOrgrIs2bumXWrYRVCy2CXUIdSHc/8coYxSUMaKcKxlAPbSpSbYaEY4TSvOamkCSYTPKIDjREOqXSz4oQcnWpniIJY6BcpVLi/JzIcSjkNfd0ZYjWWi7WZ+V9tkKqg5WYsSlJFIzJfFKQcqRjN8kBDJihRfKoBE8H0XxEZY52J0qnVdAj24snL0Gs2bKth31r1dquMowrHcAJnYMMFtOEGOtAFAo/wDK/wZjwZL8a78TFvrRjlzCH8kfH5Ay2Ilpc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MNvhc8O2cHujoW/St0XOzN+W0RQ=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksgiCUpAh2WXXjsoK9QBPCZDpph04uzEyEEoobX8WNC0Xc+hTufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5/YQzqSzr2yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BR8apILRNYh6Lno8l5SyibcUUp71EUBz6nHb98c2s3n2gQrI4uleThLohHkYsYAQrbXnmkRMITLIrz0lGDJ2j6xymWX3qmVWrZuVCy2AXUIVCLc/8cgYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRacVJJE0zGeEj7GiMcUulm+QlTdKqdAQpioV+kUO7+nshwKOUk9HVniNVILtZm5n+1fqqChpuxKEkVjch8UZBypGI0ywMNmKBE8YkGTATTf0VkhHUmSqdW0SHYiycvQ6des62afXdRbTaKOMpwDCdwBjZcQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pJRzBzCHxmfPy7Ilps=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>

B� �A�

2
<latexit sha1_base64="DgzOlZI/aWnb+lJZFzqqejttYRI=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJtm15yQjhs7RVQ7TrD71zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzHvlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DgzOlZI/aWnb+lJZFzqqejttYRI=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJtm15yQjhs7RVQ7TrD71zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzHvlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DgzOlZI/aWnb+lJZFzqqejttYRI=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJtm15yQjhs7RVQ7TrD71zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzHvlp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DgzOlZI/aWnb+lJZFzqqejttYRI=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksghtLUgS7rLpxWcFeoAlhMp20QycXZiZCCcWNr+LGhSJufQp3vo3TNAtt/WHg4z/ncOb8fsKZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI+NUENomMY9Fz8eSchbRtmKK014iKA59Trv++GZW7z5QIVkc3atJQt0QDyMWMIKVtjzzyAkEJtm15yQjhs7RVQ7TrD71zKpVs3KhZbALqEKhlmd+OYOYpCGNFOFYyr5tJcrNsFCMcDqtOKmkCSZjPKR9jREOqXSz/IQpOtXOAAWx0C9SKHd/T2Q4lHIS+rozxGokF2sz879aP1VBw81YlKSKRmS+KEg5UjGa5YEGTFCi+EQDJoLpvyIywjoTpVOr6BDsxZOXoVOv2VbNvruoNhtFHGU4hhM4AxsuoQm30II2EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY95a8koZg7hj4zPHzHvlp0=</latexit>

z(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="qiXWRocAzE5Du9cxuuoV+kPjGcQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyPU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx90KI3O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qiXWRocAzE5Du9cxuuoV+kPjGcQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyPU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx90KI3O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qiXWRocAzE5Du9cxuuoV+kPjGcQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyPU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx90KI3O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qiXWRocAzE5Du9cxuuoV+kPjGcQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyPU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m9x6p0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hk0lN9djmq1tyGmwOtE68gNSjQHlW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC4qw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv00v3WBLqwyRmGkbEmDcvX3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSvepn4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8WG4K2+vE66Vw3PbXj317VWs4ijDGdwDnXw4AZacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx90KI3O</latexit>

P⇡
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Figure 5.4: Loop transformation. If φ ∈ sec-
tor [αφ, βφ], then φ̃ ∈ sector [−1nφ×1, 1nφ×1].

5.3 Partially Observed Linear Systems

Problem Formulation

Consider the feedback system (shown in Figure 5.1) consisting of a plant G and an RNN
controller πθ which is expected to stabilize the system (i.e. steer the states of G to the origin).
To streamline the presentation, we consider a partially observed, linear, time-invariant (LTI)
system G defined by the following discrete-time model:

x(k + 1) = AG x(k) +BG u(k) (5.1a)

y(k) = CG x(k) (5.1b)

where x(k) ∈ RnG is the state, u(k) ∈ Rnu is the control input, and y(k) ∈ Rny is the output.
AG ∈ RnG×nG , BG ∈ RnG×nu , and CG ∈ Rny×nG . Since the plant G is partially observed, the
observation matrix CG may have a sparsity pattern or be column-rank deficient.

Assumption 5.3.1. We assume that (AG, BG) is stabilizable, and (AG, CG) is detectable1.

Assumption 5.3.2. We assume AG, BG, and CG are known.

Assumption 5.3.2 is partially lifted in Section 5.4 where we only assume partial informa-
tion on the system dynamics.

Problem 5.3.1. Our goal is to find a controller π that maps the observation y to an action
u to both maximize some unknown reward R =

∑T
k=0 rk(x(k), u(k)) over finite horizon T

and stabilize the plant G.

The single step reward rk(x(k), u(k)) is assumed to be unknown and potentially highly
complex to capture the vast possibility of desired controller. e.g. In many cases, to ensure

1The definitions of stabilizability and detectability can be found in [29].
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extra safety, the reward is set to rk(x(k), u(k)) = 0,∀k ≥ l if there is a state violation at
step l. This cannot be captured by any simple negative quadratic functions.

Controllers Parameterization

Output feedback control with known and convexifiable reward has been studied extensively
[147], and linear dynamic controllers suffice for this case. However, in our problem setting,
since the reward is unknown and nonconvex, and systems dynamics will become uncertain
and nonlinear in Section 5.4, we consider a dynamic controller in the form of an RNN, which
makes a class of high-capacity flexible controllers.

We model the RNN controller πθ as an interconnection of an LTI system Pπ, and combined
activation functions φ : Rnφ → Rnφ as shown in Figure 5.2. This parameterization is
expressive, and contains many widely used model structures [142]. The RNN πθ is defined
as follows

Pπ





ξ(k + 1) = AK ξ(k) +BK1 w(k) +BK2 y(k)
u(k) = CK1 ξ(k) +DK1 w(k) +DK2 y(k)
v(k) = CK2 ξ(k) +DK3 y(k)

w(k) = φ(v(k)) (5.2)

where ξ ∈ Rnξ is the hidden state, v, w ∈ Rnφ are the input and output of φ, and matrices

AK , . . . , DK3 are parameters to be learned. Define θ =
[ AK BK1 BK2
CK1 DK1 DK2
CK2 0 DK3

]
as the collection of

the learnable parameters of πθ. We assume the initial condition of ξ to be zero ξ(0) = 0nξ×1.
The combined nonlinearity φ is applied element-wise, i.e., φ := [ϕ1(v1), ..., ϕnφ(vnφ)]>, where
ϕi is the i-th scalar activation function. We assume that the activation has a fixed point at
origin, i.e. φ(0) = 0.

Quadratic Constraints for Activation Functions

The stability condition relies on quadratic constraints (QCs) to bound the activation func-
tion. A typical QC is the sector bound as defined next.

Definition 5.3.1. Let α ≤ β be given. The function ϕ : R→ R lies in the sector [α, β] if:

(ϕ(ν)− αν) · (βν − ϕ(ν)) ≥ 0 ∀ν ∈ R. (5.3)

The interpretation of the sector [α, β] is that ϕ lies between lines passing through the
origin with slope α and β. Many activations are sector bounded, e.g., leaky ReLU is sector
bounded in [a, 1] with its parameter a ∈ (0, 1); ReLU and tanh are sector bounded in [0, 1]
(denoted as tanh ∈ sector [0, 1]). Figure 5.3 illustrates different activations (blue solid) and
their sector bounds (green dashed).

Sector constraints can also be defined for combined activations φ. Assume the i-th scalar
activation ϕi in φ is sector bounded by [αi, βi], i = 1, ..., nφ, then these sectors can be stacked
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into vectors αφ, βφ ∈ Rnφ , where αφ = [α1, ..., αnφ ] and βφ = [β1, ..., βnφ ], to provide QCs
satisfied by φ.

Lemma 5.3.1. Let αφ, βφ ∈ Rnφ be given with αφ ≤ βφ. Suppose that φ satisfies the sector
bound [αφ, βφ] element-wise. For any Λ ∈ Dnφ

+ , and for all v ∈ Rnφ and w = φ(v), it holds
that

[
v
w

]> [ −2AφBφΛ (Aφ +Bφ)Λ
(Aφ +Bφ)Λ −2Λ

] [
v
w

]
≥ 0, (5.4)

where Aφ = diag(αφ), and Bφ = diag(βφ).

A proof is available in [59].

Loop Transformation

To derive convex stability conditions for their efficient enforcement in the learning process,
we first perform a loop transformation on the RNN as shown in Figure 5.4. Through loop
transformation, we obtain a new representation of the controller πθ̃, which is equivalent to
the one shown in Figure 5.2:

[
v
u

]
= P̃π

[
z
y

]
(5.5a)

z(k) = φ̃(v(k)). (5.5b)

The newly obtained nonlinearity φ̃, defined in Figure 5.4, is sector bounded by [−1nφ×1, 1nφ×1],

and thus it satisfies a simplified QC: for any Λ ∈ Dnφ
+ , it holds that

[
v
z

]> [
Λ 0
0 −Λ

] [
v
z

]
≥ 0, ∀v ∈ Rnφ and z = φ̃(v). (5.6)

The transformed system P̃π, defined in Figure 5.4, is of the form:

ξ(k + 1) = ÃK ξ(k) +BK1
Bφ−Aφ

2
z(k) + B̃K2 y(k)

u(k) = C̃K1 ξ(k) +DK1
Bφ−Aφ

2
z(k) + D̃K2 y(k)

v(k) = CK2 ξ(k) +DK3 y(k)

where

ÃK = AK +BK1SφCK2, B̃K2 = BK2 +BK1SφDK3,

C̃K1 = CK1 +DK1SφCK2, D̃K2 = DK2 +DK1SφDK3,

Sφ :=
Aφ+Bφ

2
. (5.7)
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The deriviation of P̃π is obtain by transforming the input to Pπ by the following equation:

w(k) =
Bφ − Aφ

2
z(k) +

Aφ +Bφ

2
v(k). (5.8)

Substituting the expression of v(k) from (5.2) into (5.8) yields

w(k) =
Bφ − Aφ

2
z(k) +

Aφ +Bφ

2
CK2 ξ(k) +

Aφ +Bφ

2
DK3 y(k). (5.9)

Finally, the transformed plant P̃π can be obtained by substituting (5.9) into (5.2).

We define the learnable parameters of πθ̃ as θ̃ =

[
ÃK BK1 B̃K2

C̃K1 DK1 D̃K2
CK2 0 DK3

]
. Since there is an one-to-

one correspondence (5.7) between the transformed parameters θ̃ and the original parameters
θ, we will learn in the reparameterized space and uniquely recover the original parameters
accordingly.

Convex Lyapunov Condition

The feedback system of plant G and RNN controller in πθ̃ (5.5) is defined by the following
equations

ζ(k + 1) = A ζ(k) + B z(k) (5.10a)

v(k) = C ζ(k) +D z(k) (5.10b)

z(k) = φ̃(v(k)) (5.10c)

where ζ = [x>, ξ>]> gathers the states of G and P̃π, and

A =
[
AG+BGD̃K2CG BGC̃K1

B̃K2CG ÃK

]
,B =

[
BGDK1

Bφ−Aφ
2

BK1
Bφ−Aφ

2

]
,

C = [DK3CG CK2 ] , D = 0nφ×nφ .

Note that matrices A,B, C,D are affine in θ̃. The following theorem incorporates the QC
for φ̃ in the Lyapunov condition to derive the exponential stability condition of the feedback
system using the S-Lemma [183, 27]

Theorem 5.3.1 (Sequential Convexification). Consider the feedback system of plant G in
(5.1), and RNN controller πθ̃ in (5.5). Given a rate ρ with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and matrices
P̄ ∈ Rnζ×nζ and Λ̄ ∈ Rnφ×nφ, if there exist matrices Q1 ∈ Snζ++ and Q2 ∈ Dnφ

++, and parameters

θ̃ such that the following condition holds



ρ2(2P̄ − P̄>Q1P̄ ) 0 A> C>
0 2Λ̄− Λ̄>Q2Λ̄ B> D>
A B Q1 0
C D 0 Q2


 � 0, (5.11)

then for any x(0), we have ‖x(k)‖ ≤
√

cond(P )ρk‖x(0)‖ for all k, where cond(P ) is the condition
number of P , and P := Q−1

1 i.e., the feedback system is exponentially stable with rate ρ.
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Proof. Assume there exist Q1 ∈ Snζ++, Q2 ∈ Dnφ
++, and θ̃, such that (5.11) holds. It follows

from Schur complements that (5.11) is equivalent to

[
A B
C D

]> [
Q−1

1 0
0 Q−1

2

] [
A B
C D

]
−
[
ρ2(2P̄ − P̄>Q1P̄ ) 0

0 2Λ̄− Λ̄>Q2Λ̄

]
� 0. (5.12)

It follows from the inequalities P̄>Q1P̄ − 2P̄ � −Q−1
1 and Λ̄>Q2Λ̄ − 2Λ̄ � −Q−1

2 for any
P̄ ∈ Rnζ×nζ and Λ̄ ∈ Rnφ×nφ [165, 142] that (5.12) implies

[
A B
C D

]> [
Q−1

1 0
0 Q−1

2

] [
A B
C D

]
−
[
ρ2Q−1

1 0
0 Q−1

2

]
� 0. (5.13)

Defining P = Q−1
1 , and Λ = Q−1

2 , and rearranging (5.13), we have that P,Λ, and θ̃ satisfy
the following condition

[
A>PA− ρ2P A>PB
B>PA B>PB

]
+

[
C D
0 I

]> [
Λ 0
0 −Λ

] [
C D
0 I

]
� 0, (5.14)

Define the Lyapunov function V (ζ) := ζ>Pζ. Multiplying (5.14) on the left and right by
[ζ(k)>, z(k)>] and its transpose yields

V (ζ(k + 1))− ρ2V (ζ(k)) +

[
v(k)
z(k)

]> [
Λ 0
0 −Λ

] [
v(k)
z(k)

]
≤ 0. (5.15)

It follows from φ̃ ∈ sector [−1nφ×1, 1nφ×1] that the last term in (5.15) is nonnegative, and
thus V (ζ(k + 1)) ≤ ρ2V (ζ(k)). Iterate it down to k = 0, we have V (ζ(k)) ≤ ρ2kV (ζ(0)),
which implies ‖ζ(k)‖ ≤

√
cond(P )ρk‖ζ(0)‖. Recall ξ(0) = 0. Therefore

‖x(k)‖ ≤ ‖ζ(k)‖ ≤
√

cond(P )ρk‖ζ(0)‖ =
√

cond(P )ρk‖x(0)‖,

and this completes the proof.

The above convex relaxation of the non-convex condition (5.14) leverages a “linearizing”
semi-definite inequality based on a previous guess of Q−1

1 and Q−1
2 (as P̄ and Λ̄). The linear

matrix inequality (LMI) condition (5.11) is jointly convex in the decision variables θ̃, Q1,
Q2, where Q1 and Q2 are the inverse matrices of the Lyapunov certificate and the multiplier
in (5.14), and this allows for its efficient enforcement in the reinforcement learning process.
Denote the LMI (5.11), Q1 ∈ Snζ++, and Q2 ∈ Dnφ

++ altogether as LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P̄ , Λ̄), which
will later be incorporated in the policy gradient process to provide exponential stability
guarantees.

Based on the stability condition (5.11), define the convex stability set C(P̄ , Λ̄) as

C(P̄ , Λ̄) :=
{
θ̃ : ∃ Q1, Q2, s.t. LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P̄ , Λ̄)

}
. (5.16)
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Given matrices P̄ and Λ̄, any parameter θ̃ drawn from C(P̄ , Λ̄) ensures the exponential
stability of the feedback system (5.10). The set C(P̄ , Λ̄) is a convex inner-approximation to
the set of parameters that renders the feedback system stable, and the choice of P̄ and Λ̄
affects the conservatism in the approximation. One way of choosing (P̄ , Λ̄) is provided in
Algorithm 3.

Remark 5.3.1. Although only sector bounds (5.6) are used to describe the activation func-
tions, we can further reduce the conservatism by using off-by-one integral quadratic con-
straints [103] to also capture the slope information of activation functions as done in [186].

Remark 5.3.2. Note that although we only consider LTI plant dynamics, the framework can
be immediately extended to plant dynamics described by RNNs, or neural state space models
provided in [88].

Figure 5.5: Illustration
of Algorithm 3. The
set of all the stabilizing
θ̃ is given in blue.

y(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit>

u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit>

G
<latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit>

�<latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit>

p(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit>

q(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit>

(a) uncertain plant
Fu(G,∆)

y(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gEQ3UixV1JG65GCeaA2dpfFZFSk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBXssePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYIoX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFKFdEvFIDQKsKWeSdg0znA5iRbEIOO0H87vc7z9RpVkkH00aU1/gqWQhI9jkUlqfX4+rNbfhLoE2iVeQGhTojKtfo0lEEkGlIRxrPfTc2PgZVoYRTheVUaJpjMkcT+nQUokF1X62vHWBrqwyQWGkbEmDlurviQwLrVMR2E6BzUyve7n4nzdMTNjyMybjxFBJVovChCMTofxxNGGKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAwrTIyNp2JD8NZf3iS9m4bnNryHZq3dKuIowwVcQh08uIU23EMHukBgBs/wCm+OcF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wdyoY3N</latexit>

u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2xfZlLezqQJiAY2bGjT4haGCTM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwupbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2yFjck=</latexit>

G
<latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit>

�<latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4+JDxqWMhSeTP+XZs3fDaE6T1FM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDGgB48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6Pvf3tr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpuWp0aDg2upTbtiFmQQkEDBUpoJwZYHEloReObmd96AmOFVg84SSCM2VCJgeAMndTs3oJE1iuV/Yo/B10lQU7KJEe9V/rq9jVPY1DIJbO2E/gJhhkzKLiEabGbWkgYH7MhdBxVLAYbZvNrp/TcKX060MaVQjpXf09kLLZ2EkeuM2Y4ssveTPzP66Q4qIaZUEmKoPhi0SCVFDWdvU77wgBHOXGEcSPcrZSPmGEcXUBFF0Kw/PIqaV5WAr8S3F+Va9U8jgI5JWfkggTkmtTIHamTBuHkkTyTV/Lmae/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zQv7A+/wBXYqO8g==</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="9RiSZhPhpQCvmxxHSdO9Z+7mfPM=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qOhYi5FgFHOp37RiUKn6NX8Bsk6CglShQHNQ+eoPY5YqrpFJam0v8BMMM2pQMMnn5X5qeULZlI55z1FNFbdhtrh1Ti6dMiSj2LjSSBbq74mMKmtnKnKdiuLErnq5+J/XS3FUDzOhkxS5ZstFo1QSjEn+OBkKwxnKmSOUGeFuJWxCDWXo4im7EILVl9dJ+7oW+LXg4abaqBdxlOAcLuAKAriFBtxDE1rAYALP8ApvnvJevHfvY9m64RUzZ/AH3ucP8G6OIA==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="9RiSZhPhpQCvmxxHSdO9Z+7mfPM=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qOhYi5FgFHOp37RiUKn6NX8Bsk6CglShQHNQ+eoPY5YqrpFJam0v8BMMM2pQMMnn5X5qeULZlI55z1FNFbdhtrh1Ti6dMiSj2LjSSBbq74mMKmtnKnKdiuLErnq5+J/XS3FUDzOhkxS5ZstFo1QSjEn+OBkKwxnKmSOUGeFuJWxCDWXo4im7EILVl9dJ+7oW+LXg4abaqBdxlOAcLuAKAriFBtxDE1rAYALP8ApvnvJevHfvY9m64RUzZ/AH3ucP8G6OIA==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="9RiSZhPhpQCvmxxHSdO9Z+7mfPM=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qOhYi5FgFHOp37RiUKn6NX8Bsk6CglShQHNQ+eoPY5YqrpFJam0v8BMMM2pQMMnn5X5qeULZlI55z1FNFbdhtrh1Ti6dMiSj2LjSSBbq74mMKmtnKnKdiuLErnq5+J/XS3FUDzOhkxS5ZstFo1QSjEn+OBkKwxnKmSOUGeFuJWxCDWXo4im7EILVl9dJ+7oW+LXg4abaqBdxlOAcLuAKAriFBtxDE1rAYALP8ApvnvJevHfvY9m64RUzZ/AH3ucP8G6OIA==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="9RiSZhPhpQCvmxxHSdO9Z+7mfPM=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qOhYi5FgFHOp37RiUKn6NX8Bsk6CglShQHNQ+eoPY5YqrpFJam0v8BMMM2pQMMnn5X5qeULZlI55z1FNFbdhtrh1Ti6dMiSj2LjSSBbq74mMKmtnKnKdiuLErnq5+J/XS3FUDzOhkxS5ZstFo1QSjEn+OBkKwxnKmSOUGeFuJWxCDWXo4im7EILVl9dJ+7oW+LXg4abaqBdxlOAcLuAKAriFBtxDE1rAYALP8ApvnvJevHfvY9m64RUzZ/AH3ucP8G6OIA==</latexit>

p(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NJNN9WOIM0qTQyuVl5a2qBJgPBE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwuJbXp1bBS9ereAnid+AWpQoHWsPI1GMU0lUxZKogxfd9LbJARbTkVbF4epIYlhE7JmPUdVUQyE2SLW+f40ikjHMXalbJ4of6eyIg0ZiZD1ymJnZhVLxf/8/qpjRpBxlWSWqboclGUCmxjnD+OR1wzasXMEUI1d7diOiGaUOviKbsQ/NWX10nnuu57df/hptpsFHGU4BwuoAY+3EIT7qEFbaAwgWd4hTck0Qt6Rx/L1g1UzJzBH6DPH2TijcQ=</latexit>

q(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1zM3KSRKpn2/YIb3sQt21aOEm8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoigj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdxdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh9Db3u09UaRbLBzNLaCDwWLKIEWxy6bE2vRy6Va/uLYDWiV+QKhRoDd2vwSgmqaDSEI617vteYoIMK8MIp/PKINU0wWSKx7RvqcSC6iBb3DpHF1YZoShWtqRBC/X3RIaF1jMR2k6BzUSvern4n9dPTdQIMiaT1FBJlouilCMTo/xxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8WG4K++vE46V3Xfq/v319Vmo4ijDGdwDjXw4QaacActaAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9maY3F</latexit>

r(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="+jcXq7S1KMC/2vsE/HS8krzSDCA=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwu6dr0alipenVvAbxO/IJUoUBrWPkajGKaSqYsFcSYvu8lNsiItpwKNi8PUsMSQqdkzPqOKiKZCbLFrXN86ZQRjmLtSlm8UH9PZEQaM5Oh65TETsyql4v/ef3URo0g4ypJLVN0uShKBbYxzh/HI64ZtWLmCKGau1sxnRBNqHXxlF0I/urL66RzXfe9uv9wU202ijhKcA4XUAMfbqEJ99CCNlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49l6wYqZs7gD9DnD2fwjcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+jcXq7S1KMC/2vsE/HS8krzSDCA=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwu6dr0alipenVvAbxO/IJUoUBrWPkajGKaSqYsFcSYvu8lNsiItpwKNi8PUsMSQqdkzPqOKiKZCbLFrXN86ZQRjmLtSlm8UH9PZEQaM5Oh65TETsyql4v/ef3URo0g4ypJLVN0uShKBbYxzh/HI64ZtWLmCKGau1sxnRBNqHXxlF0I/urL66RzXfe9uv9wU202ijhKcA4XUAMfbqEJ99CCNlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49l6wYqZs7gD9DnD2fwjcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+jcXq7S1KMC/2vsE/HS8krzSDCA=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwu6dr0alipenVvAbxO/IJUoUBrWPkajGKaSqYsFcSYvu8lNsiItpwKNi8PUsMSQqdkzPqOKiKZCbLFrXN86ZQRjmLtSlm8UH9PZEQaM5Oh65TETsyql4v/ef3URo0g4ypJLVN0uShKBbYxzh/HI64ZtWLmCKGau1sxnRBNqHXxlF0I/urL66RzXfe9uv9wU202ijhKcA4XUAMfbqEJ99CCNlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49l6wYqZs7gD9DnD2fwjcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+jcXq7S1KMC/2vsE/HS8krzSDCA=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyKYI8FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o43Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLaMXGqKWvTWMS6FxLDBFesbbkVrJdoRmQoWDec3uV+94lpw2P1aGcJCyQZKx5xSmwu6dr0alipenVvAbxO/IJUoUBrWPkajGKaSqYsFcSYvu8lNsiItpwKNi8PUsMSQqdkzPqOKiKZCbLFrXN86ZQRjmLtSlm8UH9PZEQaM5Oh65TETsyql4v/ef3URo0g4ypJLVN0uShKBbYxzh/HI64ZtWLmCKGau1sxnRBNqHXxlF0I/urL66RzXfe9uv9wU202ijhKcA4XUAMfbqEJ99CCNlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49l6wYqZs7gD9DnD2fwjcY=</latexit>

with
<latexit sha1_base64="5/7lZyMKOYZfxvkqDgd+8/sED14=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0oJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUkS8gwIl7yeaUxVI3gtmt7nfe+TaiDh6wHnCfUUnkQgFo5hLTwKno2rNrbtLkE3iFaQGBdqj6tdwHLNU8QiZpMYMPDdBP6MaBZN8URmmhieUzeiEDyyNqOLGz5a3LsiVVcYkjLWtCMlS/T2RUWXMXAW2U1GcmnUvF//zBimGTT8TUZIij9hqUZhKgjHJHydjoTlDObeEMi3srYRNqaYMbTwVG4K3/vIm6Tbqnlv37hu1VrOIowwXcAnX4MENtOAO2tABBlN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/PzGOUg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/7lZyMKOYZfxvkqDgd+8/sED14=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0oJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUkS8gwIl7yeaUxVI3gtmt7nfe+TaiDh6wHnCfUUnkQgFo5hLTwKno2rNrbtLkE3iFaQGBdqj6tdwHLNU8QiZpMYMPDdBP6MaBZN8URmmhieUzeiEDyyNqOLGz5a3LsiVVcYkjLWtCMlS/T2RUWXMXAW2U1GcmnUvF//zBimGTT8TUZIij9hqUZhKgjHJHydjoTlDObeEMi3srYRNqaYMbTwVG4K3/vIm6Tbqnlv37hu1VrOIowwXcAnX4MENtOAO2tABBlN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/PzGOUg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/7lZyMKOYZfxvkqDgd+8/sED14=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0oJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUkS8gwIl7yeaUxVI3gtmt7nfe+TaiDh6wHnCfUUnkQgFo5hLTwKno2rNrbtLkE3iFaQGBdqj6tdwHLNU8QiZpMYMPDdBP6MaBZN8URmmhieUzeiEDyyNqOLGz5a3LsiVVcYkjLWtCMlS/T2RUWXMXAW2U1GcmnUvF//zBimGTT8TUZIij9hqUZhKgjHJHydjoTlDObeEMi3srYRNqaYMbTwVG4K3/vIm6Tbqnlv37hu1VrOIowwXcAnX4MENtOAO2tABBlN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/PzGOUg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/7lZyMKOYZfxvkqDgd+8/sED14=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0oJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUkS8gwIl7yeaUxVI3gtmt7nfe+TaiDh6wHnCfUUnkQgFo5hLTwKno2rNrbtLkE3iFaQGBdqj6tdwHLNU8QiZpMYMPDdBP6MaBZN8URmmhieUzeiEDyyNqOLGz5a3LsiVVcYkjLWtCMlS/T2RUWXMXAW2U1GcmnUvF//zBimGTT8TUZIij9hqUZhKgjHJHydjoTlDObeEMi3srYRNqaYMbTwVG4K3/vIm6Tbqnlv37hu1VrOIowwXcAnX4MENtOAO2tABBlN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/PzGOUg==</latexit>NX

k=0

⇢�2kr(k)>Mr(k) � 0

<latexit sha1_base64="tPiRpt1m0aO36IR/gngylO/SYTY=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR6sKQFMFuhIIbN0oFe4EmDZPptB0yyYSZiVBC3sKNr+LGhSJudefbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ8wcJo1LZ9rdRWFldW98obpa2tnd298z9g5bkqcCkiTnjohMgSRiNSVNRxUgnEQRFASPtILya1NsPREjK43s1TogXoWFMBxQjpS3ftFyZRn4WXtp57xa6YsR72Vk1zEUlPO25iifwBk4YukMCbeibZduyp4LL4MyhDOZq+OaX2+c4jUisMENSdh07UV6GhKKYkbzkppIkCIdoSLoaYxQR6WXTu3J4op0+HHChX6zg1P09kaFIynEU6M4IqZFcrE3M/2rdVA1qXkbjJFUkxrNFg5RBxeEkJNingmDFxhoQFlT/FeIREggrHWVJh+AsnrwMrarl2JZzd16u1+ZxFMEROAYV4IALUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHrLVgzGcOwR8Znz+KWp2M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tPiRpt1m0aO36IR/gngylO/SYTY=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR6sKQFMFuhIIbN0oFe4EmDZPptB0yyYSZiVBC3sKNr+LGhSJudefbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ8wcJo1LZ9rdRWFldW98obpa2tnd298z9g5bkqcCkiTnjohMgSRiNSVNRxUgnEQRFASPtILya1NsPREjK43s1TogXoWFMBxQjpS3ftFyZRn4WXtp57xa6YsR72Vk1zEUlPO25iifwBk4YukMCbeibZduyp4LL4MyhDOZq+OaX2+c4jUisMENSdh07UV6GhKKYkbzkppIkCIdoSLoaYxQR6WXTu3J4op0+HHChX6zg1P09kaFIynEU6M4IqZFcrE3M/2rdVA1qXkbjJFUkxrNFg5RBxeEkJNingmDFxhoQFlT/FeIREggrHWVJh+AsnrwMrarl2JZzd16u1+ZxFMEROAYV4IALUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHrLVgzGcOwR8Znz+KWp2M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tPiRpt1m0aO36IR/gngylO/SYTY=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR6sKQFMFuhIIbN0oFe4EmDZPptB0yyYSZiVBC3sKNr+LGhSJudefbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ8wcJo1LZ9rdRWFldW98obpa2tnd298z9g5bkqcCkiTnjohMgSRiNSVNRxUgnEQRFASPtILya1NsPREjK43s1TogXoWFMBxQjpS3ftFyZRn4WXtp57xa6YsR72Vk1zEUlPO25iifwBk4YukMCbeibZduyp4LL4MyhDOZq+OaX2+c4jUisMENSdh07UV6GhKKYkbzkppIkCIdoSLoaYxQR6WXTu3J4op0+HHChX6zg1P09kaFIynEU6M4IqZFcrE3M/2rdVA1qXkbjJFUkxrNFg5RBxeEkJNingmDFxhoQFlT/FeIREggrHWVJh+AsnrwMrarl2JZzd16u1+ZxFMEROAYV4IALUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHrLVgzGcOwR8Znz+KWp2M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tPiRpt1m0aO36IR/gngylO/SYTY=">AAACF3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR6sKQFMFuhIIbN0oFe4EmDZPptB0yyYSZiVBC3sKNr+LGhSJudefbOL0stPWHgY//nMOZ8wcJo1LZ9rdRWFldW98obpa2tnd298z9g5bkqcCkiTnjohMgSRiNSVNRxUgnEQRFASPtILya1NsPREjK43s1TogXoWFMBxQjpS3ftFyZRn4WXtp57xa6YsR72Vk1zEUlPO25iifwBk4YukMCbeibZduyp4LL4MyhDOZq+OaX2+c4jUisMENSdh07UV6GhKKYkbzkppIkCIdoSLoaYxQR6WXTu3J4op0+HHChX6zg1P09kaFIynEU6M4IqZFcrE3M/2rdVA1qXkbjJFUkxrNFg5RBxeEkJNingmDFxhoQFlT/FeIREggrHWVJh+AsnrwMrarl2JZzd16u1+ZxFMEROAYV4IALUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHrLVgzGcOwR8Znz+KWp2M</latexit>

(b) extended system of G and Ψ with
IQCs

Figure 5.6: Uncertain plant and its corresponding constrained ex-
tended system

Projected Policy Gradient

Policy gradient methods [160, 176] enjoy convergence to optimality under the tabular setting
and achieve good empirical performance for more challenging problems. However, with little
assumption about the problem setting, they do not offer any stability guarantee for the closed
loop system. We propose the projected policy gradient method that enforces the stability of
the interconnected system while the policy is dynamically explored and updated.

Policy gradient approximates the gradient with respect to the parameters of a stochastic
controller using samples of trajectories via (5.17) without any prior knowledge of plant
parameters and the reward structures. Gradient ascent is then applied to refine the controller
with the estimated gradients.

∇θ̃R(πθ̃) =

∫

X
dπθ̃(x)

∫

U
∇θ̃πθ̃(u|x)Qπθ̃(x, u)dudx

= Eθ̃,x∼dπ ,u∼πθ̃ [Q
π(x, u)∇θ̃ log πθ̃(u|x)]. (5.17)
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In the above, θ̃ represents the parameters of πθ̃. R(πθ̃) is the expected reward (negative cost)
of the controller πθ̃. d

π(x) is the distribution of states x ∈ X under πθ̃, where X is a set of states.
Qπ(x, u) is the reward-to-go after executing control u ∈ U at state x under πθ̃, where U is a set of
actions.

Like any gradient method, policy gradient does not ensure the controller is in some specific
set of preference (the set of stabilizing controller in our setting). To that end, a projection to the
stability set C(P̄ , Λ̄), (Q1, Q2, θ̃) ← ΠC(P̄ ,Λ̄)(θ

′), is applied between gradient updates, where θ′ is
the updated parameter, and the projection operator ΠC(P̄ ,Λ̄)(θ

′) is defined as the following convex
program,

ΠC(P̄ ,Λ̄)(θ
′) ∈ arg min

Q1,Q2,θ̃

∥∥∥∥
[
Q1

Q2

]
−
[
P̄−1

Λ̄−1

]∥∥∥∥
2

F

+ ‖θ̃ − θ′‖2F

s.t. LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P̄ , Λ̄). (5.18)

Through the recursively feasible projection step (i.e. the feasibility is inherited in subsequent steps,
summarized in Theorem 5.3.2), we conclude with a projected policy gradient method to synthesize
stabilizing RNN controllers as summarized in Algorithm 3 and illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Theorem 5.3.2 (Recursive Feasibility). If LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P
i−1,Λi−1) is

feasible (i.e. LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P
i−1,Λi−1) holds for some Q1, Q2, and θ̃), then LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P

i,Λi)
is also feasible, where P i = (Qi1)−1 and Λi = (Qi2)−1 are from the i-th step of projected policy
gradient, for i = 1, 2, . . .

Proof. The main idea is to show that (Qi1, Q
i
2, θ̃

i) is already a feasible point for LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P
i,Λi).

Since LMI(Q1, Q2, θ̃, P
i−1,Λi−1) is feasible, at optimum of the projection step, we obtain the min-

imizer (Qi1, Q
i
2, θ̃

i) and LMI(Qi1, Q
i
2, θ̃

i, P i−1,Λi−1) holds. It follows from inequalities 2P i−1 −
P i−1>Qi1P

i−1 � (Qi1)−1 and 2Λi−1 − Λi−1>Qi2Λi−1 � (Qi2)−1 that




ρ2(Qi1)−1 0 A> C>
0 (Qi2)−1 B> D>
A B Qi1 0
C D 0 Qi2


 � 0, (5.19)

which renders LMI(Qi1, Q
i
2, θ̃

i, P i,Λi) true at a feasible point of (Qi1, Q
i
2, θ̃

i).

In the algorithm, the gradient step performs gradient ascent using the estimated gradient
∇θ̃R(π(θ̃)). The projection step projects the updated parameters θ′i from the gradient step to
the convex stability set C(P i,Λi), where P i and Λi are computed using Qi1 and Qi2 from the previ-
ous projection step. We choose Λ0 = Inφ , and construct P 0 based on the method in [147].

Remark 5.3.3. The projection step (5.18) is a semi-definite program (SDP) involving O((nξ +
nφ) × (nξ + nφ)) variables. The complexity of interior point SDP solvers usually scales cubically
with the number of variables, potentially bringing computational burden when (nξ + nφ) is large.
Luckily, most high dimensional problems admit low dimension structures [179] and such overhead
is only paid at training without further operations at deployment.
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Algorithm 3 Projected Policy Gradient

Input: Matrices P 0 and Λ0 s.t. C(P 0,Λ0) is not empty, learning rate σ > 0.
1: i← 0
2: while not converged do
3: θ′i ← θ̃i + σ∇θ̃R(πθ̃i) . gradient step
4: (Qi+1

1 , Qi+1
2 , θ̃i+1)← ΠC(P i,Λi)(θ

′i) . proj. step
5: P i+1 ← (Qi+1

1 )−1, Λi+1 ← (Qi+1
2 )−1

6: i← i+ 1
7: end while

Output: πθ̃

(b)(a)

Figure 5.7: (a) Vehicle [1]; (b) Frequency
Regulation on IEEE 39-bus New England
Power System [11]

(a) Decentralized (b) Localized

(c) Ring (d) Star Topology

Figure 5.8: Four communica-
tion topologies for IEEE 39-
bus power system [58].

5.4 Partially Observed Nonlinear Systems with

Uncertainty

In the context of RL, we often need to handle systems with nonlinear dynamics and/or unmodeled
dynamics. Here we model such a nonlinear and uncertain plant Fu(G,∆) (shown in Figure 5.6a)
as an interconnection of the nominal plant G, and the perturbation ∆ representing the nonlinear,
and uncertain part of the system. Therefore, in this new problem setting, we only require system
dynamics to be partially known, and we use ∆ to cover the difference between the original real
system dynamics, and partially known dynamics G. The plant Fu(G,∆) is defined by the following
equations:

G





x(k + 1) = AG x(k) +BG1 q(k) +BG2 u(k)
p(k) = CG1 x(k) +DG1 q(k)
y(k) = CG2 x(k)

q(·) = ∆(p(·)) (5.20)
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where x(k) ∈ RnG , u(k) ∈ Rnu , and y(k) ∈ Rny are the state, control input, and output of the
nominal plant G, and p(k) and q(k) are the input and output of ∆. The perturbation ∆ : `

np
2e → `

nq
2e

is a causal and bounded operator.
The perturbation ∆ can represent various types of uncertainties and nonlinearities, including

sector bounded nonlinearities, slope restricted nonlinearities, and unmodeled dynamics. Thus con-
sidering ∆ extends our framework to the class of plants beyond LTI plants. The input-output
relationship of ∆ is characterized with an integral quadratic constraint (IQC) [120], which consists
of a filter Ψ applied to the input p and output q of ∆, and a constraint on the output r of Ψ. The
filter Ψ is an LTI system with the zero initial condition ψ(0) = 0nψ×1

:

ψ(k + 1) = Aψ ψ(k) +Bψ1 p(k) +Bψ2 q(k),
r(k) = Cψ ψ(k) +Dψ1 p(k) +Dψ2 q(k).

(5.21a)

To enforce exponential stability of the feedback system, we characterize ∆ using the time-domain
ρ-hard IQC, which is introduced in [103], and its definition is also provided below.

Definition 5.4.1. Let Ψ be an LTI system defined in (5.21), and M ∈ Snr . Suppose 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
A bounded, causal operator ∆ : `

np
2e → `

nq
2e satisfies the time-domain ρ-hard IQC defined by Ψ, M ,

and ρ, if the following condition holds for all p ∈ `np2e , q = ∆(p), and N ≥ 0

N∑

k=0

ρ−2kr(k)>Mr(k) ≥ 0. (5.22)

where r is the output of Ψ driven by inputs (p, q).

Remark 5.4.1. For a particular perturbation ∆, there is typically a class of valid ρ-hard IQCs
defined by a fixed filter Ψ and a matrix M drawn from a convex set M. Thus, in the stability
condition derived later, M ∈ M will also be treated as a decision variable. A library of frequency-
domain ρ-IQCs is provided in [26] for various types of perturbations. As shown in [148], a general
class of frequency-domain ρ-IQCs can be translated into time-domain ρ-hard IQC by a multiplier
factorization.

When deriving the stability condition, the perturbation ∆ will be replaced by the time-domain
ρ-hard IQC (5.22) that describes it, and the associated filter Ψ, as shown in Figure 5.6b. Therefore,
the stabilizing controller will be designed for the extended system (an interconnection of G and
Ψ) subject to IQCs, instead of the original Fu(G,∆). This controller will also be able to stabilize
the original Fu(G,∆). Define the extended state as xe = [x>, ψ>]>.Also define ζ = [x>e , ξ>]> to
gather the states of the extended system and the controller. The feedback system of the extended
system and the controller has the dynamics

ζ(k + 1) = A ζ(k) + B1 q(k) + B2 z(k),
v(k) = C1 ζ(k) +D1 q(k) +D2 z(k),
r(k) = C2 ζ(k) +D3 q(k) +D4 z(k),

(5.23)
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where

A =
[
Ae+Be2D̃k2Ce2 Be2C̃k1

B̃k2Ce2 Ãk

]
, B1 =

[
Be1

0nξ×nq

]
,

B2 =

[
Be2Dk1

Bφ−Aφ
2

Bk1
Bφ−Aφ

2

]
, C1 = [Dk3Ce2 Ck2 ] ,

D1 = 0nφ×nq , D2 = 0nφ×nφ , C2 = [ Ce1 0nr×nξ ] ,

D3 = De1, D4 = 0nr×nφ ,

and the extended system (shwon in Figure 5.6b) and its state space matrices (Ae, Be1, ..., De1) are
defined as follows.

xe(k + 1) = Ae xe(k) +Be1 q(k) +Be2 u(k) (5.24a)

r(k) = Ce1 xe(k) +De1 q(k) (5.24b)

y(k) = Ce2 xe(k) (5.24c)

where

Ae =

[
AG 0

Bψ1CG1 Aψ

]
, Be1 =

[
BG1

Bψ1DG1 +Bψ2

]
, Be2 =

[
BG2

0

]

Ce1 =
[
Dψ1CG1 Cψ

]
, De1 =

[
Dψ1DG1 +Dψ2

]
, Ce2 =

[
CG2 0

]
. (5.25a)

The next theorem merges the QC for φ̃ and the time-domain ρ-hard IQC for ∆ with the Lyapunov
theorem to derive the exponential stability condition for the uncertain feedback system.

Theorem 5.4.1. Consider the feedback system of uncertain plant Fu(G,∆), and RNN controller
πθ̃. Assume ∆ satisfies the time-domain ρ-hard IQC defined by Ψ, M, and ρ, with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
Given P̄ ∈ Rnζ×nζ and Λ̄ ∈ Rnφ×nφ. If there exist matrices Q1 ∈ Snζ++, Q2 ∈ Dnφ++, M ∈ M, and

parameters θ̃ such that the following condition holds



R>ΓR

[
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

]>

[
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

] [
Q1 0
0 Q2

]


 � 0, (5.26)

where Γ = diag(ρ2(2P̄−P̄>Q1P̄ ), 2Λ̄−Λ̄>Q2Λ̄,−M) is a block diagonal matrix and R =
[
I 0 0
0 0 I
C2 D3 D4

]
.

Then for any x(0), we have ‖x(k)‖ ≤
√

cond(P )ρk‖x(0)‖ for all k, where P := Q−1
1 , i.e., the feed-

back system is exponentially stable with rate ρ.

Proof. Assume there exist Q1 ∈ Snζ++, Q2 ∈ Dnφ++, M ∈M, and θ̃ such that (5.26) holds. It follows
from Schur complements that (5.26) is equivalent to

[
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

]> [Q−1
1 0
0 Q−1

2

] [
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

]
−R>

[
ρ2(2P̄ − P̄>Q1P̄ ) 0 0

0 2Λ̄− Λ̄>Q2Λ̄ 0
0 0 −M

]
R � 0. (5.27)
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By inequalities P̄>Q1P̄ − 2P̄ � −Q−1
1 and Λ̄>Q2Λ̄ − 2Λ̄ � −Q−1

2 for any P̄ ∈ Rnζ×nζ and Λ̄ ∈
Rnφ×nφ , we have that (5.27) implies

[
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

]> [
Q−1

1 0

0 Q−1
2

] [
A B1 B2

C1 D1 D2

]
−R>



ρ2Q−1

1 0 0

0 Q−1
2 0

0 0 −M


R � 0. (5.28)

Defining P = Q−1
1 and Λ = Q−1

2 , and rearranging (5.28), we have P,Λ,M , and θ̃ satisfy the
following condition

[
A B1 B2

I 0 0

]> [
P 0
0 −ρ2P

] [
A B1 B2

I 0 0

]
+

[
C1 D1 D2

0 0 I

]> [
Λ 0
0 −Λ

] [
C1 D1 D2

0 0 I

]

+
[
C2 D3 D4

]>
M
[
C2 D3 D4

]
� 0. (5.29)

Define the Lyapunov function V (ζ) := ζ>Pζ. Multiplying (5.29) on the left and right by[
ζ(k)>, q(k)>, z(k)>

]
and its transpose yields

V (ζ(k + 1))− ρ2V (ζ(k)) +

[
v(k)
z(k)

]> [
Λ 0
0 −Λ

] [
v(k)
z(k)

]
+ r(k)>Mr(k) ≤ 0. (5.30)

It follows from φ̃ ∈ sector [−1nφ×1, 1nφ×1] that the third term is nonnegative. This yields

V (ζ(k + 1))− ρ2V (ζ(k)) + r(k)>Mr(k) ≤ 0.. (5.31)

Multiply (5.31) by ρ−2k for each k and sum over k to obtain

ρ−2(k−1)V (ζ(k))− ρ2V (ζ(0)) +
k−1∑

t=0

ρ−2tr(t)Mr(t) ≤ 0. (5.32)

By the assumption that ∆ satisfies the ρ-hard IQC, the last term is nonnegative, and thus V (ζ(k)) ≤
ρ2kV (ζ(0)) for all k, which implies ‖ζ(k)‖ ≤

√
cond(P )ρk‖ζ(0)‖. Recall ξ(0) = 0nξ×1 and ψ(0) =

0nψ×1. Therefore

‖x(k)‖ ≤ ‖ζ(k)‖ ≤
√

cond(P )ρk‖ζ(0)‖ =
√

cond(P )ρk‖x(0)‖,

and this completes the proof.

This LMI (5.26) is jointly convex in θ̃, Q1, Q2 and M for any given P̄ and Λ̄. Based on this
LMI, we define the convex robust stability set CR(P̄ , Λ̄):

CR(P̄ , Λ̄) :=
{
θ̃ : ∃ Q1 ∈ Snζ++, Q2 ∈ Dnφ++, M ∈M, s.t. (5.26)

}
.

Any parameter θ̃ drawn from CR(P̄ , Λ̄) ensures the exponential stability of the feedback system
of Fu(G,∆) and πθ̃, and this convex robust stability set can be used in the projection step.

Remark 5.4.2. If we only require the feedback system to be stable (ρ = 1 in (5.26)), a more general
class of IQCs, the time-domain hard IQCs [120], can be used to describe ∆.
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5.5 Numerical Experiments

To compare our method against regular RNN controller trained without projection, we consider
6 different tasks involving control of partially observed dynamical systems, including a linearized
inverted pendulum and its nonlinear variant, a cartpole, vehicle lateral dynamics, a pendubot, and
a high dimensional power system. Figure 5.7 gives a demonstrative visualization of tasks including
vehicle lateral control and IEEE 39-bus power system frequency regulation, whose communication
topologies are shown in Figure 5.8.

Detailed Experimental Setup

In this section, we give detailed information about the experiments. All experiments are conducted
on a custom built machine with 36-core Intel Broadwell Xeon CPUs with 64 GB of RAM and are
terminated in tens of minutes. In all tasks, both our method and policy gradient are trained to
convergence and are capped at 1000 epochs. For each epoch, the gradient is estimated from a batch
of 6000 step data sampled from the controller interacting with the plant and is applied to update
the parameters. The trajectory length is capped at 200. The average reward from the sample of
trajectories from the 6000 steps are reported. We show 500 epoch plots in Figure 5.9 for clearer
capture of the convergence process. The experiments and models are coded in Python [168] with
Tensorflow [118], CVXPY [49] and MOSEK2. We choose the learning rate of 1e-3, picked from
grid search from 1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4 to give best reward at convergence for policy gradient on
the inverted pendulum task. We use ADAM optimizer [89] and gradient clipping to a maximum
magnitude of 10 for each parameter. We use tanh activation for all our neural network controllers.
The implementation of policy gradient is consistent with [104]. And our method adds the projection
updates on the same code base. The initial guess for the Lyapunov matrix P 0 of Algorithm 3 is
constructed using the method introduced in [147], which computes the Lyapunov matrix for output
feedback control problem through LMIs. The initial guess for Λ0 is an identity matrix.

Inverted Pendulum

We consider both a linearized inverted pendulum system and a full nonlinear version whose dy-
namics are given below. Both examples have two states x1, x2, representing the angular position
(rad) and velocity (rad/s). Only the plant output, y = x1, is observed. Our methods as described
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are applied for the linear, and nonlinear variants, with the goal of balancing
the inverted pendulum around the upright position.

Consider an inverted pendulum with mass m = 0.15 kg, length l = 0.5 m, and friction coefficient
µ = 0.5 Nms/rad. The discretized and linearized dynamics are:

[
x1(k + 1)
x2(k + 1)

]
=

[
1 δ
gδ
l 1− µδ

ml2

] [
x1(k)
x2(k)

]
+

[
0
δ
ml2

]
u(k),

y(k) =
[
1 0

] [x1(k)
x2(k)

]
, (5.33)

2www.mosek.com
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Training Epochs Training Epochs Training Epochs

Training Epochs Training Epochs Training Epochs

Figure 5.9: (a) Inverted Pendulum (linear); (b) Inverted Pendulum (nonlinear); (c) Cartpole;
(d) Pendubot; (e) Vehicle lateral control; (f) IEEE 39-bus New England Power System
frequency regulation. The error bars of reward plots characterize standard deviation across
3 runs with different seeds. For (a) and (b), the left figures are from our method and right
figures from policy gradient. Converging trajectories are rendered in green while diverging
ones in red. For (c), (d), (e), trajectories from our method are given in blue while those from
policy gradient are in orange. For (f), top figure is given by our method and bottom one by
policy gradient.

where u is the control input (1/10 Nm), and δ = 0.02 s is the sampling time.
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The discretized nonlinear dynamics of the inverted pendulum are
[
x1(k + 1)
x2(k + 1)

]
=

[
1 δ
gδ
l 1− µδ

ml2

] [
x1(k)
x2(k)

]
+

[
0
−gδ
l

]
q(k) +

[
0
δ
ml2

]
u(k),

y(k) =
[
1 0

] [x1(k)
x2(k)

]
,

q(k) = ∆(x1(k)) = x1(k)− sin(x1(k)).

The nonlinearity ∆(x1) = x1−sin(x1) lies in the sector [0, 0.41] for x1 ∈ [−1.4 rad, 1.4 rad]. The time
domian ρ-hard IQC for describing the nonlinearity ∆ is defined by the static filter Ψ =

[
0.41 −1

0 1

]
,

the matrix M =
[

0 λ
λ 0

]
for all λ ≥ 0, and any ρ ≥ 0.

At training, we pick ρ = 1 for both tasks. The observation of output is limited to [−0.15, 0.15]
and is normalized (i.e. devided by 0.15) before feeding into the controller. The trajectory ter-
minates when the limit is violated or the length arrives 200. The hyperparameters are set to
nφ = 16, nξ = 16. The following reward is used,

R =
T∑

k=0

[
1.0− 100x1(k)2 − 10x2(k)2 + 100u(k)2

]
,

where (x1(k), x2(k)) is state and u(k) is control at step k.

Cartpole

A linearized cartpole system is considered, the goal of which is to balance the pendulum around
the upright position while keeping the position of the cart close to the origin. The discretized and
linearized dynamics of the cartpole are




x1(k + 1)
x2(k + 1)
x3(k + 1)
x4(k + 1)


 =




1 −0.001 0.02 0
0 1.005 0 0.02
0 −0.079 1 −0.001
0 0.55 0 1.005







x1(k)
x2(k)
x3(k)
x4(k)


+




0
0

0.04
−0.04


u(k),

y(k) =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]



x1(k)
x2(k)
x3(k)
x4(k)


 ,

where x1 and x2 represent the cart position (m) and the angular position (rad) of the pendulum, x3

and x4 are the corresponding cart velocities (m/s) and angular velocity (rad/s) of the pendulum,
u is the horizontal force (N) exerting on the cart, and y is the plant output.

At training, we pick ρ = 0.98. The observation of output is limited to x1 : [−1, 1], x2 :
[−π/2, π/2] and is normalized before feeding into the controller. The trajectory terminates when
the limit is violated or the length arrives 200. The hyperparameters are set to nφ = 16, nξ = 16.
The following reward is used,

R =
T∑

k=0

[
5.0− x1(k)2 − x2(k)2 − 0.04x3(k)2 − 0.1x4(k)2 − 0.2u(k)2

]
,

where (x1(k), x2(k), x3(k), x4(k)) is state and u(k) is control at step k.
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Pendubot

A linearized pendubot is considered. The main goal is to balance the pendubot around the upright
position. The linearized and discretiezed dynamics (sampling time δ = 0.01 s) of the pendubot are




x1(k + 1)
x2(k + 1)
x3(k + 1)
x4(k + 1)


 =




1 0.01 0 0
0.6738 1 −0.2483 0

0 0 1 0.01
−0.6953 0 1.0532 1







x1(k)
x2(k)
x3(k)
x4(k)


+




0
0.4487

0
−0.8509


u(k),

y(k) =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]



x1(k)
x2(k)
x3(k)
x4(k)


 ,

where x1 and x3 represent the angular positions (rad) of the first link and the second link (relative
to the first link), x2 and x4 are the corresponding angular velocities (rad/s), u represents the torque
(Nm) applied on the first link, and y is the plant output.

At training, we pick ρ = 0.98. The observation of output is limited to x1 : [−1, 1], x3 : [−1, 1].
The hyperparameters are set to nφ = 16, nξ = 16. The following reward is used,

R =
T∑

k=0

[
5.0− x1(k)2 − 0.05x2(k)2 − x3(k)2 − 0.05x4(k)2 − 0.2u(k)2

]
,

where (x1(k), x2(k), x3(k), x4(k)) is state and u(k) is control at step k.

Vehicle Lateral Control

In this setting, we consider the vehicle lateral control problem from [1, 186]. The goal is for the
vehicle to track the lane edge while avoiding strong control inputs. The continuous-time linear
vehicle lateral dynamics are
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where e is the perpendicular distance to the lane edge (m), and eθ is the angle between the tangent
to the straight section of the road and the projection of the vehicle’s longitudinal axis (rad). Let
x = [e, ė, eθ, ėθ]

> denote the plant state. The control u is the steering angle of the front wheel (rad).
The plant output is y = [e, eθ]

>. The disturbance c is the road curvature (1/m). In this task, we
consider a constant curvature c ≡ 0. The values for the rest of the parameters are given in [186].
The controller is synthesized for the discretized dynamics with the sampling time δ = 0.02 s.

At training, we pick ρ = 0.98. The observation of output is limited to e : [−10, 10], eθ : [−1, 1]
and is normalized before feeding into the controller. The trajectory terminates when the limit is
violated or the length arrives 200. The hyperparameters are set to nφ = 16, nξ = 16. The following
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reward is used,

R =

T∑

k=0

[
5.0− 0.01e(k)2 − 0.04ė(k)2 − eθ(k)2 − 0.04ėθ(k)2 − 72

π2
u(k)2

]
,

where (e(k), ė(k), eθ(k), ėθ(k)) is state and u(k) is control at step k.

Power System Frequency Regulation

In this task, we address the distributed control problem for IEEE 39-Bus New England Power
System frequency regulation [58, 82] with the decentralized communication topology shown in
Figure 5.8 (a). The main goal is to optimally adjust the mechanical power input to each generator
such that the phase and frequency at each bus can be restored to their nominal values after a
possible perturbation. The linearized and discretized (sampling time δ = 0.2 s) dynamics of the
power system are

[
Ω(k + 1)
ω(k + 1)

]
=

[
In δIn

−δM−1
p L −δM−1

p D + In

] [
Ω(k)
ω(k)

]
+

[
0n×n
δM−1

p

]
u(k),

y(k) =
[
In, 0n×n

] [Ω(k)
ω(k)

]
,

where n is the number of rotors (n = 10 in this example), the states Ω, ω ∈ Rn represent the
phases and frequencies of the rotors, u ∈ Rn represents the generator mechanical power injections,
values for inertia coefficient matrix Mp, damping coefficient matrix D, and Laplacian matrix L are
specified in Section IV of fazelnia2016convex.

Designing an optimal controller for these systems is challenging, because they consist of inter-
connected subsystems that have limited information sharing. For the case of distributed control,
which requires the resulting controller to follow a sparsity pattern, it has been long known that
finding the optimal solution amounts to an NP-hard optimization problem in general (even if the
underlying system is linear). End-to-end reinforcement learning comes in handy, because it does
not require model information by simply interacting with the environment while collecting rewards.

At training, we pick ρ = 0.98. The observation of output is limited to Ωi : [−0.5, 0.5] and is
normalized before feeding into the controller. The trajectory terminates when the limit is violated
or the length arrives 200. The hyperparameters are set to nφ = 20, nξ = 20. The following reward
is used,

R =
T∑

k=0

[
5.0− ‖Ω(k)‖2 − ‖ω(k)‖2 − 0.2‖u(k)‖2

]
,

where (Ω(k), ω(k)) is state and u(k) is control at step k.
The experimental results including rewards and sample trajectories at convergence are reported

in Figure 5.9. In all experiments, our method achieves high reward after the first few projection
steps that ensures stability, greatly outperforming the regular method which suffers from instability
even after converging. For pendubot and inverted pendulum tasks, our method keeps perfecting the
performance after the first projection steps which already give high performance. While for cartpole,
vehicle lateral control, and power system frequency regulation tasks, our method converges to
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optimal performance in one step. Our method gives converging trajectories for all tasks and achieves
faster converging trajectories on the vehicle lateral control task. In comparison, policy gradient has
been greatly impacted by the partial observability and converges to sub-optimal performance in
cartpole, pendubot, and power system frequency regulation tasks and requires more steps to achieve
optimal performance in inverted pendulum and vehicle lateral control tasks. Without stability
guarantee, policy gradient fails to ensure converging trajectories from some initial conditions for
all tasks excluding vehicle lateral control which is open-loop stable.

5.6 Summary

In this work, we present a method to synthesize stabilizing RNN controllers, which ensures the
stability of the feedback systems both during learning and control process. We develop a convex
set of stabilizing RNN parameters for nonlinear and partially observed systems. A novel projected
policy gradient method is developed to synthesize a controller while enforcing stability by recursively
projecting the parameters of the RNN controller to the convex set. By evaluating on a variety of
control tasks, we demonstrate that our method learns stabilizing controllers with fewer samples,
faster converging trajectories, and higher final performance than policy gradient. Future directions
include extensions to implicit models [15, 55] or other memory units.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Research

In this dissertation, we look into deep implicit models, a new type of deep learning model involving
an infinite number of layers through the introduction of an equilibrium equation. Unlike deep
learning models with explicit feed forward neural networks, the output of implicit models bases
on a solution to some fixed-point equation for forward and backward pass in order to capture the
infinite number of layers. The new model has great prospects in the machine learning community
in bringing higher model capacity and enabling better performance.

The dissertation lays the theoretical and empirical foundations for deep implicit models. In
the first part, we present implicit deep learning, a pioneering framework of deep implicit models.
We discuss different theoretical aspects of implicit deep learning including well-posedness, training,
robustness, and more. In the second part, we extend the framework to solve empirical tasks
including representation learning in graph-structured data and stable controller synthesis. We
show that implicit models achieve better performances than deep learning counterparts in these
settings. In graph representation settings, as discussed in Chapter 4, we introduce the implicit graph
neural networks framework (IGNN). IGNN uses an infinite number of message passing processes
which resembles the class of traditional graph algorithms where some equilibrium state is attained
through graph operations. As a result, IGNN achieves unprecedented performance in capturing
long-range dependency in graphs. In stable controller synthesis settings, as discussed in Chapter 5,
implicit deep learning enables flexible modeling of neural networks via simple notations. Thanks to
the simplicity, we manage to derive convex conditions to specify stability of the closed loop system
and come up with an efficient algorithm to iteratively synthesize stabilizing controllers.

Deep implicit models have seen more and more attention from the machine learning community
in recent years thanks to research works laying the theoretical and empirical foundations. Even
though we have seen some successes of implicit models in a range of areas, there are still a lot of
future directions to look at. We list a few below.

Well-posdness in practice. In Chapter 2, we have discussed some sufficient well-posedness
conditions for implicit deep learning. Through the enforcement of such conditions, we are able to
obtain well-posed implicit models (e.g. implicit graph neural networks in Chapter 4). However,
the conditions proposed are still sufficient conditions and are potentially conservative. There are
other variants of implicit models that have not explicitly enforced well-posedness conditions when
doing training and inference but are still able to push the models to work with tricks and tweaks.
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We believe exploration into the nature of well-posedness and practical yet efficient enforcement of
well-posedness are interesting directions to look into and will be of high impact in pushing implicit
models to the public.

Training and Inference. The training and inference of implicit models have mostly relied
on implicit gradient calculation through implicit function theorem. It turns out that both the
forward and backward calculations require a solution to an equilibrium equation. Deep implicit
models discussed in Chapter 2 and 4 are good examples. In the dissertation, we mostly use Picard
iteration to obtain the solution. At convergence, the solution quality is best but the calculation
can incur too much effort. For the model to empirically deploy to mobile devices or large scale
environments, the cost of computation needs to be lowered as much as possible. Future research on
lowering the training and inference cost will significantly benefit implicit models. The alternative
gradient-less training methods for implicit models through the introduction of Fenchel divergence
(as introduced in Chapter 3) is also a relatively unexplored but interesting direction to look at.

Capacity of implicit models. Recent empirical efforts (e.g. Chapter 4) on implicit models
have shown that implicit models are able to achieve higher capacity and achieve unprecedented
performances compared with deep learning with explicit feed forward networks. Intuitive expla-
nations for the performance bump have focused on the fact that implicit models can be seen as
infinitely deep neural networks. Theoretical views for such observation are still mostly unexplored.
Future research on theoretical depiction of higher capacity of implicit models will direct the new
designs and applications of implicit models.

Implicit model compression. The higher capacity of implicit models have been demon-
strated empirically in several applications without intentionally introducing model compression
techniques (e.g. encourage sparsity). We believe implicit models have great potential in further
compressing the current numbers of parameters to reach unprecedented model compression results.
Future research pushing on this would be highly impactful for the machine learning community
overall.

Connection to control. The implicit deep learning framework in Chapter 2 has a natural
connection to control systems. Specifically, it models all implicit models through the equilibrium
equation x = φ(z) which can be captured using IQC for many activation functions, similar to what
is presented in Chapter 5. This opens up new analysis opportunities for neural network or implicit
model controlled systems. With the notational simplicity, we also expect future research to bring
some control inspired results to deep implicit models through the implicit deep learning framework.
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